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INTRODUCTION 

Most phenomena observed in everyday life are reciprocal: what happens in one 
direction, happens equally well in the opposite direction. 
Most electrical phenomena are reciprocal. 
Nevertheless, the majority of active circuits, i.e. circuits comprising components such 
as electron tubes, transistors and amplifiers, violate this principle and this originally 
led many people to believe that non-reciprocity is associated with activity. 

Tellegen clarified the confusion (1948) and defined the gyrator as a new electric 
network element, next in the row to resistor, capacitor, inductor and transformer. 
The gyrator combines passivity with non-reciprocity. Furthermore, he showed how 
a gyrator could be made in principle. 
When Oono and Yasuura (1954) proved that all the members of a specific class of 
networks, characterized by the words: lumped, linear, time-invariant and passive, 
can be constructed from the classical components mentioned above,'together with 
the gyrator, it became apparent that general acceptance of the gyrator as a fifth 
elementary electric network component was bound to come. 

While the ideal resistor, capacitor, inductor and transformer from network theory 
have direct physical counterparts, the gyrator has none. It has to be constructed 
from, preferably passive, parts. 
The disappointing results, except in the case of microwaves, led designers to use 
active parts in addition. 
This was the beginning of the electronic gyrator. 

A gyrator has two ports. When a capacitor is connected across one port, an 
inductance is seen in the second. 
A gyrator terminated with a capacitor can simulate bulky and expensive coils in 
electric filters. This is a most attractive feature for industrial application. 

But why should gyrators first be constructed and then combined with capacitors 
to filters, when simpler (RC-active) filters can be made directly from active 
components, capacitors and resistors? 
The answer is (Orchard 1966) that the commonly used filters with inductors and 
capacitors possess specific properties, not recognized previously, which permit the 
design of extremely accurate filters considering the tolerances on the inductor and 
capacitor values. 
These properties were not preserved in the proposals for RC-active filter design. 

From this point onwards it was possible to distinguish two different approaches. 
The first concentrated on the design of more accurate RC-active filters while the 
second was directed at improved gyrator design. 
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Both were considerably stimulated by the rapid development of integrated circuit 
technology. Operational amplifiers came into common use and special-purpose 
integrated circuit (monolithic) gyrators appeared on the horizon. 
Today, the two approaches have almost come together. The RC-active filters have 
become filters in which resistors, capacitors and operational amplifiers are 
grouped so as to constitute coupled gyrator-type resonant circuits. Electronic 
gyrators have become industrial products. 

The aim of our research was to obtain accurate gyrator solutions, optimum 
with regard to cost, volume and power consumption — first for a specific telephony 
filter which has resulted in a monolithic gyrator, now known as the TCA 580, and 
subsequently for more general telecommunication purposes. 
We introduced the structural gyrator as a concept related to one condition for 
accuracy, namely the losslessness of the gyrator. A synthesis of structural gyrators 
is presented in ch. 2. 
When we found the adaptive gyrator concepts and made an ideal frequency ., 
modulator, it became apparent that gyrators can be used for more than just the 
simulation of inductances. Gyrator-capacitor combinations have properties that 
coils lack. 
But although new concepts were devised, their implementation in integrated circuits, 
considered in ch. 3, still proved extremely difficult. 

Various aspects of gyrators are examined in ch. 1. 
We start with some history (sections 1.1 -1.8) by way of background information 
and to enable various gyrator concepts to be introduced. The position of the 
gyrator amidst RC-active filters is discussed in sec. 1.9, which is followed by a 
section on LC filter properties. Modem gyrators are surveyed in sec. 1.11. The 
contributions on stability (sections 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15) are substantially new. An 
excursion to gyrator-like approaches based on the use of operational amplifiers 
is made in sec. 1.16, followed by the derivation of new signal-to-noise ratio and 
power consumption estimates for gyrator-capacitor filter design (sec. 1.17). Gyrator 
generalizations are considered in sec. 1.18, followed by an introduction to adaptive 
gyrator concepts. The chapter ends with a description of applications, most of them 
are new, in which gyrators are more effective than coils (sec. 1.20). 
This also includes more recent work. 
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1. THE GYRATOR IN ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

1.1. Introduction 

Some thirty or forty years ago electric network theory was still mainly a theory 
of electric niters. It was based on earlier work associated with names such as 
Kirchhoff, Thévenin, Heaviside, Hurwitz, Routh and later Campbell, Zobel, Carson, 
Foster, Cauer, Brune, Gewertz (see, for instance, his bibliography (1933)), Darlington 
and many others. 
Their networks were composed of four types of elementary component, viz the 
resistor, capacitor, inductor and transformer, which were all simply characterized by 
a single parameter or value (named resistance, capacitance, inductance and trans
formation ratio, respectively) 

The electron tube, of course, was also known, but it was not until over a decade 
later that it was idealized as a new elementary component, comparable with the 
classical ones (Tellegen 1956 (1)). It was given the name of nullor (Carlin 1964) 
The practical resistor, capacitor, inductor and transformer were not ideal, but they 
approximated sufficiently closely to ideal behaviour for their first description to be 
m the form of the simplest mathematical equations (figure 1 1.1). 

J 
ν = Ri I r C ^ V 

dt 
V 2 = n V

1 

I, = _ ni-

Fig 1.1.1. The four classical electric network elements — resistor, capacitor, inductor and 
transformer - their symbols and their equations. 

The similarity between the descriptive equations of mechanical and electro
mechanical systems on the one hand and electrical networks on the other had the 
effect that it became common practice to translate mechanical and electromechanical 
problems into electrical network equivalents (see, for instance, Olson 1943 and 
Bloch 1945). The behaviour of many of these electrical networks was already known 
or could be conveniently ascertained by measurements on the actual model. Para
meter variation and design optimization were made easier. 
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It was known that there was no electrical equivalent for certain problems. That 
was the case, for instance, with gyroscopic effects in mechanics (see, inter alia, 
Thomson and Tait 1879) and some electromechanical transducer problems (see 
Poincaré 1907 and Le Corbeiller 1929). 
To extend the analogy both in mechanics and in electromechamcs new elements 
were introduced. In mechanics there was Bloch's ideal gyroscopic coupler (1944). 
In electromechamcs McMillan (1946, 1947) introduced his anti-reciprocal box 
composed of an electrostatic transducer and a magnetic transducer, mechanically 
coupled 
These elements are distinguished from the classical ones in that they violate the 
principle of symmetry, known as reciprocity, in the descriptive equations. 

The electron tube also violates reciprocity, but it is an active component, unlike 
all other elements mentioned, which are passive. It was thought that non-reciprocity 
m electric networks was connected with activity (see, for instance, Bloch 1944). 
In 1948, however, when Tellegen presented the gyrator as a new electric network 
element and indicated how in principle it could be made, this mistaken idea was 
corrected *). Although purely electric, Tellegen's gyrator is, at the same time, non-
reciprocal and passive. 

The classical elementary network components — resistor, capacitor, inductor and 
transformer — can be used to synthesize all networks which are lumped, linear, time-
invanant, passive and reciprocal (Bayard 1949). 
The advent of the fifth element, the gyrator, meant that the restriction reciprocal 
could be dropped (Oono and Yasuura 1954). 

1.2. Reciprocity in electrical networks 

Let us consider the definition of reciprocity in the context of electrical networks. 
To this end we take a linear and time-invariant two-port network, apply a voltage 
source with sine-wave voltage v^{t) = Re(KA £ ) ω ί ) across port 1 (see figure 1.2.1a; 
V^ is a complex voltage) and measure the current at port 2 The latter current goes 
to a steady-state value /A(r) = Re(/A ε ) ω 0 
In figure 1 2.1b the voltage source and current meter have been interchanged. 

*) Around 1928 Tellegen was occupied with electromechanical systems (loudspeakers) 
whose equations include non-reciprocal or gyroscopic terms He had already considered 
gyrator equations in the early thirties, but it was not until 1940 that he resumed study 
of the gyrator, particularly its construction from passive parts. He devised the name 
gyrator in 1942 (Private communication). 
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(a 

(b) 

Fig. 1.2.1. A linear, time-invariant two-port is reciprocal if the response is the same when 
source and meter are interchanged. 

The two-port is reciprocal if for equal excitations (K^ = уВ) the two responses are 
also equal (M = іЩ. 
This definition presupposes the existence of a conductance matrix and implies that 
this conductance matrix is symmetrical for a reciprocal two-port. 

A more generally applicable definition of reciprocity, named after Lorentz and 
Rayleigh, is that a two-port is reciprocal if 

Κ 1 Α / 1 Β + κ 2 Α / 2 Β = κ 1 Β / ι Α + κ 2 Β / 2 Α ) 1.2.1 

where A and В denote any two states of the two-port, for example those shown in 
figures 1.2.1a and b. This definition, of course, applies only if the usual sign 
convention is applied to all port voltages and currents, viz. that for positive port 
voltage and port current the power flow into the port is positive. 

An и-port is said to be reciprocal if any pair of the η ports shows reciprocal properties 
or, equivalently, if 
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η η 

Σ VkA¡kB= JVfcB/fcA. 1.2.2 

k=l k=l 

If a reciprocal и-port has an admittance, impedance or scattering matrix, it is sym
metrical with respect to the main diagonal. 
All linear, time-invariant one-ports, including the resistor, capacitor and inductor, 
are reciprocal. The transformer is reciprocal. 
A network constructed from reciprocal parts is itself reciprocal (for further details 
see: Penfield et al. 1970). 

1.3. Reciprocity and non-reciprocity in physics 

Reciprocal relations turn up in physics almost everywhere. To obtain an idea of 
their origin and therewith of the origin of the gyrator some will be discussed below. 

Very many optical phenomena are reciprocal, but as long ago as last century 
Helmholtz observed that magnetic rotation might interfere with the law of 
reciprocity. 
This magnetic rotation, or Faraday effect, is the rotation of the polarization of a 
light wave on passing through a transparent medium in the direction of a magnetic 
field. This effect is peculiar in that when the light wave is reflected and traverses 
the same path in the opposite direction, the rotation is not annulled but doubled. 
On the basis of this effect, Rayleigh (1885 and 1901) described a one-way device 
(figure 1.3.1 ) which has the property that a source of light at the left can be seen at 
the right while a source at the right is invisible at the left. 

In the theory of elasticity Maxwell's reciprocity theorem applies to a linear 
elastic body which is subjected to a force. It states that the displacement at point X, 
produced by a force at point Y, is equal to the displacement at point Y that would 
be produced by the same force acting at point X. 

In thermodynamics different theories support the existence of reciprocal 
relations. 
First, there are reciprocal relations which can be derived from an exact differential. 
Reversible thermodynamic processes can be described by an energy function E 
whose differential may contain terms such as: vdQ, іаф, Fax, Μαφ, pdV, TàS,.... 
The variables are divided into two groups, viz. v, i, F, Μ,ρ,Τ,... and 
ς),φ,χ,φ,ν,8,... . 
If a process is described by, say, two pairs of variables Xy, у ^ &пахг,уг of which 
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N i 

Fig. 1.3.1. Rayleigh's optical one-way arrangement consists of a Faraday rotator F 
situated between two Nicol prisms N1 and N2, the second being rotated 45° with 
respect to the first. The strength of the magnetic field in the Faraday rotator is ad
justed so that the plane of polarization of the light wave rotates through exactly 45° 
(according to the direction of the current in the solenoid). 
Light incident from the left is vertically polarized by N1, rotated through 45° by F 
and transmitted by N2. Light incident from the right is polarized, rotated and finally 
reflected by N1, as indicated by the broken lines. 

Χι and X2 belong to the first group and^i and_y2 to the second group and linear 
relations 

У2 =021*1 +422X2 . 

exist, then 

dE= Xidyi +Х2ІУг 

1.3.1 

1.3.2 

1.3.3 

= (xiOn +JC2i2i)dxi + ( x I a , î +x2a21)dx2. 1.3.4 
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In the case of a reversible process this is an exact differential, 

dE 
Xian +хгагі = дхі 

1.3.5 

* l 4 l 2 +Χ2β2ΐ -
дЕ 

ЬХ2 

whence we arrive at (Ehrenfest 1911) 

д2Е г'гЕ 
021 - ЗдсгЭдСі дх1дх2 = ап 

1.3.6 

1.3.7 

Reciprocal relations have also been found in irreversible processes. Unlike the 
preceding relations, these could not be derived from macroscopic energy considerations. 
Onsager (1931) introduced the principle οι microscopic reversibility as a basis for the 
proof of reciprocity. The principle implies that under conditions of equilibrium any 
molecular process and the reverse of that process will take place on the average at the 
same rate. 
Hence, in a process with two states A and В the transition A-+B occurs as often as the 
transition B-+A. There is nothing new in this. 
However, when the process has three states А, В and C, all conditions for thermo
dynamic equilibrium would be satisfied if there were a steady flow, at molecular 
level, round the cycle . . . A->B->C->A->·... (figure 1.3.2a). Microscopic reversibility 
requires additionally that the transitions between any two states balance (figure 
1.3.2b). 

В в 

A · 
^ 

(a) ( b i 

Fig. 1.3.2. A molecular process in equilibrium. It has three states А, В and C. A steady 
flow round the cycle . . . A-»B->C-»-A-*... (a) can satisfy all conditions for thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Onsager's principle of microscopic reversibility requires additionally that the 
transitions between any two states balance (b). 
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The principle is equivalent to detailed balancing from classical statistical mechanics 
In fact it implies that on the average the process is invariant for the transformation 
t -* (—t), i.e. for reversal of the time axis. 
Reciprocal relations were derived from the latter invariance. 

The validity of Onsager's derivation has been discussed by Casimir (1945) and 
although according to Truesdell (1969) many of the results can also be derived in 
different ways without assuming microscopic reversibility the Onsager-Casimir results 
are still in high esteem with most physicists. 
Casimir proved that a two-port consisting of a conducting solid with four leads 
attached to it is reciprocal provided no magnetic field is present. Hence, any resistive 
network is reciprocal. 
For further details, see Denbigh (1951), De Groot (1951) and Casimir (1963). 

1.4. Forerunners of the gyrator 

The equations for a body rotating about a fixed point can be derived from 
Newton's laws of motion. They can be written as equations linking torques Τ and 
angular velocities ω, 

Tx= Α-^-(Β-Οωγωζ, 1.4.1 

Ту = B-^--(C-A) ω ζ ω χ , 1.4.2 

dcjz 
Tz = С -^- - (А - В) ωχωγ , 1.4.3 

where А, В and С are rotational moments of inertia about the principal axes x, у and 
ζ of the body. In this form the equations are known as Euler's equations. 
If we make A and В < С and preferably A = В (the z-axis is axis of symmetry), then 

Tx « Ccoz-coy , 1.4.4 

Τγ<*-€ωζ·ωχ, 1.4.5 

dcoz 
Γ Ζ = С-g;-. 1.4.6 

which are the equations for a gyroscope. 
The last equation (eq. 1.4.6) describes the starting of the gyroscope. When the angular 
velocity ω ζ has become sufficiently high, we cease using Tz and ω ζ becomes invariant. 
From this point onwards the first two equations are linear and (approximately) anti-
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reciprocal, i.e. the influence of the torque Γχ on the angular velocity ων is equal in 
magnitude to, but different in sign from, that of the torque Ту on the angular 
velocity ωχ. 
These torques and rotational velocities become accessible when the gyroscope is 
supported in gimbals (figure 1.4.1), the first practical arrangement of which dates 
back to Foucault *). 

Fig. 1.4.1. When a gyroscope is mounted in gimbals as shown in the figure, the rotational 
velocities u>x and ωγ and the torques Г х and Ту become accessible. The show anti-
leciprocal relations. 

With this arrangement in mind Bloch (1944) observed that he could represent parts 
of his mechanical arrangements defined by gyroscopic terms by their electrical dual 
counterparts, so as to extend the applicability of the mechanical-electric network 
analogy. 

About the same time McMillan (1946) presented his electromechanical anti-
reciprocal box. The response to his article and particularly his answer (1947), in 

*) Foucault demonstrated the earth's rotation with his pendulum in 1851 and with the 
gyroscope a year later (Greek: gyros = revolution, skopein = to view). 
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which he even proposed the purely electric Hall-effect coupler, indicate a rapid 
development towards the gyrator. 
We shall follow part of his reasoning. 
An electric two-port with impedance matrix Ζ = R + jX is non-dissipative if 

Äu = 0 1.4.7 

Rn = —Ä21, Хіг = + ^ 2 i . 1.4.8 

R22 = 0 . 1.4.9 

When the voltage F 2 and current /2 are replaced by a mechanical force F and a 
velocity v, respectively, the matrix describes the behaviour of a non-dissipative 
electromechanical transducer. 
Two fundamentally different types of transducer can be distinguished. 
First, the crystal or condenser transducer, in which the force F (between the plates) 
is proportional to the electric charge (ƒ/, dt). Hence, Z2i is imaginary and Zn = Zji 
(see eq. 1.4.8). 
In the electrodynamic or magnetic transducer the force is proportional to the 
electric current ιΊ. Hence, in this case Z2i is real and Z12 = —Z2i (eq. 1.4.8 again). 
We might say that transducers of the first type are reciprocal, unlike those of the 
second type, which are anti-reciprocal. 
Each transducer constitutes a coupling between electrical and mechanical variables. 
When the 'mechanical' ports of the two transducers are coupled we obtain an 
arrangement with two 'electrical' ports. 
For a cascade A of two two-ports В and С 

Zi2^ = Znb . Z ^ 
Z 2 1 A Z 2 1 B Z 2 1 C 

1.4.10 

A cascade connection of two electromechanical transducers of different types which 
are mechanically coupled yields an anti-reciprocal electric two-port: McMillan's anti-
reciprocal box. 

1.5. The ideal gyrator 

McMillan's anti-reciprocal box is characterized by several variables, including the 
inductance of the coil of the magnetic transducer, the inductance equivalent of the 
moving mass, the capacitance of the condenser and the electromechanical couphng 
coefficients. Its properties are frequency-dependent, owing to resonance. It can still 
not be regarded as an elementary component in a row next to R, C, L and the ideal 
transformer. Idealization is lacking. 
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Tellegen's idealgyrator (1948,1956 (2)) with equations 

Ji Gv 2 > 1.5.1 

Í2 = -Gvx 1.5.2 

is characterized by a single parameter: the gyration conductance G. It is the simplest 
lossless и-port which violates reciprocity. It completes the set of elementary network 
components for the synthesis of lumped, linear, time-invariant, passive networks, 
which may be either reciprocal or not (Oono and Yasuura 1954). 
Furthermore, it should be observed that the ideal gyrator is not just a set of mathe
matical equations, but it is i physically acceptable element. (Tellegen 1966). This 
means that there is a physical arrangement conceivable, whose equations can 
approximate the ideal gyrator equations, at least in principle, to any extent. The 
ideal gyrator is a continuous idealization of the physical arrangement named gyrator. 
In view of these various arguments Tellegen's gyrator has become the fifth elementary 
electric network component. 

+ o-

- o-

-o + 

-o -

= Gv2 

= - Gv, 

Fig. 1.5.1. The ideal gyrator (G is the gyration conductance) is the fifth elementary electric 
network component in the row next to resistor, capacitor, inductor and ideal transformer 
shown in figure 1.1.1. 

The gyrator symbol is shown in figure 1.5.1. The power delivered to the ideal 
gyrator is 

ÍlV\ +'2>'2 = 0 . 1.5.3 
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because of the special form of the gyrator equations. The ideal gyrator is not only 
lossless in the usual sense, viz. that for periodic signals the energy applied to the ports 
over any period is zero, but it is also instantaneously lossless or non-energic (the term 
non-energic was first used by Birkhoff (1927)). The gyrator cannot store and release 
energy like an inductor or a capacitor, nor can it dissipate energy like a resistor. Like 
an ideal transformer it can only transfer energy. 

A two-port consisting of two cascaded gyrators has ideal-transformer equations 
(figure 1.5.2). Once the gyrator is introduced, we can dispense with the transformer. 

+ О о + 

= nv1 

= _ η i -

Fig. 1.5.2. A two-port formed by two cascaded gyrators behaves like an ideal transformer 
with a transformation ratio η = Ο,/Ο}. 

We can also dispense with either the capacitor or the inductor because a network 
connected to one port of a gyrator is seen in the second port as its dual. An induc
tance L is seen as a capacitance C=G2L and a capacitance Cis seen as an inductance 
L = C/G1 (figure 1.5.3). 

Particularly the potential possibility of eliminating bulky and expensive coils from 
electronic systems has attracted considerable attention. 
There are two ways in which an ideal gyrator can be used as a three-port circulator 
(figure 1.5.4). 
If any of the circulator ports is replaced by a conductance, equal in value to the 
gyration conductance, the resulting two-port is an isolator. 
Among the isolator circuits those in figure 1.5.5. are best known. Properly matched 
they transmit energy from port 1 to port 2 (corresponding to the direction of the 
arrow in the gyrator symbol), but not from port 2 to port 1. They are electrical 
analogies of Rayleigh's optical one-way arrangement (figure 1.3.1). 
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+ о 

= L 

Fig. 1.5.3. A network connected to one poit of a gyrator is seen from the second port as 
its dual counterpart; a capacitance С is seen as an inductance L = С/С*. 

Finally, figure 1.5.6 shows a peculiar new phase-shifter. It delays the signals passing 
from port 1 to port 2, but there is no delay at all in the opposite direction. 
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X 

a) 

lb) 

P 
'1 

+ O — i 

V 1 

- О 1 

V 3 

G 
•• 

DC 

+ 
• > ¡ з 

— A о 

о 

Fig. 1.5.4. A gyrator can be used in two different ways to form a circulator. The scattering 
matrices, normalized at all ports to the gyration conductance, are respectively 

and ( -1 0 0 
-1 0 ( 0 + 1 0 \ / 0 0 -1 \ 

0 0 +1 1 and ( -1 0 0 J 
+1 0 0 / \ 0 -1 0 / 
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(a) 

+ o-

- o-

о + 

-о -

( b ) 

Fig. l.S.S. Two of the isolators which can be derived from the circulators of figure 1.5.4. 

Each has the scattering matrix 

(Î ή-
When the ports are properly matched there is transmission only in the direction of the 
arrow of the gyrator symbol. 
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G' ГЛ 

- o-

Fig. 1.5.6. A second-order constant-resistance phase shifter. It has the scattering matrix 

( 0 Λ 
* G' + pGC, t p ^ . C , ' 

It delays in one direction only. 

1.6. Gyrators constructed from passive parts 

Large parts of the theory of R, C, L, ideal transformer networks were immediately 
applicable to networks containing gyrators. A practical gyrator device, however, was 
still lacking. 
A gyrator is passive. It is obviously best to start with a discussion of gyrators com
posed of passive parts. 

The first practical embodiment of a gyrator used as an isolator for microwaves was 
designed by Hogan (1952). It is a direct microwave analogue of Rayleigh's optical 
one-way arrangement. It is based on the phenomenon whereby microwaves show 
appreciable Faraday rotation in pieces of ferrite placed in a waveguide (Polder 1949). 
That ferrites can manifest non-reciprocal properties in a variety of ways other than 
by Faraday rotation was shown by Fox et al. (1955). They studied devices based on 
non-reciprocal field displacement, non-reciprocal phase shift, non-reciprocal coupling 
through apertures and non-reciprocal birefringence. 
This work was later extended to stripline configurations (see, for example, Bosma 
1964). 

Hall-effect gyrators were also extensively studied (Mason et al. 1953, Wick 1954, 
Grubbs 1959, Arlt 1960, Grützmann 1963). Unlike preceding devices, which 
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inherently allow only the realization of transmission elements of relatively narrow 
bandwidth at frequencies above 100 MHz, Hall-effect gyrators show no resonance. 
Two decades of bandwidth between 10 kHz and 10 MHz are obtained. The losses, 
however, are still unacceptably high in many applications. 

The drawback of narrow bandwidth is again shared by electromechanical trans
ducers like McMillan's anti-reciprocal box. 
Silverman (1963) promoted the use of combinations of piezo-electric and piezo-
magnetic transducers. 

Although the principles mentioned above have led to the wide use of non-
reciprocal microwave devices (isolators, circulators), they did not result in practical 
components for lower frequencies. At lower frequencies non-reciprocal action could 
be derived more easily from electron tubes and, more recently, from transistors and 
integrated circuits. The elimination of a coil by an even bulkier and more complex 
device (itself containing a coil or a permanent magnet) is simply not feasible. 
When active components are introduced for the construction of gyrators one highly 
important feature is sacrificed, viz. gyrators constructed from passive components 
are (almost) noiseless just as components such as capacitors, coils and transformers. 
Gyrators with active parts are not noiseless which seriously restricts their application. 

1.7. Gyrators constructed from passive and active parts 

When in addition to the passive components active components such as electron 
tubes, transistors and, in particular, integrated circuits became available for gyrator 
design, the outlook for a practical gyrator became much more promising. 
It should be observed that the gyrator remains passive (seen at its two ports), although 
it is not constructed with exclusively passive parts. The active parts cater for exact 
compensation of the signal losses. 

The first triode gyrators date back to Wheeler (1948) and Klein (1952) and the 
first pentode gyrators to Sharpe (1957 (1) and (2)). Sharpe introduced transactors 
as ideal active elements and constructed gyrators from two voltage-current transactors 
(voltage-controlled current sources) as well as from two current-voltage transactors. 
The electron tube circuits were still bulky, required a high power consumption and 
showed considerable losses. 

In the sixties an abundance of publications was devoted to transistor gyrators. 
One of the first was a paper by Ghausi and McCarthy (1963), who made a rough 
implementation of the gyrator equations and compensated for the losses. 
Many gyrators with two voltage-current transactors were subsequently proposed. 
Their principle is based on the following decomposition of the conductance matrix: 
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( 0 G \ / 0 G\ / 0 0 \ 

-G 0 / \ 0 0 / \ - C 0 / 

1.7.1 

(see, for example, figure 1.7.1). The transactor design was improved step by step 
(Shenoi 1965, Rao and Newcomb 1966, Sheahan and Orchard 1966 (1) and (2), 
Holmes, Gruetzmann and Heinlein 1967, Van Looij and Adams 1968 and Rao 
1969). 

Fig. 1.7.1. Circuit diagram of a gyrator constructed from two cross-coupled voltage-
current transactors. Its equations are ι, = G,», and i, = - C , Vi. 

Riordan (1967) presented the first example of a completely new type of gyrator. 
Antoniou found more examples and linked the circuits together (1969) by explaining 
that they all consist of a combination of a negative immittance inverter (Nil) and a 
negative immittance converter (NIC). 
The negative immittance inverter consists of an operational amplifier which is 
idealized to a nullor (an introduction to the concept of nullor can be found in 
sec. 2.2) and two conductors (see figure 1.7.2). Its conductance matrix 

/ 0 - G 2 \ 

\ - < м 0 / 
1./.2 

resembles that of a gyrator except for a minus sign. 
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о + 

(b) 
Fig. 1.7.2. A negative immittance inverter with an operational amplifier (a) and the same 
circuit further idealized with a nuUor (b). 
Its describing equations are ι', = — Gj», and i, = -G, vl. An impedance Ζ connected across 
one port is inverted to a negative admittance — G, G, Ζ seen in the second port. 

A gyrator is a positive immittance inverter with Сц = — G ^ . 
Antoniou arrived at a gyrator in two ways. 
In the first case he replaced one of the conductances Gi and G2 by a negative con
ductance, i.e. a negative immittance converter terminated by a positive conductance. 
In the second case he cascaded the Nil and the NIC, reversing the sign of one of the 
port variables of the NIL 

•"^-rOOr-^ 

- о 

Fig. 1.7.3. Two negative immittance converter circuits. 
Their equations are (a) vl = v,, 1, = ¿, and (b) w, = -ι>,, ι, 
impedance Ζ into a negative impedance —Z. 

( b ) 

= —i,. They convert a positive 
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He used two different NIC circuits (figure 1.7.3) and arrived at six different gyrators. 
An example is shown in figure 1.7.4. 
Finally, Lampard and Rigby (1967) presented a peculiar gyrator consisting of a 
bridge circuit with forced balance. It uses two resistors and three voltage followers. 

N.I.C. N.I.I. 

*П н̂я 
G, 

- O-

J > -

Fig. 1.7.4. Example of a gyrator constructed as a cascade connection of an NIC (see figure 
1.7.3a) and an Nil (see figure 1.7.2a). 
Its describing equations are i, =i)JC,G</G1 andi, =—f,G3. 

1.8. Comparison 

For a comparison of the gyrators mentioned we need some criteria. 
For instance, we might enquire whether the gyrators have one or two floating ports. 
A gyrator with two independently floating ports can be employed for all gyrator 
applications. A gyrator with one floating port is called a semi-floating gyrator. It 
can still be used for the simulation of floating inductances. A gyrator without 
floating ports has restricted applicability. 
As a second criterion we might consider the desirability of having the main diagonal 
terms of the conductance matrix of the gyrator two-port accurately zero. If they 
are not zero, the two-port is not lossless. 
We distinguish between gyrators for which Gji and G2 2 approximate zero as a 
result of the circuit configuration, irrespective of the element values: structural 
gyrators (as defined in sec. 2.3) and gyrators for which Gn and G22 are made zero 
by compensation. The latter type of gyrator is inherently not useful for low-loss 
designs (for example, see figure 1.8.1). 

It is also important for the value of the gyration conductance to be accurately known, 
e.g. it may be equal to the conductance of a specific conductor, and for no parameters 
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- I — h 
Ri 

2χ 

(α) Ib) 

Fig. 1.8.1. Gyratoi circuit proposed by Ford and Girling (1966). It is simple but 
unpractical for low-loss designs. 
To illustrate the above the circuit is terminated with two equal capacitors to form a 
resonant circuit. The resonant frequency ω0 = (2/Я, R3 С

1 ) ^ and the quality factor 
Q0 = (2R1/R3Y^Rl /(Я, - R , ) . For a quality factor of, say, 20 we can choose 
Яj = 2Я,, Я, = 0.95 Я,. However, when the resistances have tolerances of ± 1%, the 
quality factor will not be precisely 20 but somewhere between 14 and 33. For a higher 
design value of the quality factor this margin will even be considerably larger. 

of the active parts to enter the expressions for the gyration conductance. Parameters 
of the active components such as transistor current gain or transconductance show 
considerably larger tolerances, are markedly temperature-dependent and are non
linear. The better the design, the less the influence of the active parts is felt. 
A fourth point which should be observed is that a gyrator constructed from active 
parts such as electron tubes and transistors needs a supply current in order to 
operate, although as seen at the gyrator ports the circuit is lossless. In fact, the 
power consumption of a gyrator is considerable compared with the signal power 
that it can handle. 
Let us denote the maximum signal voltage that the gyrator can handle (for a 
specified maximum signal distortion) by ν and the maximum signal current by ». 
We define the signal-handling capacity S by S = νί/2. The factor 2 is introduced 
because ν and i are peak values and not effective values. Next we define the efficiency 
τ? of the gyrator as 

V = S/P, 1.8.1 

where Ρ is the supply power consumed by the circuit (see Blom and Voorman 
1971). In practice the efficiency has a value ranging from some tenths of one per 
cent to several per cent. We naturally want the highest possible efficiency. 

A rough comparison between the transistor gyrators and gyrator types which were 
mentioned earlier is made in table 1.8.1. The symbols + + , +, D, — and denote 
the assessment ratings. 
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Table 1.8.1 

Ghausi and McCarthy (1963) 
Shenoi (1965) 
Ford and GirUng (1966) 
Rao and Newcomb (1966) 
Sheahan and Orchard (1966) 
Holmes et al. (1967) 
Riordan (1967) 
Lampard and Rigby (1967) 
Van Looij and Adams (1967) 
Rao(1969) 
Antoniou (1969) 

number 
of 
floating 

ports 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 

Cu, Gii 
zero 

— 

D 
— 

+ 
++ 
+ 

++ 
+ 

++ 
+ 

++ 

accuracy 
ofG, 2 

and GJI 

— 

— 

+ 
D 
D 

• 
+ 
+ 
D 
D 

+ 

efficiency 

— 

α 
+ 
D 
D 

α 
+ 
α 
α 
+ 
+ 

The results should be interpreted with care. For instance, high accuracy is particularly 
important for gyrators intended for use in low frequency applications, say, below 
50 kHz. The same accuracy cannot be expected from gyrators meant for use at high 
frequencies (500 kHz — 50 MHz). For high frequencies the simplicity of the circuitry 
may be more important than accuracy. 

1.9. RC-active circuits 

The main application of gyrators is in electric filters, where they (together with 
capacitors) can eliminate bulky and expensive coils. In general, the requirements to 
be satisfied by gyrators for filter applications are much more severe than for appli
cations as isolators, hybrid coils and circulators. This means that gyrators which have 
been designed for filter applications can often also be used for isolators, hybrid coils 
and circulators, but that special-purpose designs are simpler and can thus be cheaper; 
see figures 1.9.1, 1.9.2 and 1.9.3. 

Inductor-capacitor filters can be replaced by gyrator-capacitor filters. If the 
gyrators are constructed from transistors and resistors the filters may equally well 
be considered as a special type of RC-active filter. This makes it usefiil to discuss 
why precisely it is worthwhile to employ gyrators out of the enormous arsenal of 
different RC-active filters which are known. 
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Fig. 1.9.1. An isolator constructed from a gyrator and a resistor (figure 1.5.5) is much 
more complicated (expensive) than the isolator circuit shown above. 

-O 

1 

η 

η 

-о 

3 

(α) 

( b ) 

Fig. 1.9.2. Another example is shown in which a gyrator solution is more complicated 
than a special-purpose design (b). The circuit has the function of a hybrid coil (a). 
The lower circuit transmits without attenuation from port 1 to port 2 and from port 2 
to port 3 (port 2 is the two-wire side of the hybrid). If port 2 is matched, there is no 
transmission from port 1 to port 3. A kind of hybrid coil action can even be obtained 
with a single operational amplifier (Keen et al. 1968, Atiya and Doss 1976). 
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Fig. 1.9.3. A three-port circulator with all ports earthed (Keen et al. 1968). If all ports 
are matched there is transmission only from port 1 to port 2, from 2 to 3 and from 3 to 1. 

Let us first devote some attention to a typical RC-active filter approach. For our 
example we shall choose a filter type for which RC-active filters are best suited, viz. 
a low-pass filter. 
At first sight when designing an RC-active low-pass filter the best circuit to start 
with will be a passive RC low-pass filter (figure 1.9.4a). 
We correct its transmission characteristic by active means. This can be done in various 
ways. One method is to use an amplifier with high input impedance, low output 
impedance and a voltage gain К and to make a feedback as shown in figure 1.9.4b. 
(Sallen and Key 1955, see also Blom et al. 1973) with the advantage that the filter 
has a low-resistance output. 
All poles of the transfer function of the passive filter are located on the negative 
real axis. The active filter also has poles only but they can be complex conjugate. 
Butterworth, Chebyshev and Bessel function filters can be made at this stage. 
If we wish to have zeros in the transmission characteristic we can use one or more 
twin-T sections (figure 1.9.5). They can be incorporated in the active low-pass filter 
in various ways (see Heinlein and Holmes 1974). An example is shown in figure 
1.9.4c. It should be observed that in this case one of the T's of the twin-T is not 
standing on the earth. It is connected to the output of the amplifier but that makes 
no difference at the zero of transmission. 
Elliptic or Cauer function filters can be realized in this way. 
Some additional remarks are necessary. 

The first is that not all filters can be made. Particularly in the case of higher-order 
filters coefficient matching is not always possible. When this occurs the filter can 
be made as a cascade connection of two or more lower-order sections. 
A second point is that a twin-T gives not only a complex conjugate zero pair but 
additionally a zero on the negative real axis (which decreases the attenuation at 
high frequencies if the order of the filter is not increased). This zero can be cancelled 
by introducing an extra real-axis pole. 

Finally, a compensation for the 6 dB/octave roll off with frequency of the amplifier 
can be implemented by using the equivalence in figure 1.9.6. 
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+ O-C 

- o-

-o + 

'out 

( a ) 

o -

(b) 

out 

о -

( С ) 

Fig. 1.9.4. The development of ал active low-pass filter can start with the choice of a 
suitable passive low-pass filter (a). 
By active feedback (b) the poles of the transmission function can be moved off the 
negative real axis into the complex frequency plane. Maximally flat (Butterworth), 
Chebyshev and Bessel filters can now be realized. 
Transmission zeros can be obtained with one or more twin-T sections, which can be 
incorporated in the filter (c). This opens up the way to realizing elliptic or Cauer 
function filters. 
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Ч ^ 
V i n C l 

G, 

- o-

ri 

Li l· 

_ L С 'out 

Fig. 1.9.5. An RC twin-T circuit can provide a transmission zero. 
At a transmission zero the output voltage vanishes. Hence, the current in G, : 
, ' in G i G 3 / ' ( c i + G 3 +pCa),andthatinC,:i;¡np1C1C,/(G,+pC1 +рСз), must add 
up to zero. 
If G, +G3 =G, andC, +C, = C,, we obtain GiG3 +p iC 1C 3 = 0, i.e. we get a 
transmission zero at the frequency ω = (G,G3/C1 С,)й. 

ι 
- L - -

(α) 

Fig. 1.9.6. Sallen and Key type filters (a) are usually designed assuming frequency 
independent amplifier gain K0. In practice the gain is frequency dependent: К = К0/(1+рт), 
which effect can be compensated for by dividing resistor R in two parts r and R—r (b) 
with r = т/С. Then, v,/vi = K0/(l+pr) χ (1+ргС)/(1+рЯС) = /С0/(1+рДС). Thus, these filters 
can be used up to high frequencies. 
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The RC-active filters described above require á single amplifier for a second- up to, 
say, a fifth-order filter. This is very economical. A fifth-order gyrator-capacitor filter 
requires two gyrators. Moreover, the RC-active filter has the advantage that its output 
is a low-resistance one and can be loaded at will. In all cases where we can apply these 
filters, we should. 

The limitations of the RC-active filters above become apparent when an attempt 
is made to realize accurate sharp cut-off filters. In that case higher pole-ß's have to 
be achieved. 
Let us illustrate this with a second-order section of the type shown in figure 1.9.4b. 
The transfer function is 

К 
1.9.1 

1 H-piAjd +Ä4C1 +Ä4C3 -А:А4Сз)+р2А2А4С1Сз " 

The pole frequency GOQ is 

Ш о ^ А ^ С . С з ) · ^ , 1-9.2 

and the pole-ß 

Q = . 19 3 

{-p-r ) {f? г > { β г ' ~~ к{~в~г ' 
Л 4 ^ з ^ - І ^ Э •'^2^1 ••^2^1 

Next we observe that 

( ^ g ) * + ( g g ) * > 2 . 1.9.4 

Hence, to obtain a high quality factor QQ, the denominator must necessarily be one 
large term subtracted from another with a small result. The Q-value will be very 
sensitive to small variations of the element values (including the ampUfier gain). 

This can also be formulated more precisely. To this end we use the first order terms of 
a multivariable Taylor expansion for Q0 in the neighbourhood of its design value 

1.9.5 

The coefficients S ^ 0 £ . are the first-order sensitivity coefficients of the quality factor Q0 

with respect to the element values E¿ (see, foi instance, Belove 1966, Géher 1971). Unless 
higher-order sensitivities are dominant the set of first-order sensitivities is a good criterion 
for the effect of small variations in the values of the components to the value of the 
quality factor. 
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In the present case the sensitivities are all of the form 

SQ,,Ek = Qo'k • 1-9.6 

We can reduce the value of a specific <i¿ but only at the cost of the others. 
The sensitivity coefficients increase proportionally with the quality factor С,. For a 
quality factor of 10 the filter characteristic will already be an order of magnitude more 
inaccurate than the element values are. 

Generally speaking, the pole which is nearest to the passband edge of the low-pass filter 
will have the highest quality factor. The shape of the filter characteristic near the cut-off 
frequency will depend largely on this pole and will show a similar sensitivity. 
Some examples of pole-Q's, for poles which are nearest to the passband edge, are given 
below (see, for instance. Christian and Eisenmann 1966). 

Table 1.9.1 

order 

5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
7 

filter type 

Butterworth 
Chebyshev 
Chebyshev 
Cauer 
Cauer 
Cauer 

passband 
ripple 
(dB) 

_ 
0.1/1.25 
0.1/1.25 
0.1/1.25 
0.1/1.25 

0.044 

stopband 
attenuation 

(dB) 

_ 
-
-

40 
40 
44 

Q of the pole 
nearest to the 
passband edge 

3.2 
4.4/7.7 
6.5/12 
5.3/10 
10/22 
25 

The last example corresponds in difficulty with the low-pass filters used in telephony. To 
be able to guarantee that the voltage gain at the last peak of the passband ripple is within 
1% from its design value, that is a deviation of less than 8.6 mB, all components must have 
an accuracy of the order of 1/25 %. 

Of course, extremely accurate adjustment procedures can be developed 
(Friedenson et al. 1975), but even then temperature coefficient mismatch, ageing, 
humidity influences and even shocks make these RC-active filters - when they are 
supposed to be highly selective and accurate — unreliable, particularly when their 
properties have to be guaranteed over a period of, say, 10 — 20 years. 
There are many different RC-active filter synthesis procedures (for a survey see: 
Chirlian 1967, Heinlein and Holmes 1974), but unless they are based on an essentially 
different principle they cannot be used for accurate, sharp cut-off filters. This is most 
clearly proved for Linvül's NIC cascade (Gensel 1966). 

There is a way to overcome the problems. 
It was indicated by Orchard (1966) who explained that the extremely low sensitivities 
which people are used to in LC filters stem from a principle which was not commonly 
adhered to in RC-active filters. 
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The starting point of RC-active filters must not be a passive RC filter improved by 
active means, but a simulation of LC filters. RC-active filters must be based upon the 
same constitutive principles and equations. 

1.10. LC filters 

The LC filters commonly used operate from a resistive source into a resistive load. 
The network in between is lossless. There can be many frequency points in the trans
mission band at which the source delivers its maximum available power into the load. 
At these frequencies a deviation of any of the element values, either in the positive 
or the negative sense, causes the output power to decrease. The derivative of the 
gain G with respect to any of the element values Efc is apparently zero. 
Hence, at the points of zero attenuation all first order sensitivities З^Щс a r e z e r 0 · 
The ability to make high-quality filters meeting stringent requirements relies heavily 
on this desensitising property (Orchard 1966). 

We can also put it differently. The scattering matrix S of the lossless filter two-port 
normalized on the terminating resistances is a unitary matrix (see, for instance, Belevitch 
1968). Hence, 

IS,, I' + IS,, I* = 1 . 1.10.1 

A first order variation yields 

IS,, 16 IS,, I + IS,, 16 IS,, 1 = 0 . 1.10.2 

At an attenuation zero IS,, I = 0, IS,, I = 1 and thus the variation in the gain δ IS,, I = 0. 

A more detailed theory with approximations for the case that the components are lossy is 
given by Blostein (1967). 
The above property occurs at zero loss in a doubly loaded (resistive source and load) 
reactance network. Singly loaded filters lack the property and are much more critical. In 
predistorted filters it is important to keep the flat loss as low as possible (Neirynck and 
Thiran 1967). 
The property is not maintained in common RC-active filters. 

But there is more. Almost all classical LC filters are ladder filters. Ladder filters 
give the best attenuation away from the passband because the attenuations of all 
sections add. The attenuation is not obtained by extinction of waves which follow 
different paths in the filter. Even a minor deviation of one of the paths would in 
this latter case result in a bad far-off attenuation. 

A third point to be noticed concerns transmission zeros, which are widely used 
in the stopband(s) of sharp cut-off filters. 
In the classical filters they are provided by shunt-type LC resonant circuits in the 
series branches of the ladder and series LC resonant circuits in the branches to earth. 
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These transmission zeros are always deep. This depends on the quality factor of the 
resonant circuit and not on the element values (unlike, for instance, when an RC 
twin-T circuit is used (figure 1.9.5)). 

Finally, it is common practice to adjust the filters by trimming the inductances 
of the resonant circuits so as to bring each resonant frequency (transmission zero of 
the filter) to its design value. This improves the filter shape substantially. 
For a calculation of the effect it means that the initial deviations of the element 
values in a resonant circuit are correlated so that the equality a>fc2.i.fcC& = 1 is 
regained. From this we derive that, at least initially, SLk/L]ç = —ÔCfc/Cfc. Hence, 

« . . . . • ^ • ^ • . . . . 

8Ck 
= ... + (-SGLk + SGcjJ-çj- + ... . 1.10.4 

The value of the coefficient —SG^ + «S^Ct is much smaller than the values of each 
of the terms S^L^ and SGQÇ separately (Temes and Orchard 1973). 
This means that the effect of initial deviations of the capacitor values in these 
resonant circuits on G is greatly reduced. 
The method is effective for all temperatures when the temperature coefficients of the 
capacitances match those of the inductances (are oppositely equal). 

The above will be proved for a series resonant circuit with reactance X^ = ωί.^ -1/CJC¿. 
Then, 

SG
Lk = SGXk ^kLk = sGXk uLk/xk t i .1 0 . s 

SGCk = SGXk ^Ck = sGXk/wCkXk , 1.10.6 

and eq. 1.10.4 becomes 

κ . . . . « α - $ ) ^ ^ . . . . . 
For a shunt LC resonant circuit we obtain 

^ = . . . + ( 1 - ^ ) 5 G C A ^ + . . . . 1.10.8 

The most critical transmission zeros are nearest to the passband edge and show the greatest 
improvement from the tuning, seen at the passband edge (the passband edge is the most 
critical part of the filter characteristic). 

All of these features make LC filters very attractive. 

The most straightforward way to preserve these properties in RC-active filters is to 

simulate each inductor by a gyrator and a capacitor. 
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1.11. Modem gyrators 

We shall extend our enumeration of gyrators from the sixties (sec. 1.7) to those 
devised more recently. They will be discussed in the context of theoretical results. 

All electronic gyrators are constructed from resistors and active components 
such as transistors, artificially improved transistors and operational amplifiers. If we 
idealize the active components, we arrive in all cases at the network element nullor 
(see sec. 2.2). 
The idealization enables us to divide the gyrator design into two parts. 
The first is the synthesis of gyrators in terms of idealized components, viz. resistors 
and nullors. We called this the structural synthesis, dealt with in ch. 2. 
The second part is the implementation of resistor-nullor gyrators: the electronic 
design, dealt with in ch. 3. 

A network consisting only of resistors is reciprocal. 
A gyrator-like circuit can already be constructed with a single nullor (Orchard and 
Willson 1974). The circuit contains the negative immittance converter from 
figure 1.7.3a and is itself shown in figure 1.11.1. 

+ o-

R: 

Ri 

j2_ 
-o + 

- o -
R, 

- o -

'2 

Fig. 1.11.1. Gyrator-like circuit constructed from six resistors and a single nullor. 

A calculation of the elements of the conductance matrix yields 

G2, R6 AÄjÄs 1.11.1 
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The main diagonal terms of the conductance matrix (Сц and Си ) are made zero by 
compensation if 

R2=RS . 1.11.6 

й = (1 + й)(1 + й )· 11L7 

In the circuit above G2i Φ -G^. 
Proof: Fromeq. 1.11.4 with G22 = 0 we derive G21 = - Ä J / A Ä ^ J . With eq. 1.11.2 
we obtain Си = R^/ARiRg. If, additionally, we require G21 = -Gi2, then R3 =Ä4 
and eq. 1.11.7 has no solution. 
This is in accordance with the fact that a single-nullor gyrator does not exist 
(Martinelli and Di Porto 1968). The circuit in figure 1.11.1 represents a positive 
immittance inverter. That, however, is almost immaterial for the purpose of induc
tance simulation. A PII with a capacitance С across one port shows at the second 
port an inductance L = C/l Gi2G2i I. 

The losses of the two-port are given by 

iivl +/2v2 =GiiV,2 +(G1 2 +G21)v1v2 +G 2 2 v 2

2 . 1.11.8 

In order to maintain the properties of LC filters losslessness of the gyrator or positive 
immittance inverter circuit is of the utmost importance. This leads to three conditions 
to be accurately satisfied (see sec. 2.3), two of which are: Сц = 0 and G22 = 0. 
In the example above they are satisfied through compensatory effects. This will not 
lead to a reliable low-loss design because of tolerances on the resistor values (see also: 
Gensel 1967). 
The elements of the conductance matrix, however, depend not only on resistor 
values, but also on the interconnection of the components and the constraints 
imposed by the nullors. The requirements Gn = 0 and G^i = 0 can also be satisfied 
independently of any of the resistor values (examples have been shown in figures 
1.7.1 and 1.7.4). For gyrators of the latter type the losses can be guaranteed to much 
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lower values (dependent mainly on the nullor implementation). We called them 
structural gyrators (see sec. 2.3). 
Only structural gyrators are worth considering for the simulation of accurate LC 
filters. Simpler filters can cheaper be made with RC-active filters of the type 
discussed in sec. 1.9 than with non-structural gyrators. 
The rejection of non-structural gyrators (and non-structural positive immittance 
inverters) considerably simplifies the synthesis (see ch. 2). 
It is proved that C 1 2 and Gji depend on disjunct sets of resistors (theorem 2.5.1). 
Hence, we cannot satisfy the equation Gi2 = - G 2 l automatically (independently 
of the resistor values). This means that, strictly speaking, we synthesize positive 
immittance inverters and not gyrators. 
To make the term (G12 + G2i)viV2 (the third condition for losslessness still left 
over from eq. 1.11.8) as small as possible we make G21 about equal to -Gu.i .e . 
we try to make a gyrator. Bearing their limitations in mind, we shall continue to 
call the circuits gyrators rather than positive immittance inverters. 
Finally, we should observe not only that for a capacitively terminated gyrator 
Gii + Gii is small, but also that for periodic signals the mean value of Vj v2 

vanishes over every period. In practice the mean value of (Gi2 + G2 1)viv2 is a 
product of two small terms and can be neglected (see sec. 2.6). 

A structural positive immittance inverter cannot be constructed from a single 
nullor and any number of resistors (sec. 2.7). 
Worthwhile gyrators contain two nullors together with at least four resistors 
(sections 2.7 and 2.8). The use of more resistors increases the complexity and cost 
of the circuit and reduces the accuracy of the transconductances for given tolerances 
per resistor value. 
There are twelve different two-nullor, four resistor gyrators (see sec. 2.11). 

The simplest nullor implementation is a single transistor. A transistor, however, 
has three terminals. The simplest gyrators will be derived from resistor-nullor 
circuits in which the nullators and norators can be paired to form three-terminal 
nullors (see fig. 2.11.2b). 
Each three-terminal nullor can then be replaced by a transistor. The resulting circuits 
can generally not be biased properly, i.e. without the use of extra transistors or of 
resistors which occur directly in the gyrator equations. 
We have found one exception shown in figure 1.11.2. This is the simplest gyrator 
conceivable. It promises the best performance of all electronic gyrators at high 
frequencies. 
If the transistors are assumed to be ideal, i.e. to have an infinite base-collector 
current gain /3, transconductance S and Early-effect parameter μ (sec. 3.2), the port 
equations are /1 = v2/Ä2 and '2 = —ViRi/RsR^- Hence, Gn =0 and &22

 Ξ 0 indeed. 
With finite β and S all four conductances Gn, Gi 2, G21 and G2 2 are altered to some 
extent. 
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Ri 

Fig. 1.11.2. Simplest gyrator. This is the only structural gyrator that can be made with 
two transistors, four resistors and a bias resistor (/?, ). With ideal transistors the port 
equations are ι', =уг/Кг and i, = - хКх/КгК,. 

The gyrator is intended for use in filters, i.e. in resonant circuits. Finite /3 and S means 
that the quality factor of the resonant circuit is no longer infinite and that the 
resonant frequency is influenced to some degree. An appropriate criterion for 
estimating the influence of finite β and S is the quality factor Q0 of the resonant 
circuit in combination with the deviation of its resonant frequency rather than 
the precise expressions for the elements of the conductance matrix. 
If we only wish to have an idea of their influence without going into greater detail, 
we can choose R\ = Äj = A3 = Λ4 = R and connect two identical capacitors across 
the ports. The transistors can also be taken identical. This resonant circuit can be 
seen as a kind of standard circuit for a quick estimate. 
Ideally, one would want Q0-00 and COQ = i/RC. With finite β and S we deduce 

ωο «(l-¿-)/AC, 1.11.9 

1- *Л + І_ + А 
ßo /3 SR SR5 

1.11.10 
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It is remarkable that the resonant frequency does not depend on the current gain of 
the transistors. It can also be made independent of 5 by putting some diodes in series 
with resistor R ι (figure 1.11.3). 

R 

R -L 2R 

Fig. 1.11.3. A convenient implementation of a resonant circuit with thegyratoi from 
figure 1.11.2. The supply currents in the three vertical current branches are equal, 
independently of the value of the supply voltage. To a first approximation the resonant 
frequency CJ0 is independent of the transistor parameters β and S. 

In the latter circuit the supply currents in the three vertical current branches are all 
equal (I) independently of the supply voltage. Resistor Rs is replaced by a supply 
current source (Rs =°0). For this convenient circuit ωο * 1/ÄCand 
l /Öo~4/0 + 4/SÄ. 

With a supply voltage E, I = (E - 2D)/2R, where D is a diode voltage (*> 0.6 V). 
Furthermore, 5 = ql/kT. Hence, 1/Q0 » 4/0 + 8(*T/^)/(£ - 2D). For example, with 
β = 200 and E = 12 V, then Q0 « 25. 
We have employed the circuit in filters and selective amplifiers up to 100 MHz. 

Nine of the twelve two-nullor, four-resistor gyrators can be derived from the three-
nullor, four-resistor gyrator shown in figure 2.4.1 by deleting a nullator-norator pair 
in different ways and thereby eliminating the vertex in the centre. All nullors of the 
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mother-gyrator are three-terminal nullors. A simple implementation is shown in 
figure 1.11.4. 

Fig. 1.11.4. Gyrator with three three-terminal earthed nullors replaced by transistors. 
Its ports are virtually earthed. 

The resistors Rs, R6 and Rη are bias resistors. Ideally, /Ί = v2/Ä2 and 
i2 = -R^/RiRi. The gyrator ports are virtually earthed. 
To get an impression of the influence of the transistors (finite β and 5) and the bias 
resistors, we again consider a kind of standard resonant circuit with identical 
transistors, two equal capacitors with value C, R ι = Äj = A3 = R* =R and 
R¡ = Rt = Λ7. 
It should be observed that the general solution of the network equations in a case 
like this is laborious and yields complex expressions which do not become trans
parent until they have been simplified. 
It is much easier to derive the simplified results directly from an iterative step 
starting from the ideal case. 
We introduce a resistance r, l/r = l/R + l/Rg. In the ideal case the collector 
currents of the transistors are from left to right: -Vi/R-Vj/r, -Vi/r + V2/R and 
Vi/r + Vi/R. The left-hand transistor has a base current —Vx/Rß—Vi/rß and a base 
emitter voltage -vl/RS-v1/rS, etc. Knowing these small corrections (see figure 
1.11.5), we can calculate the port currents ¡, and i2 anew. The result is 

( l χ 1 

" = V ^ ^ + R R ^ > + ̂ i-'Rß 
1 

rRs 
1 

) • 1.11.11 

• - r l j . 1 2 3 
+ Rß +/Λ5 + 

3 
R^S 

J j . •> _ 1 _ / 1 1 
rß RRSS 

1.11.12 
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The resonant frequency a>o and quality factor Q0 of the circuit are 

„ ^ (-GaGu№ „ ( 2 R 4 2 
1.11.13 

_ L « gii +Ди ~ 2 + 
2Ä 

(-CiaC„)% ~ ß Л5/3 Ä5S 
1.11.14 

R 

τ β R / 3 _ ^ 

RS rS rS RS rS RS 

FU 

Fig. 1.11.5. It is tedious work solving the network equations when the transistors have 
finite β and S. A much easier method is to estimate the collector currents of the transistors 
in the ideal case: for the left hand transistor^ = —vl/R—o,/r, where 1/r = 1/Я + 1/Д,. 
The base currents and base emitter voltages are then known. 
With given base currents and base-emitter voltages, as shown in the figure, the port currents 
are calculated anew. 

The influence on the resonant frequency is quite considerable. 
Composite transistors instead of single transistors can have a higher current gain and 
transconductance. More accurate results and higher quality factors can then be ob
tained. 
A well-known example, originally presented as oscillator by Good (1957), has been 
worked out by Blom in the form of the circuit known as the Philips TAA 960. 
Nowadays, it would be provided with a triple operational amplifier as is, for instance, 
the TCA 220. 
Thomas (1971) used the same configuration in his second order RC-active filter 
block, which he named the biquad (see figure 1.11.6). He made filters from cascades 
of biquads. Although he was able to obtain high and stable pole-g's, the properties 
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of his filters are not those of doubly terminated lossless LC filters, but they are 

similar to those of stagger-tuned circuits. 

9 

τ :Э"*~ 

out 

Fig. 1.11.6. Biquad. The transfer function to point 1 is of the form vl /vfa = —ap/D 
with D = ρ1 + ρω 0/0 0 + ω0

 2 . It has a bandpass character. To point 2 the transfer 
function has a low-pass character, ΐ»,/»ίη = —b/D. 
The output voltage is a linear combination of the three voltages vm, v, and v,. The 
overall transfer function is a biquadratic function of the complex frequency p.-
"out^in = (cp2 + dP + eìKp* + pUo/Qt, + ω ο ' )· 

Fig. 1.11.7. Gyrator provided with fully floating amplifiers. The supply current is derived 
from eight coupled cunent sources. It can be used for the simulation of floating induc
tances. 
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We have already shown some implementations of two-nullor, four-resistor 
gyrators (figures 1.7.4 and 1.11.2). 
Trimmel and Heinlein (1971) reported an implementation with operational 
amplifiers, the input and output terminals of which are all free from earth. Its 
principle is illustrated in figure 1.11.7. The supply is provided by eight coupled 
current sources. Floating inductances can be simulated. 
Ideally, the floating inductance has the value L = CRIR^RÌ/R^ . For a quick 
estimate of the influence of the transistors we consider a standard resonant circuit, 
as before. In this case 

"•-f l - f -ÄT)/*7 1 
Go' 

2 
0 

1.11.15 

If we use an extra nullor, we can dispense with two resistors. Ideally, the gyrator 
equations can then be written as ij = V2/Ä2 and j 2 = -Vi/Ri. There are twenty 
different structural three-nullor, two-resistor gyrators (figure 2.9.2.) 
A simple impelementation (Blom and Voorman 1971) is shown in figure 1.11.8. 

+ o-

- o-

+ o-

J Ri 

9 

è 

К 
R: 

- o-

I 

Fig. 1.11.8. A simple gyrator of the two-resistor, three-nullor type. Ideally, », - ν,/Rj 
and ι, = -ν,/Λ,. 
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The reference circuit properties are 

OJo (i-i-β 2RS 
)/RC, 

Qo 
2 

ß 
1.11.16 

The circuit can also be used as a basis for a more accurate gyrator (figure 1.11.9). 
Each nullor is now implemented by a combination of two transistors and a resistor. 
Non-integrated components can thus be used to make an accurate gyrator the quality 
factor of which can exceed 1000. 

R 

=hC 

Fig. 1.11.9. More sophisticated implementation of the gyrator in figure 1.11.8. Thenullors 
are implemented by combinations of two transistors and a resistor each. The capacitors to 
form a resonant circuit are connected so as to have no signal currents via the supply. 

All twenty three-nullor, two-resistor gyrators can be derived from the four-nullor, 
two-resistor gyrator with independently floating ports (figure 2.10.2). They are 
found by deleting a nullator-norator pair in different ways and applying nullator and 
norator circuit transconfigurations as shown in figure 2.9.3. 
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A simple implementation of the gyrator with independently floating ports is shown 
in figure 1.11.10 (see also figure 1.7.1). 

Fig. 1.11.10. Gyratoi with two independently floating ports. 

The standard resonant circuit properties are 

provided the influence of the current sources is negligible. 

)IRC, 
ι 

ö7 
2_ 

1.11.17 
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If composite transistors consisting of two discrete component transistors and a 
resistor are used in this case, a high-performance floating gyrator is obtained. 
An integrated-circuit version (Voorman and Biesheuvel 1972) is shown in figure 
1.11.11. The circuit is still more complex than the discrete component circuit, mainly 
because the properties of integrated transistors are not as good as those of discrete 
component transistors (see sec. 3.2). The chip contains all the components which are 
shown by continuous Unes, viz. the circuits which provide for the nullor functions. The 
resistors Λ ! and Ä2 cannot as yet be integrated because integrated resistors are still in
sufficiently accurate and too temperature dependent. Moreover, we wish to have the 
free disposal of their value. The circuit is commercially available under the type no. 
TCA 580. 

Fig. 1.11.11. Integrated gyrator circuit. It is a more sophisticated version of the circuit 
in figure 1.11.10. All components drawn in continuous lines are on the chip. 
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1.12. Nullor implementation 

As a result of the structural synthesis (ch. 2) we have found all worthwhile 
gyrators in terms of nullors and resistors with low numbers of components. Above 
we have given some implementations (figures 1.7.4, 1.11.2,1.11.3,1.11.4 and 
1.11.7-1.11.11). 
All circuits shown use bipolar transistors. Bipolar transistors are preferred to field-
effect transistors because of their higher transconductance and closer matching of 
base-emitter voltages as compared with the matching of gate-source voltages of 
field-effect transistors (see Lin 1970). 
Transistor mismatch is revealed in the form of port-offset (sec. 3.3). 
Offset cannot be distinguished from DC signals. They can add up when gyrator 
ports are connected in series. Offset takes a part of the signal handling capacity of 
the gyrators and lowers their efficiency (sec. 1.8). It is important to keep it as low 
as possible. 

The inaccuracy of a gyrator and its quality factor are, at least at low frequencies, 
mainly determined by the current gain β, the transconductance S and, when con
sidered in greater detail, by the Early-effect parameter μ of the transistors. A term 
l/RS is found in connection with the inaccuracies of all transistor gyrators above. 
For a bipolar transistor S «s qI/кТ, where I is the supply current in the transistor. 
For an efficient use of the supply current ν **> RI, where ν is the peak value of the 
signal voltage (see, for instance, figure 1.11.10). 
Hence, 

J ^ ^ . J L i121 
RS ν 40v 

For an accurate gyrator the term above should be of the order of 10'3. This means 
that the signal voltage has to be of the order of 25 V, which is a very unpractical 
value. 
The case for using composite transistors instead of single transistors is a very strong 
one. 

If the nullors in a nullor-resistor gyrator are implemented by transistors or 
composite transistors, we do not automatically obtain a well-behaving gyrator. 
With many designs the circuit behaves quite differently from how it was expected 
to behave. The problems can be divided into three categories, namely the occurrence 
of different stable states (latch-up), the occurrence of overflow limit-cycle oscillations, 
and instability at high frequencies. 

The two first have almost been ignored in literature. We, however, have experienced 
their dominating influence on the possibilities of designing electronic gyrators and 
shall devote some extra attention to them. 
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1.13. Uniqueness of the port equations 

The DC equations of a bistable multivibrator (figure 1.13.1) have three different 
solutions, two of which correspond to stable states. 

Fig. 1.13.1. Bistable multivibrator. Its DC equations allow of two different stable solutions. 
A symmetrical current distribution is also a solution, but it is unstable. 

The third, a symmetrical current distribution, represents an unstable state; the slightest 
disturbance off the point of equilibrium causes the multivibrator to change to one of 
its stable states. 
The two stable current distributions in the network are desired states. 

R 

Fig. 1.13.2. Current stabilizer. An extra resistor (dashed lines) can ensure that the stabilizer 
always starts. 
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We shall next consider the current stabilizer in figure 1.13.2. 
With identical npn transistors and identical pnp transistors its equation reads 
(approximately) 

kT I 
Kbe = RI = — ln(-¿-+ 1) , 1.13.1 

where I is the current in the two vertical current branches of the circuit and I0 is the 
saturation current of an npn transistor. 
There is a stable non-zero solution and an unstable solution / = 0, which in practice 
can become stable because of transistor imperfections at very low current levels 
(recombination). 
Various measures can be taken to ensure that the current stabilizer always starts, i.e. 
that it goes to its non-zero solution. One method is indicated in the figure. 

The composite transistors can also show different stable states. 
An example is illustrated in figure 1.13.3. In one of the states it behaves as we want 
it to. 
When the supply is switched on, it can equally well adopt any of the two states. 
An extra diode remedies this problem. 

è 
ь°тК 

* o e 

Fig. 1.13.3. Pnp-type composite transistoi. 
It has two different states. When the voltage of the emitter (e) is one diode voltage below 
the voltage of the base (b) it behaves in the desired manner. It can also happen that the 
current source saturates and the currents in the transistors are zero. The latter state can 
be eliminated by introducing an extra diode, indicated by dashed lines. 
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Operational amplifiers can likewise exhibit unwanted stable states. In operational 
amplifiers signal overflow can change the circuit to a different state, from which it 
may not return when the overflow ceases. This effect is known as latch-up. 
Although modem operational amplifiers are guaranteed to be free of latch-up, it is 
not quite clear what is meant by this because combinations of these latch-up free 
ampUfiers can show latch-up again (Antoniou 1969). 
Antoniou has adopted the simplest model conceivable for the operational amplifier 
coming into operation, namely an amplifier with gain increasing from zero to its 
final value. On the basis of this model and using root-locus diagrams he discussed 
the stability of gyrators with two operational amplifiers. He has shown that some 
are unstable, some conditionally stable and others stable. 

After it has been designed every electronic circuit has to be checked to see 
whether it still has different (unwanted) stable states or that its proper functioning 
can be guaranteed. This also applies to an electronic gyrator. The current distribution 
in the transistor-resistor network of the gyrator must be unique, otherwise we cannot 
guarantee that the two-port implements the gyrator equations any time it is used. 

We have developed a systematic procedure for checking whether a circuit still has 
different stable states or not. 
We start by observing that any transistor can adopt one of four different states. It 
can be 

- saturating (Tbe * 0.6 V, Vbc * 0.6 V), 
- not conducting (У Ь е < 0.6 V, Fbc < 0.6 V), 
- working (Fbe * 0.6 V, ъс < 0.6 V), 
- inverse working (Fjje < 0.6 V, Vfc « 0.6 V). 

The states are indicated in a shorthand notation as (s), (n.c), (w) and (i) respectively. 
Their negations are indicated as (n.s), (c), (n.w) and (n.i). When we deal with 
integrated circuit transistors the parasitic transistors must be taken into account in 
states (s) and (i). 

We shall check one circuit by way of example. 
It is the resonant circuit in figure 1.13.4 (see also figure 1.11.4). 
The procedure is as follows. 
The voltage across resistor Rs is equal to or higher than E — D, where E is the supply 
voltage and D a diode voltage (approx. 0.6 V). If E >D, as we shall assume, Rs carries 
a non-zero current. 
For DC the capacitors are not involved. 
It is known (see Adams 1975) that the node voltages v£ in a (non-linear) resistive net
work all satisfy the inequality 0 < v£ < E, where we have taken the negative supply 
voltage as zero level. 
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Fig 113 4. The transistor-resistor-capacitor network above has a unique DC current 
distribution provided I(R3 + Rt ) > 0 6 V, where / is the current of the current sources 
4, 5 and 6 

Hence, transistors 4, 5, 6 and 7 are (η i) They can still be either (s), (n.c) or (w). 
Let us assume that 7 is (n c), then 4, 5 and 6 are (n c) and R¡ cannot receive its 
current Hence, 7 and also 4, 5 and 6 are (c). A diode cannot saturate. Thus, 7 has 
still one state left 7 is (w). We have proved that 7 has its appropriate state. 
Next, suppose that 6 (s) " Äj carnes a large current " 1 (s) because its collector 
current is limited " 2 (n c) " current source 5 makes 3 (s), which contradicts the 
assumption that 6 is (s) Hence, 6 (n.s) :: 6 (w) 
If 5 (s) " сеэ < 0 6 V :: 1 (n.c) *: 2 (s), which conflicts with the supposition that 
5(s): :5(w). 
So far, extra conditions have not been required in the proof. 
However, let 4 be (s) " 1 (n s), 2 (s) the left-hand side of A3 is virtually earthed 
Fbes < IR3, where I is the current of the current source 6 If Шъ > 0 6 V, then 
3 (c) and F c e3 > Кьеэ(Лз + ¿М/Яз > 0 6 V " 1 (s) " contradiction. On the other 
hand if IR3 < 0 6 V , t h e n 3 ( n c ) : : сез « / (Äj +R4).lîI(R3 +R4)>06V, 
we have again a contradiction,but if /(Л3 + Ä 4 ) < 0 6 V we move into a different 
state, in which the circuit does not behave like a resonant circuit. 
A continuation of the proof reveals no new conditions and we may conclude that 
we can guarantee the gyrator behaviour of the circuit provided /(Аз + Ä 4 ) > 0 6 V . 
This means that we have to choose R3 +R4 > 0.6/7 

For a complex circuit it is a tedious task to prove that all transistors behave 
correctly. It is, however, essential to go through the procedure. In our experience 
almost any tune we omitted the proof, we were 'punished' subsequently for our 
omission. 
The monolithic gyrator circuit in figure 1.11.11 was checked and found to have 
two states, unless a diode (just underneath the indication port 2) was inserted. 
This was not found experimentally with the breadboard circuit. We might have run 
into trouble after integration. 
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Mathematically oriented contributions to the problem (Sandberg and Willson 
1971, Stikvoort and Heins 1975) have still not resulted in useful criteria for the 
designer. Simplification of the procedure outlined above, would nevertheless be very 
welcome. 

1.14. Overflow 

In the preceding section a systematic procedure has been presented which can be 
used to check whether the DC current distribution in a transistor-resistor network is 
unique. If it is unique, it is also stable. All transistors behave in the desired fashion 
in a region around this equilibrium state. 

The signal-handling capacity of the circuit is a part of the region. Within the signal-
handling capacity of a gyrator, i ι = Gv, and i2 = -Cv]. 
Hence,z'iVi +/2V2 = 0 . 
Outside the signal-handling capacity, i.e. in the case of overflow, the circuit can be 
highly non-linear and the passivity (i | Vj + i'jVj > 0) may not be preserved. 

If the passivity condition is satisfied under all circumstances, it is impossible for 
oscillations to be sustained when the circuit is used in a passive embedding. If 
passivity is violated outside the signal-handling capacity, overflow oscillations may 
be the result. Whether they occur or not depends not only on the circuit itself but 
also on the embedding. 
For a gyrator proper we should require the passivity condition ιΊ ν ι + /j ι>2 > 0 to be 
satisfied under all circumstances, which means also in the case of overflow. 

We shall next consider the overflow stability for gyrator circuits constructed from 
two voltage-controlled current sources connected in anti-parallel. For a voltage-
controlled current source, i=f(y). With two identical voltage-controlled current 
sources the gyrator equations read 

h = АУгХіг = - Д і) . 1.14.1 

The passivity requires 

ν, Л 2 ) > 2 Л 1 ) 1.14.2 

for all Vi and v2. 

From the interchanging of Vj and v2 it follows that Vi Λ ν 2 ) Ξ ι ; 2 Λ ν ι) · 
This, however, means that the (linear) gyrator equations hold for all ν ι and v2 and 
that there is no saturation at all. 
The passivity criterion can apparently not be satisfied throughout in the case of 
overflow. Overflow oscillations may occur. 

Let us examine the nature of the overflow oscillation with reference to the earthed 
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resonant circuit in figure 1.14.1a. The gyrator equations are of the same type as 
equations 1.14.1., with 

Í
+I for ν > IR, 
v/R for -IR<v<IR, 
-I for ν < -IR, 

1.14.3 

where ƒ is the current supplied by each current source. 

+ + + + + + 

éè.é è 

Fig. 1.14.1. Resonant circuit of a gyrator with two equal voltage-controlled current 
sources connected in anti-parallel (a). If the supply voltages are sufficiently high, we 
observe at overflow a saturation of the output currents of the voltage-controlled 
current sources at values ± /, where / is the current supplied by each of the supply current 
sources. As a result of the saturation triangular-type overflow limit cycle oscillations (b) 
may occur. 
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Let us start from the situation with Vi = —V< 0 and Vj = 0. Transistor 2 is not con
ducting. The current in transistors 1, 7 and 8 is 21. The voltage v2 decreases as 
v2 = -It/C. The current in transistors 3, 5 and 6 is / -it/RC (0<t< RC). Hence, 
i, = -It/RC and v, = - V + It2/IRC? (0 < t <RC). For t > RC, U = - / and 
Vj = —V—IR/2 +It/C, i.e. >Ί increases linearly. As soon as Vi enters the signal-
handling capacity, v2 rises parabolically to its maximum; see figure 1.14.1b. 
Triangular-type, 90 degrees phase-shifted overflow oscillations are found, not only 
in theory but also experimentally. 
The amplitude Kis determined by some voltage limitation. With amplitude К the 
period of the limit cycle is 2RC + 4 VC/I. 

To obtain an overall picture of the stability of the circuit we shall consider the 
signofiiVi +І2 2 in the various regions, viz. for ν 1 , V2 >/R, <IR and > -IR, and 
< -IR (see eq. 1.14.3). The results are depicted in a stability diagram (figure 1.14.2). 
All regions with minus signs may be sources of problems. The overflow oscillation 
described above is also indicated. 

/* limit cycle 

Fig. 1.14.2. Stability diagram. The passivity, i.e. the sign of i, в, + ί, ι>2, of the gyrator in 
figure 1.14.1 is shown. An overflow limit cycle is also indicated. 
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A different result is obtained when the transistors of the differential stages of the 
gyrator in figure 1.14 la are replaced by composite transistors of a folded Darling
ton type (figure 1 14 3). 

Fig 1 14 3 Composite transistor gyrator Ifi>, > IR, the current in the resistor is 
not limited, but instead the input transistor 1 of the composite transistor (the principle 
of which has been illustrated only) saturates and delivers an extra current via base and 
emitter This has a damping effect on overflow oscillations 

If voltage Vi > IR, the resistor R receives an extra current as a base current of 
transistor 1 Transistor 1 saturates. 
The base current introduces losses into the circuit The action is similar to the action 
of a non-linear resistor connected across the capacitor The value of this resistor 
decreases upon overflow. 
In this case the gyrator equations are 

' 2 = 

• vJR -1 (for vj >IR) (v2/R (for v2 > -IR) 

Ί 

0 (for v, < IR) I -I (for vi < -IR) 

-I (for V! > IR) i vj/Ä - I (for v2 > IR) 

! -vi /Л (for vi < IR) (О (for г < IR) 

1 14 4 

1 14 5 

The stability diagram (figure 1 14 4) has an asymmetrical instability region which is 
smaller than in the former case 
Any limit cycle passes through an instability region. 
The gyrator is not unconditionally stable, but when it is used as a resonant circuit, 
as in figure 1.14 3, any limit cycle which tends to start up in the instability region 
drops down to the linear region within a cycle, see figure 1 14 4. 
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Fig. 1.14.4. Stability diagram of the gyrator in figure 1.14.3. 
There can be limit cycles. Any limit cycle passes through a region of instability. For the 
gyrator's use as resonant circuit, we can start from initial conditions inside the instability 
region and solve the equations in the various regions. We follow a parabolic curve (with 
minimum at vl = 0) up to ιι1 = IR. From this point on exponential functions enter the 
solution, but we cross the line v, = —I for IR < », < 2lR, which ensures that in the 
next region the solution returns within the signal-handling capacity. In this application 
any overflow oscillation is strongly attenuated. 

For completeness's sake we show in figure 1.14.5 the stability diagram for a 
different type of gyrator, viz. the gyrator in figure 1.11.7. 
Hitherto, we have assumed that the supply voltages are sufficiently high to encounter 
the current-saturation problems first. But the finite supply voltages have also their 
influence on the stability diagrams. The development of circuits which are un
conditionally stable still presents a great challenge. 

Similar problems are encountered in filters using operational amplifiers (Forsén and 
Kristiansson 1974)and in digital filters (see Fettweis and Meerkötter 1975, Claasen 
et al. 1976). 
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Fig. 1.14.5. Stability diagram of the gyrator in figure 1.11.7. The scale is ΆΙΗ per division. 

1.15. StabUity at high frequencies 

In the preceding two sections we have outlined some problems concerning the 
uniqueness of the port equations of electronic gyrators and their behaviour at over
flow. We shall now consider a third, but linear, stability problem. 
The active components in particular have a restricted frequency range in which they 
behave as desired. At higher frequencies oscillations may occur owing to extra phase 
shift. 
Below we shall discuss some main lines which we recognized in relation to the 
gyrator stability at high frequencies. 

We have previously characterized the nullor implementations by a current gain β 
and a transconductance 5. Additionally, we can introduce base-emitter and base-
collector capacitances Gbe a n d Q>c ( s e c · 3.2). 
Wade and Parker (1971) have shown that for the gyrator in figure 1.7.1 with 
capacitive loading the base-collector capacitances have no influence on the stability. 
That the above holds, even for any embedding, is almost trivial when it is observed 
that the base-collector capacitances can be brought outside the gyrator (figure 1.15.1). 
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Fig. 1.15.1. The influence of the base-collector capacitances of the transistors on the 
quality factor and the stability of this gyrator at high frequencies is negligible. These 
capacitances can be removed outside the gyrator, as shown by the dashed lines. 

All voltages and currents on the resistive network are then somewhat different from 
their values when the extra capacitances were not present. The increase in power 
consumption is 

Gn ΟΊ + δ ν ι ) 2 +(Gi2 +G2i)(v, +δνι)(ν2 +5vi) + G I 2 (v2 + δ ν 7 ) 2 -

- {GiiVi2 + ( G n +Gil)v1V2+ G12v2

2\ = 

= 2Gllv1Bvl+(G12+G2i)(yiSv2+v26vi) + 2G2iviSv2+... , 1.15.1 

the terms of which are an order smaller than the losses themselves provided 

Gn + GJI *» 0. 
This is a fresh argument for choosing a gyrator rather than a positive immittance 
inverter with G21 Φ -Gl2. 
The proof also applies to the gyrator circuit in figure 1.11.8. 

The base-emitter capacitances, then determining stability, can be taken into 
account by introducing a complex current gain β such that 

9 = jjgb, ' 1 Л 5 · 2 
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where ß0 is the current gain at low frequencies. Eq. 1.15.2 can also be written as 
β = 0o/О +Рт), where τ = 0оО>еЛ· 

For a gyrator consisting of two identical voltage-controlled current sources (e.g. 
figure 1.7.1) the port equations can be written as 

z, = ^ / О З + О + гС/З/ОЗ+І) , 1.15.3 

i2 = -v,G0/(/î+ l) + v2G/(0+ 1) . 1.15.4 

The stability of the reference resonant circuit will be described by the equation 
determining the frequencies of the free oscillations of the circuit. It reads 

(^ + ^ ΐ + ( ρ τ ) ί = 0 ' 1 · 1 5 · 5 

or G/03+l)+pC=±jG 0/(0+1). 
With 0 = 0o/(1 + ρτ) we obtain 

p2TC + p(Cßo + C + TG) + (G + JG0O) = O . 1.15.6 

We find two sets of solutions. 

One corresponds to the resonant frequency: 

Ρ - - £ - 0 - τ ω . ) ± ί « , ( 1 - ^ ) , 1.15.7 

where ωο = 0oG/C(0o + 1) and ßo = (0o + l)/2 . 

Observe that if τω0 < 1, that ρ « -(ωο /2ßo ) ± №0 • Hence, ωο is the frequency 
and Qo · 8 the quality factor of the free oscillation at low ωο, i.e. where the parasitic 
phase shift of the circuitry is still not felt. 
From eq. 1.15.7 the quality factor Q amounts to: 

Q * Ôo/O - τ ω ο ) - 1.15.8 

It increases steeply with frequency, a well-know effect. 
We shall next define the cut-off frequency for the gyrator as that ωο for which 
Q -*• β»; hence, a>c= 1/r. 
We have τ = 0oCbe/S * 2Q0kTCbe/qI. 
The gyrator has a quality factor-bandwidth product 

QoCJc *> qI/2kTCbt, 1.15.9 

which can be compared with the gain-bandwidth product of an operational amplifier. 
The higher the low-frequency quality factor ö 0 , the lower is the cut-off frequency of 
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the gyrator. If the supply current is increased, the product increases proportionally. 
This is a fundamental type of relationship for gyrators. 
The second set of solutions to eq. 1.15.6 is 

p « - ! ^ - - ω ο + jcoo . 1.15.10 
τ 

These are far from the first set of solutions and are safely in the left half of the 
p-plane. Apparently, there is no danger of instability at high frequencies. 

In view of the more qualitative considerations below, we shall see what changes 
if the capacitances С are replaced by inductances L. 
The desired resonant frequency is then 

Ρ ~ - ^ ( 1 + ™ o ) * j c O o ( l - | g ) . 115.11 

In this case the quality factor decreases with higher frequencies. 
The second set of solutions, 

P ~ - ! ± j ^ , 1.15.12 
τ J τ 

needs only a small extra phase shift to arrive at the right half of the p-plane. Stability 
is not easily ensured. 

A more intuitive approach to the stability problem is considered next. 
The gyrator with two voltage-controlled current sources above and capacitively 
terminated forms a loop with decreasing gain for higher frequencies: voltage ν ι 
determines a current —ν^/Κχ, which is integrated, j>2 = х/рСгЯі ; the secondary 
voltage V2 determines a current ^ /pCi Ri Ri , which is again integrated; we have 
now returned to our starting point; the loop gain is —1/р2СіС2АіЛ г. It is approxi
mately unity near resonance and decreases at high frequencies. The stability at high 
frequencies is guaranteed. 

With inductive terminations the loop gain is —p2 L γ L2 ¡R ι Я 2 . It increases with 
frequency and it is difficult in practice to maintain the stability. 
On the other hand, a gyrator with current-controlled voltage sources is not very 
stable when it is capacitively terminated. In that case the loop is followed in the 
opposite direction; the currents determine voltages and not conversely. The loop 
gain -р 2СіС 2АіА2 increases with frequency. This is the main reason why gyrators 
with current-controlled voltage sources are not used in practice. 
Observe that a gyrator with current-controlled voltage sources can be obtained from 
a gyrator with voltage-controlled current sources simply by replacing each port with 
an appropriate resistor; see, for instance, figure 1.15.2. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 1.15.2. Figure a shows in schematic form a resonant circuit with the fully floating 
gyrator from figure 1.7.1. It is stable at high frequencies because the gyrator is coni 
structed from two voltage-controlled current sources and because it is capacitively 
terminated; the loop gain decreases with frequency. With inductive terminations the 
circuit would be potentially unstable. 
A gyrator with two current-controlled voltage sources is obtained when the ports and 
resistors are interchanged. This gyrator is stable when it is inductively terminated (b). 

In the case of composite transistors instead of single transistors and when 
substrate capacitances have to be accounted for the stability problem is more 
complex. The supply current source circuitry can also make a contribution. 
A different behaviour at high frequencies is found with the Antoniou type gyrators 
(Bruton 1970). 

1.16. Earthed, semi-floating and floating gyrators 

Contrary to what many people believe, there is no fundamental difference be
tween the design of gyrators with earthed ports and those with one or two floating 
ports. But there is a practical difference. 
Structural gyrators with floating ports cannot be constructed with operational 
amplifiers because the latter have single-ended outputs. 
This obstacle has proved to be so difficult to surmount that many researchers have 
diligently searched and are still searching for ways to avoid floating gyrators. 

Holt and Taylor (1965) indicated how a floating inductance can be simulated 
with two gyrators with earthed ports, instead of one gyrator with one or two 
floating ports (figure 2.6.2). The procedure has been worked out in greater detail 
by Leich and Van Bastelaer (1968). In filters which have to be accurate, imperfect 
matching between the gyration conductances leads to intolerable deviations in their 
characteristics (Sheahan 1967). 

The DC level of a floating port of an electronic gyrator has to be determined by 
the network. An inductance which can be separated from the rest of the filter by 
removal of a cutset of capacitors, cannot be directly simulated. With the method of 
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Holt and Taylor it can. This situation, however, seldom occurs and if it does occur, 
the problem can often also be solved with a network transformation. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 1.16.1. A high-pass (a) and a bandpass (b) filter with all inductors earthed. If the 
inductances are simulated with the aid of gyrators, the latter need not have floating ports. 

High-pass filters do not require gyrators with floating ports (figure 1.16.1a). 
Operational amplifier gyrators can then be used (see Bruton and Haase 1974). 
A similar filter configuration can be used for bandpass filters (figure 1.16.1b). The 
transmission zeros, however, are restricted to the lower stopband. If some of the 
grounded capacitors are permitted to have a negative value (negative immittance 
converter terminated with a positive capacitance) transmission zeros can be located 
in the upper stopband (Orchard and Sheahan 1970, De Julio et al. 1973). 
Low-pass filters cannot be made. 

Bruton (1969) started from a similar filter configuration, but with inductors and 
capacitors interchanged (figure 1.16.2a), i.e. from a low-pass instead of a high-pass 
filter. He divided the impedances of all elements by the factor ρ = jco, leaving the 
voltage and current transfer functions unaffected. The inductors, however, change into 
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resistors (Rfç = Ljç), the input and output resistances into capacitances Q = Rf1, 
CQ = RQ'1 , and the capacitors, which are all earthed, into frequency-dependent 
negative conductances (FDNC's), with conductance - ω 2 C]ç. 

R. R, 

(a) 

o-l l-H l-«H и н >-o 

D, 1 
X 

( b ) 

Fig. 1.16.2. A low-pass filter (a). Bruton divided all impedances by ρ = jo», thus leaving 
the voltage and current transfer functions unaffected. Any inductor changes into a 
resistor Rb = Lfi, the input and output resistances change into capacitances Cj = R^'1, 
C0 = RQ1 , and the capacitors into earthed frequency-dependent negative conductances 
(FDNC's) with admittance ρ J D^, where D¿ = C¿ (b). 

An FDNC can be made with a positive immittance inverter whose input admittance 
Yt Y2Z3 assumes the appropriate form when Yi and Γ2 are capacitances and Z3 
is a resistance. The input admittance is thenp2CiC2Ä3 =p2D, where D is the value 
of the FDNC. 
All FDNC's are earthed and the positive immittance inverters can be made with 
operational amplifiers. 
This filter type can be derived equally well in an alternative way. 
Starting again from the low-pass filter in figure 1.16.2a, we can eliminate all capacitors 
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by replacing them with gyrators secondarily terminated with inductors (see figure 
1.15.2). All impedances, including those in the gyrators, are then divided by the 
factor p. The result is shown in figure 1.16.3. 

Fig. 1.16.3. Starting from the low-pass filter in figure 1.16.2a we can also eliminate all 
capacitors with the aid of inductively terminated gyrators (see figure 1.15.2). AU 
impedances, including those in the gyrators, are divided by p. The result presented above 
illustrates a link between the FDNC and the gyrator approach. 

This indicates the link that exists between the FDNC and the gyrator approach. In 
fact, we have the usual gyrator-capacitor resonant circuits but coupled via the 
gyrator resistors. 
Observe the low number of capacitors needed. 
In practice, however, some restrictions are encountered. 
In low-pass filters the DC impedance from the resistors to earth is infinite. Current 
offset of the FDNC's has no path to earth. A suitable functioning is prohibited. This 
can be remedied by applying an extra conductance to earth. This, however, affects 
the filter characteristic: the lower frequencies are attenuated. 
A second point is that the filter has capacitive terminations. 
Bandpass filters can also be made but in this case all transmission zeros are in the 
upper stopband. Combinations with bandpass filters having all transmission zeros in 
the lower stopband (see figure 1.16.1b) have also been considered (see, for instance, 
Panzer 1976). 

Many other attempts to make accurate operational amplifier-resistor-capacitor 
filters have been reported (for a review, see Heinlein and Holmes 1974). 
Some take the Biquad (figure 1.11.6) as their basic circuit and arrange the couplings 
so as to minimize the sensitivity with respect to component value deviations (see, for 
instance, Tow 1975). Others implement the LC filter equations using signal-flow-
graph methods (see Bracket! and Sedra 1975), however, arriving at a similar type of 
filter. 
Although the latter methods are more generally applicable than Bruton's trans
formation, they use about twice the number of amplifiers. 
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1.17. Gyrator-capacitor filters 

Filter design with gyrators is an easy matter. The element values can be taken 
from LC filter handbooks or calculated with existing LC filter synthesis computer 
programs and scaled to obtain the required bandwidth and impedance level. Then, 
each inductance can be implemented by a gyrator and a capacitor. Signal levels 
up to some tenths of milliwatts can be handled without problems. 
The gyration conductances can still be chosen freely, for instance, so as to obtain 
the lowest power consumption for each gyrator in the filter. From experience, in 
all-pole filters the optimum gyration conductances will be of the same order of 
magnitude as the input and output conductance of the filter. In a resonant circuit 
providing a transmission zero, the values of the capacitors connected across the 
two ports of the gyrator will be about equal. 

In filter design several levels have to be distinguished: 

- the power consumption of the gyrators, 
- the maximum signal levels on the gyrators, 

S maximum ì 
nominal > signal level at the output of the filter, 
minimum ) 

- the noise power at the filter output. 

We shall now discuss some relations between these levels. 

We start by estimating the noise power at the filter output. 
The generalized Nyquist theorem states that at all normally used frequencies, i.e. 
where hf ^ kT, the available noise power in a narrow frequency band df at a port 
of a linear passive network in thermal equilibrium is kTdf. This also applies to net
works with gyrators provided they have been exclusively constructed from passive 
parts. 
Gyrators constructed from passive and active parts are more noisy. In the first place 
there is the thermal noise of the gyrator resistors. In the case of two-resistor gyrators 
the corresponding noise sources can immediately be brought outside the gyrator 
(figure 1.17.1; Blom and Voorman 1971). In the case of four-resistor gyrators the 
noise óf the resistors can be lower, however, only at the cost of an enormous spread 
in resistor values and correspondingly decrease in gyrator efficiency. 
For the estimates below we shall adopt the noise model in figure 1.17.1, thereby 
putting all excess noise in a noise factor F, viz. by writing < in

2 > = (1 + F) 4kTGdf. 
The bulk of the excess noise is the noise from the electronic circuitry. At low 
frequencies a considerable contribution of !/ƒ noise is found. This can be accounted 
for by writing F = Fi + ̂ г//. 
Then, the terminals of a floating gyrator port have also noise current sources to earth, 
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noisy 
gyrator 

) ( = 

noiseless 
gyrator 

<i¿>=¿kTlGldf 

Fig. 1.17.1. A gyrator constructed from passive parts is noiseless. An electtonic (resistor-
nulloi) gyrator has noisy resistors. In the case of a two-resistor gyrator (see, for example, 
figure 1.7.1) the corresponding noise sources, with < in

J > = AkTGdf, can be removed 
outside the gyrator. 

but because these are not easily tractable and we are satisfied with a rough estimate 
of the noise power, we shall omit them in the calculations. 

On the basis of the noise model in figure 1.17.1 we have found previously the 
following expression (Voorman and Blom 1971) for the noise power at the output 
of a doubly loaded lossless filter with capacitors and gyrator-capacitor inductances 

dN = кТа/ (и>) (Im S22 + | 5 2 21 2 ωτ 2 2 + 15211
2 ωτ 2 1 ) 1.17.1 

where θ(ω) > 2 and TJJ = -Э (arg Sfj) / Эсо, Sjj being an element of the scattering 
matrix of the lossless filter two-port normalized on the terminating resistances (see 
also figure 1.17.2). 

b, 

Fig. 1.17.2. Scattering variables: incident waves a¿ and reflected waves bfr, are introduced 
in accordance with a* = Vfc/Rfc^ + I^Rk^, bk = Vk/Rifi - ¡kR-k^1· where V^ and Ik are 
the complex voltage and current and Rk the resistance level at port k. The scattering 
variables are linked together by the relation b = Sa, where b is a column of the ¿>¿'s, a is 
a column of the a¿'s and S is the scattering matrix. 
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In the passband the main contribution is from the last term, viz. 

<W~2frrd/co72i , 1.17.2 

where we have put θ(ω) « 2 and I52i I « 1 ; T21 is the group delay of the filter. 
The noise is dependent on the filter characteristic and almost independent of the net
work configuration. 
When the excess noise is taken into account by adding the noise factor F, we obtain 

(W«2(l+F)Jfcrd/ojr21 , 1.17.3 

Keeping the noise factor and group delay frequency independent, integration of 
eq. 1.17.3 results in an approximation for the noise power at the output of the filter, 

N^4nkTXl+F)T21bfo , 1.17.4 

where b is the bandwidth and f0 the centre frequency of the filter (for a low-pass 
filter b = 2fo). 

The ratio between the noise level and the minimum signal level at the filter output 
is the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio prescribed. We can also say that the minimum signal 
level is the lowest signal level for which the specified signal-to-noise ratio is still 
satisfied. 
The ratio between the maximum and minimum signal level is the 'dynamic range' of 
the signal. 

In many filters the voltages and currents internally in the filter (which have to be 
handled by the gyrators) can be considerably higher than the output voltage and 
current. This is owing to resonance effects. To account for this we shall calculate the 
magnetic energy as stored in the 'coils'. 
We shall apply the following version of Tellegen's theorem (see Penfield et al. 1970) 

Э/п ЭК„ dlh Ъ ь 
Σ

ρ < ¿Г + 'Ρ* 3¿r ) = f M* ЪГ + V fcf > · ΙΛ7-5 

to the lossless LC filter two-port. The index ρ denotes the ports and b the internal 
branches (actually edges; see sec. 2.4) of the network. The branches are inductor and 
capacitor branches. 
By introducing scattering variables at the ports (see figure 1.17.2) we obtain provided 
3αι/3ω = 0,л2 =0,bi =5i iJ i andi»2

 =3гіаі 

XLb\Ib\
2 + XCb\Vb\

2= la,!2 — (IS,, | 2 ωτ,, + \Sn Ι 2 ωτ 2 1 ) , 1.17.6 
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Next we apply 

Z(VpIp*- Vp*Ip) = Z(VbIb*- Vb*Ib) . 1.17.7 

This leads to 

ΣΖ,οΙ/&|2 - ZCftlFftl2 = la, ! 2 — I m i , , . 1.17.8 

A combination of equations 1.17.6 and 1.17.8 yields 

lLf t l /b l 2 = ^ - {ImSu + \Sn\
2 ωτη + Ι 5 2 1 | 2 ω τ 2 ι ) . 1.17.9 

co 

This expression resembles eq. 1.17.1. 

In the passband eq. 1.17.9 simplifies to 

Σ Ι Ο Ι / Ο Ι 2 « ! ^ ! 2 ^ ! . 1.17.10 

We have I a^ 12 *» I ¿»212 = 25, where S is the mean signal power delivered to the load. 
The left-hand side of eq. 1.17.10 is four times the mean magnetic energy Wy^ stored 
in all inductances combined: the magnetic energy in a coil is ViLi2 ; if 1' = Re (/ejwf), 
the mean value < Ш.і2 > = ЫЬI ƒ 12. Hence, 

WM * ST21I2 . 1.17.11 

The magnetic energy stored in the 'coils' is a measure for the signals which the gyrators 
have to handle *). 
The efficiency T?jfc of gyrator к is defined as (see eq. 1.8.1 ) 

Vk = vtikßPk = \ук ! max '¡к ! max/^jfc « ωΖ,̂ I/fcI m a x 2 / ^ = 2ωΗ>Μ£ max/̂ Л:· If 
the efficiencies of all gyrators are equal, we obtain with eq. 1.17.11 an expression for 
the power consumption of all gyrators combined, 

Ρ = Σ Pk « Σ 2cdWMA: m ax hk = 2ωΡΐ^ι m a x /η « 

« SmaxCJTjiA? . 1.17.12 

Above we went through all levels and now we can combine equations 1.17.4 and 
1.17.12. The result is an expression for the power consumption of the gyrators in 
terms of gyrator properties, filter requirements and the S/N ratio, dynamic range 
and frequency of the signal: 

*) This link in the derivation was suggested to me by Prof. Dr. H.J. Butterweck in a discussion 
some years ago. 
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2кТ^ (т2іВ)г ω0 

3max ^mm 

•»mm Ν 
f , 1.17.13 

where Β is the bandwidth of the filter in rad/s. 
A similar expression has been found previously for the simpler case of a reference 
resonant circuit (Blom and Voorman 1971). 

Let us now consider the factors in the formula in greater detail. 
The constant factor IkT^BlO'21. 
Noise factors that have been found range from 4 for a simple discrete component 
gyrator to 50 for a complex monolithic gyrator. Accurate (complex) gyrators will 
have higher noise levels than simple ones. A noise factor F = 50 does not seem to 
be unrealistic. 

The output signal of a class-Α transformerless amplifier is subject to two funda
mental restrictions, viz. ν < E/2 and ί < /, where ν and ί are the output signal 
voltage and current amplitudes and E and I are the supply voltage and supply current 
of the amplifier. 
The efficiency of the amplifier vi/2EIczn thus not exceed 25%. 
Much lower efficiencies are found for gyrators. 

+ + + + + + 

Fig. 1.17.3. One terminal of each port of the gyiator above is set to a fixed voltage, V, and 
V3 respectively. AU supply current sources inject a supply current / in the circuit. The 
efficiency of the gyrator is limited to a value of 1/32. 
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For instance, for the circuit in figure 1.17.3, with one terminal of each port at a 
fixed voltage (Ki and K2 respectively), the peak signal voltage ύχ is restricted to 
vi < Vl. For a correct functioning of the circuit the port terminal voltages have to 
remain within the voltage of the power supply. Furthermore, ¿г < Kj and 
vi + ¿2 < E — Vi ~ Vi- Addition of the inequaUties gives 

2», +2г»2 <E . 1.17.14 

On the other hand »Ί < I and »2 < Λ where I is the supply current of each of the 
current sources. 
Hence, 2V! »Ί + 2>'2 «2 <EI = P/4, where Ρ is the power consumption of the circuit. 
For a gyrator, however, ν ι ¡ι = Vi ¡г, and the efficiency 

η =^ψ/Ρ<1ΐ32 1.17.15 

(Voorman 1976). 
If we account for diode voltages, saturation voltages, extra supply current branches 
and the fact that in practice all gyrators of a filter are connected to the same supply 
voltage, whether this is necessary or not for their correct functioning, considerably 
lower efficiencies are found. 
In practice η = 1% is a représentative value. 

The product T21B is a measure for the filter shape. 
In the case of Bessel (maximally flat group delay) low-pass filters, the value of the 
group delay at zero frequencies can be used. Then (Storch 1954) 

ТцВ « { ( 2 и - 1 ) 1 п 2 р , 1.17.16 

where n is the order of the filter. 
For Butterworth (maximally flat gain) low-pass filters it is more accurate to apply 
the mean value of the group delay over the passband, 

rB 

<τ2ιΒ> « I Tjidco = 021(0) -V2i(5)· 1.17.17 

where 1̂ 1 is the phase of £21 · F o r a n "th - order Butterworth filter 
φ2ΐ(0)-φ2ΐ(Β) = ηπ/4, 

Т2\В ъ mr/4 . 1.17.18 

Steeper all-pole filters such as Chebyshev (equal ripple in the passband) filters show 
a higher phase shift over the passband. It will come out somewhere between the value 
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of Butterworth filters and « î («χ») = -mr¡2. Symmetrical bandpass filters can be obtained 
from low-pass filters by applying the transformation ρ -*p + ω0

2/p. The centre 
frequency of the bandpass filter is a>o and its bandwidth is equal to the bandwidth of 
the low-pass filter. The bandpass filter has about twice the delay but is also twice the 
order of the corresponding low-pass filter. 
Expression 1.17.18 can be applied to bandpass filters as well. 

For another estimate we proceed as in eq. 1.17.17 and use a Bode relation to 
calculate i^i (0) - V21 ifi) from the attenuation of the filter. 
If £21 (ρ) is a minimum-phase function, i.e. it is free from zeros for Re ρ > 0, then 
In 1S21 (p) is an analytic function in the right-hand half p-plane (SJI is a quotient of 
two polynomials in p), and (Bode 1945) 

Λ , ( ω ) - * ϋ Γ b ' ^ q ^ - b ' f r O ^ ' d X . 1-17.19 

The filter attenuation Α(ώ) in dB is 

Α(ω) = -20 ,0log \S2Ï (¡ω)! = -20In \SU (jw)l/ln 10 . 1.17.20 

Hence, 

ω In 10 Γ " Α(\)-Α(ω) I *·<"> шг 0 J Х-J dx · ίΛΊ2ί 

If the above formula is applied to the simplified low-pass filter characteristics in 
figure 1.17.4a, the result is 

* i ( 0 ) - * , W - ^ ІА^Л9)(^ in ^ l n ^ | ) , 1.17.22 

where Ao is the passband attenuation, A^ is the stopband attenuation, В the pass-
band edge and X the stopband edge. 
W i t h X - B < X + Bvie obtain 

*ai(0) -V2.(5) - ^ - ( ^ - y l o X l + l n ^ | ) . 1.17.23 

For a bandpass filter (figure 1.17.4b) the difference between the two phase shifts at 
the passband edges B_ and Д+ has to be calculated. We find 

/о ч In 10 ( / . . 4 1 fi+ -X В + X ^ 
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In eq. 1.17.13 the factor ω^/Β is a kind of effective quality factor of the filter. 
With 7kT= 810 ' 2 1 , F= 50 and 77 = 1% the expression for the power consumption 
of the gyrator simplifies to 

/ . - 4 - 1 0 - » ( T „ t f ^ ™ . / 1.17.25 

attenuation 
A in db 

passband 

stop band 

ы 

lower 
stopband 

(a) 

passband 

I upper 
/j stopband 

B+X+ 
CJ 

(b) 

Fig. 1.17.4. Schematic attenuation characteristic for a low-pass filter (a) and a bandpass 
Alter (b). 

In table 1.17.1 the results are shown for some well-known filters and filter types when 
implemented with gyrators and capacitors. 
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Table 1.17.1 

filter type 

telegraphy receive filter 
100 bauds, channel 12 

telephony low-pass filter 
400-3400 Hz 
(Voorman and Biesheuvel 
1972) 

telephony bandpass filter 
16-20 kHz 
(Orchard and Sheahan 1970) 

telephony bandpass filter 
104-108 kHz 
(Orchard and Sheahan 1970) 

AM-radio i.f. filter 
450 kHz 
2 pairs of critically 
coupled resonant circuits 

critically coupled pair of 
resonant circuits for an 
FM-radio i.f. fUter 
10.7 MHz 

TV-i.f. filter 
37 MHz 

я 

12 

7 

16 

15 

4 
4 

4 

8 

τ,,Β 

3π 
eq. 1.17.18 

6 
eq. 1.17.23 
A„-At =45 dB 
Ь = 3415 Hz 
χ = 3984 Hz 

4π 
eq. 1.17.18 

9 
eq. 1.17.24 
^ 0 - / l B = 6 0 d B 
Л_-Л В = 70 dB 
B + -B =3400 Hz 
В -Χ = 6 0 0 Hz 
X + - B + = 600 Hz 

π 
я 
eq. 1.17.18 

π 
eq. 1.17.18 

2я 
eq. 1.17.18 

ƒ„/* 

3120/140 
(Hz) 

1/2 

18/3.4 
(kHz) 

106/3.4 
(kHz) 

450/5.6 
450/5.6 
(kHz) 

10.7/0.25 
(MHz) 

37/5 
(MHz) 

Smax/N 
(dB) 

50 

93 

90 

83 

90 
90 

90 

80 

f 

3120 
(Hz) 

3400 
(Hz) 

18 
(kHz) 

106 
(kHz) 

450 
450 
(kHz) 

10.7 
(MHz) 

37 
(MHz) 

Ρ 

25*iW 

5mW 

600 mW 

2W 

14 W 
14 W + 

28 W 

180 W 

43 W 

It reveals that particularly at higher frequencies a considerable, and in some cases 
unacceptably high, power consumption has to be reckoned with. Sometimes system 
modifications can solve the problem, but then the use of gyrators is not simply a 
replacement of coils by gyrators and capacitors. The table confirms our feeling that 
electronic gyrators are inherently low-frequency devices. 

In the case of battery operation the lifetime of the battery can be reduced serious
ly by the power consumption of the gyrator(s). An electronic gyrator taking 10 mW 
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and operating from a single cell (1.2 V, 0.5 Ah) with a DC-DC transformer (efficiency, 
say, 70%) stops working after 40 hours. 
On the other hand extremely low-power gyrators can be made for low frequencies, 
low Smax/N ratio, etc. This is illustrated with a monolithic tone-decoder for the 
speech-band (figure 1.17.5). The chip comprises a gyrator, a level detector and a 
supply current stabilizer. It operates from a supply voltage of 1.2 V and consumes 
less than 50 MW. 

& 

m 
• < 

• \ L · • « L L · 

Ц 
• < 

fe 50k J - К 50 k ! | 

- ^ 5 k 

100 k I 

gyrator level detector current 
stabilizer 

Fig. 1.17.5. Circuit of a low-power monolithic tone-decoder for the speech-band. The 
left-hand paît is a resonant circuit with a gyrator (gyration resistance 50 kohms). The 
bandwidth can be adjusted with a variable resistor (5 kohms). The right-hand part is a 
current stabilizer which provides a supply current per transistor of approximately 
(kT/qR¿)ln3, where Rs is the value of the variable resistor of 100 k. In the centre is a 
level detector which responds when the gyrator signal rises above a level determined 
by the variable resistor of 500 ohms. All components shown by continuous lines are 
on the chip. The circuit operates from a supply voltage of 1.2. V and consumes 
less than 50 jiW. 

In other applications heat production constitutes the main problem. 
For example, the extra heat produced by the gyrators in the filters of 500 telephony 
channels in a bay is about 600 W (2 low-pass and 2 bandoass filters per channel: 
2 χ 5 mW + 2 χ 600 mW « 1.2 W; see table 1.17.1). 
Gyratorization increases the heat production in the bay by a factor 4, necessitating 
the use of forced cooling. 
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Next we shall compare some of the calculated results with results reported in the 
literature. 
For the telephony low-pass filter Ρ =30 mW was measured instead of the 5 mW value 
calculated. The discrepancy is due to (1) the higher noise factor (!/ƒ noise: F = 
= 50 + 50000//), (2) 0(ω) > 2 (see eq. 1.17.1 and Voorman and Blom 1971) and (3) 
the lower efficiency, all gyration resistances having been taken equal in value to the 
input and output resistance of the filter. 
Orchard and Sheahan measured 85 mW and 0.96 W for the bandpass filters, instead 
of 600 mW and 2 W, the values which we have calculated. Their gyrators, however, 
are of a class-AB type, which can give a lower power consumption. 

This directs our attention to the only essential improvement which can still be 
made. 
Of course, we can optimize the gyrator circuits so as to reduce their noise factors 
and increase the efficiencies still further. This may be of some help. But the ratio 
between the noise level and the minimum signal level and the dynamic range of the 
signal are specified. The ratio of the magnetic energy in the coils to the level of the 
output signal follows from the filter requirements. 

We can, however, relate the power consumption of the gyrators instantaneously to 
the magnetic energy in the coils, instead of to the maximum energy that can ever 
occur. 

This leads to either class-AB operation (Orchard and Sheahan 1970) or to adaptation 
of the power consumption to the signa» level (adaptive gyrator, Voorman 1976). 
The gain in mean power consumption depends largely on the statistical signal 
properties. 

Class-AB operation means that the signal is divided in a positive and a negative part 
which are treated separately without much extra supply current and combined 
again at the output. A class-AB operational amplifier output stage principle is shown 
in figure 1.17.6. Mismatch between the two paths may give signal distortion and 
spurious responses from subharmonic signals. The phase shift of the circuit is higher 
than that of a class-Α output stage because of the lower mean supply current. This 
means that the cut-off frequency of the gyrator will be lower (see sec. 1.15). 
The adaptive gyrator operates continuously in class A: the peak signal current is 
always smaller than the (varying) supply current. The inherent distortion of class-AB 
operation is largely avoided (see also sections 1.19 and 3.7). 

Let us conclude this section by giving a few more references. 
The representation of linear noisy networks was studied by Bosma (1967). There are 
several other articles on noise in gyrators and gyrator-capacitor filters (Hoefer 1968, 
Fettweis 1974, Adams et al. 1975). We have publications on efficient noise 
computations (Rohrer et al. 1971) and with comparisons between different types of 
RC-active filter including gyrators (Martinelli and Salerno 1972, Weinrichter and 
Nossek 1976). 
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I + i 

i + 

1 " 
I- i 

Fig. 1.17.6. Simple class-AB operational amplifier output stage. 
It is fed by class-Α signals with I il < I. Foi very low signal currents the circuit operates 
in class A. Otherwise, if ι > 0, the output current is approximately 2i(ß2 + 1), while for 
ί < 0 the output current is 2i(/34 + 1). Only in the case where 0, = 04 is distortion avoided. 
The maximum output signal is considerably higher than the value of the quiescent supply 
current /. 

1.18. Related methods, circuits and elements 

The majority of active networks are non-reciprocal. The electronic gyrator is 
distinguished from other active networks not by its non-reciprocity but by its non-
energicness. Electronic circuits which are inherently lossy or active should not be 
considered to belong to the same class as electronic gyrators. 

The reactance tube circuit (Foster and Seely 1937), for instance, is not a predecessor 
of the electronic gyrator, contrarily to what is often stated (see, for example, Miller 
and Newcomb 1972, Heinlein and Holmes 1974). 
It has the following conductance matrix (see figure 1.18.1) 

( G S-G \ 

-o J ' 
where С is a conductance and S the transconductance of the electron tube. No 
limiting process leading to the gyrator equations is conceivable. 
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« 1 

+ o-

S V 2 1 

-ο-
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Χ 
'2 

•0 + 

-o-

Fig. 1.18.1. Reactance tube circuit. With a capacitor connected across port 2 the circuit 
was used as a variable inductance (Foster and Seely 1937). 

The Semicon-L circuit (Miyata et al. 1972) intended for use in radio and television 
filters is not a gyrator either. Its losses are compensated for by a negative immittance 
converter action (figure 1.18.2). 

When Tellegen defined the gyrator, he made several restrictions. He chose the 
simplest, linear, time-invariant, lossless iwo-port, which is non-reciprocal. The gyrator 
might be generalized by dropping one or more of these restrictions. 

In the case of Tellegen's gyrator the non-reprocity requirement led automatically 
to anti-reciprocity. A two-port is anti-reciprocal if 

Κ1Α/1Β + κ 2 Α/ 2 Β = _ ( κ 1 Β / 1 Α + κ 2 Β / ΐ Α ) , 1.18.2 

for any two states A and В of the two-port network (see Penfield et al. 1970). 
In the case of generalizations of the gyrator the anti-reciprocity requirement seems 
to be more fundamental than that of non-reciprocity. It leads to simpler and more 
satisfactory definitions. 
However, with the introduction of anti-reciprocity the circuits will be automatically 
lossless. If, for example, we choose KfcB = FfcA* and /fcB = //fcA*. where the 
asterisk denotes a complex conjugation, we obtain 
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ReiVJS + V2I2*) = 0 , 

which is the condition for losslessness of the two-port. 

1.18.3 

_ V. Ί + о — I В 

Fig. 1.18.2. Principle circuit of the Semicon-L. Its configuration, except for the connection 
of the ports, is identical to that of a well-known negative immittance converter (ports 
between A and earth and between В and earth). Here the equations are v, = >', (R, —R¡ Rt/R3 ) -
¿,11,(1 + R4/R,)andi;, =1,^4(1 + Rl/R3) +ii(Rl + R4 + Rl К4/Я,). The negative 
immittance converter action is used to undamp the circuit. 

Let us now start by deleting simplest. 

We are looking for linear, time-invariant, anti-reciprocal two-ports. Linear relations 

exist between the port variables: 
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AiJi +АігІ2 = .он К, +Віг 2 , 1.18.4 

Аціі+Аігіг = Вг^ + Вг2 г . 1.18.5 

All coefficients are functions of the complex frequency p. 
lìАц Ац - A12A21 Φ 0, there is an admittance matrix Y. Anti-reciprocity results 
in a skew-Hermitian admittance matrix: 

/ 0 У<р)\ 

\ - Г ( р ) 0 / 
1.18.6 

We arrive at a complex gyrator. 
The two-port above was introduced as a reactive gyrator by Mitra and Howard (1966) 
to account (at least to a first extent) for the non-ideal behaviour of practical gyrators 
at higher frequencies. When Yiji) is a pure capacitance or inductance, the circuit is 
said, respectively, to be a capacitive or an inductive gyrator (Bialko 1968). Note that 
the capacitive gyrator can also be thought of as part of an FDNC (see sec. 1.16). 
If A І І І 4 И - A12A 21 = 0 and we ignore two-ports consisting of combinations of 
short-circuits and open-circuits, we obtain complex transformer equations: 

V1 = N(p) V2 , 1.18.7 

h = -Ν(ρ)Ιι , 1.18.8 

The complex transformer, however, can be constructed from a cascade of two 
complex gyrators, what makes it somewhat less interesting as a component. 

If we do not restrict ourselves to two ports, any η-port with a skew-Hermitian 
conductance matrix can be regarded as a generalized gyrator. 
In the case of the two-port gyrator we have seen that a capacitive system at one side 
of the gyrator is observed as an inductive system at the second side. The gyrator is a 
link between two 'worlds' in which voltage and current, capacitance and inductance, 
electric field and magnetic field are interchanged. 
A gyrator-like network with m ports in the one world and η ports in the second, 
with only anti-reciprocal relations between the two worlds has a resistance matrix 

\ F 2 / \-Ä12
T 0 /Khi 

where Vi represents the m port voltages in world 1, etc. and Л ц Τ is the transpose 
of matrix Я и . A capacitor network at the secondary side with equation I2 = -pCTi 
gives 
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V1 =Ä12pCÄ12T Λ , 1.18.10 

i.e. an inductive network at the primary side. Instead of simulating just a single 
inductance, the multipart gyrator can simulate inductive networks, not excluding 
mutual inductances. 
When all ports have a common earth terminal, we arrive at the multiterminal 
gyrator (Holt and Linggard 1968, 1970, who gave a less general definition based on 
a conductance matrix description and requiring the existence of the capacitor 
impedance matrix (pO"1 )• 
The two earthed gyrators in the method of Holt and Taylor for simulating a floating 
inductance (see sections 1.16 and 2.6) combined constitute a three-temi inai gyrator. 
The η-terminal gyrator shows the same deficiencies and does not, in general, yield a 
solution to the sensitivity problem. 

Next let us omit the time-invariant restriction. 
The conductance matrix of a variable gyrator is 

/ 0 C(f)\ 

\-G(t) 0 / 
1.18.11 

Parametric amplification can be obtained with time-variable capacitors or inductors. 
Variation of a charged capacitor either costs energy or is accompanied by a release 
of energy. 
Variation of a resistor does not cost energy. Neither does variation of the transformation 
ratio of an ideal transformer or of the gyration conductance of an ideal gyrator. 
A network with time-invariant inductors and capacitors and variable transformers 
and gyrators is lossless. 
The variable resistor and transformer together with the time-invariant capacitor 
and inductor can be considered as elementary components for lumped, linear, 
passive and reciprocal networks. When the time-variable gyrator is added, the 
reciprocal restriction can be omitted (Anderson et al. 1965). 

Because a general treatment of time-variable networks is a somewhat daunting 
undertaking (see, inter alia, Newcomb 1968), we shall consider a special but 
important and interesting case, viz. a variable gyrator-capacitor filter. 
Let all conductances, including gyration conductances, be varied proportionally, 
i.e. Gjç(t) = gfcGit). The capacitances are time-invariant, Cjç = cf¿C. An inductance 
as simulated by a gyrator and a capacitor is described by the equation 

= _̂ L A '* = Ck S- A. A_ 4 Gk(t) dt Gk(t) J? G{t) dr G{f) • I 1 S · 1 2 
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With jk = iklGif), Ik = cklik2 and r = ƒ G(tt)/C da we obtain 
.. 0 
4/jfc 

"it = h -fi: ' I · « · « 

which is a familiar equation for time-invariant networks. The descriptive equations 
for a capacitor and a conductor become respectively 

dvjt 
Jk = ск-^ and jk = Wfc . 1.18.14 

Owing to the transformations we can analyse the network as if it were time-invariant. 
The eigenfunctions are of the ePT type. 
The variability of the filter causes a deformation of the time axis and a variation of 
the impedance level of the filter. 
This might give a way for undistorted compression and expansion. Modulators are 
essentially time-variable networks. An amplitude modulator is a time-variable 
multiplier. An oscillator with a resonant circuit of a variable gyrator and two equal 
capacitors generates frequency modulated signals (see sec. 1.19 and Voorman 1974). 

The gyrator equations cannot be made non-linear, while maintaining non-
energicness. 
By way of proof let us suppose that ιΊ = Д 2 ) and i2 = - Д і ). Non-energicness 
implies ίΊνι +/2V2 = ,Ді'2) + і'2Л1'і)=0· Hence, Дуі)/ і =А г)/ г = с> where с is a 
constant because the values of ν χ and Vj can be chosen independently. This means 
that Дуі ) = cvl is a linear function of its argument. In this case anti-reciprocity 
implies linearity. A direct non-linear generaUzation of the gyrator does not exist. 
There is, of course, the class of conjunctors (Duinker 1962). An example of a set 
of conjunctor equations is 

vt = -Ві2іэ , 1.18.15 

v2 = +Ä1/3 , 1.18.16 

з = 0 . 

Conjunctors obey neither a law of linearity nor one of anti-reciprocity and are three-
port networks. The name controllable gyrator (see, for instance, Gossel 1968, 1972) 
for a conjunctor is thus not self-evident, although it is convenient. 
Fundamentals of the non-linear elementary components have been discussed in 
greater detail by Adams (1968). 
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1.19. Adaptive gyrator 

When LC filters have to be simulated by RC-active means and the outstanding 
properties of the commonly used LC filters have to be preserved, a suitable 
method is to simulate each inductance separately by a gyrator and a capacitor. 
Although we cannot in practice make gyrators with C 1 2 + G2i Ξ О (irrespective 
of the resistor values), it is advisable to make G 2 1 * — G12. Furthermore, it is an 
advantage to have the terminating capacitors about equal in value. 

We will now discuss the behaviour of a 'symmetrical' resonant circuit. 
We apply a sine-wave input current. The voltage shows a resonance curve as a 
function of the frequency of the input signal. The resonant frequency а>о = G/C, 
where G is the gyration conductance and С the value of the terminating capacitors. 
Unlike an LC circuit, this arrangement enables two voltages to be measured, viz. 
the voltages across the two capacitors. Each of them shows a resonance character. 
Moreover, the voltages have the same amplitudes and show a 90-degree phase 
difference. The charge of one capacitor is gyrated to the second (the gyrator is 
non-energic) and back again, and so on. A Lissajous figure of Vi versus Vj shows 
expanding and shrinking circles as a function of frequency. 
The same applies to the gyrator input currents it and ιΊ. If 

l'i = a cos ω ί , 1.19.1 

then obviously 

i2 « a sin ωί. 1.19.2 

As a consequence of the above, squaring both »Ί and /2 and adding the results gives 

us the squared amplitude of the signal on the gyrator. 
Operations such as squaring, adding and possibly square-rooting can be performed 
by, for example, making use of the logarithmic characteristic of bipolar diodes and 
transistors. 
The amplitude of the signal on the gyrator is thus measured instantaneously. 
This feature can be used for amplitude detection when the resonant circuit is 
employed as a tone decoder. 
To obtain an oscillator the amplitude can be kept invariant by means of feedback. 
In filters the amplitude can serve to control the supply current to the gyrator. 

The supply currents (I) to the gyrator can be controlled in accordance with 

ƒ = (1 +б)(/і 2 + ! 1

2 ) И . 1.19.3 

They follow the signal amplitude almost instantaneously. With e > 0 we have at any 
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instant / > | I'I I and / > | / 2 1 , i.e. the gyrator operates continuously in class A. In eq. 
1.19.3 e > 0 is a safety margin. 
Although the electronic circuitry for the adaptive gyrator will be more complex (see 
sec. 3.7) and therewith the efficiency τ? lower than for a gyrator with invariant supply 
currents, its mean power consumption when the gyrator is used in filters can be 
considerably lower. The reduction depends on the statistical properties of the signals 
in the filter. 

'1 Л* G(t) Л h 

с A 
) С lì c 

gU 

'ι = Gv2 

i2 = . Gv, 

Fig. 1.19.1. 'Symmetrical' gyrator-capacitor resonant circuit. 
Near resonance (ω0 = G/C) the charge of one cap̂  dtor is gyrated to the second and back 
again, and so on. 

Next we shall consider the gyrator resonant circuit in greater detail (figure 1.19.1). 
The losses are represented by two identical conductances g. We do not impose in 
advance the restriction for the gyrator of being time-invariant. Hence, G = G(í) and 
S ~ SÌ1)· The equations for the arrangement are 

ii = Gv2 -ji -gvi -С 
dv, 
df 
dvi 

l'a = -Gvi =іг - &>г - С ^ - , 

1.19.4 

1.19.5 

where ƒ ! and/'j are input currents. 
If we introduce complex variables K=v1 +j»'j , I=ii +jij and/ = /i +j/ I , thetwo 
equations can be combined into one: 

C^-{-g + \G)V = J 1.19.6 
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The solution is 

ПО ' ΚΟΜΟ +L / j ( T ) e ( í ) / e ( r ) d r , 1.19.7 
c О 

where 

e(r) = e 0 C 1.19.8 

The currents are obtained from the voltages via the gyrator equation 

ƒ = -jGV. 1.19.9 

Referring to the adaptation of the supply current I of the gyrator to the signal 
amplitude, we shall consider the steady-state response when the gyrator is time-
invariant. 
We put e(r) = exp (-σο + ]ωο)ί and J(t) = cos ωί (/2 = 0). In the steady state: 

1 еІш 1 еіш 

m = TW - ^ — ^ - + ^ - - - 4 — = — · ІЛ9Л0 

2C )ω + σ0 —.jejo 2C —jo» + a0 —}co0 

We find two terms. In the neighbourhood of the resonant frequency, i.e. for ω8*ωο. 
the amplitude of the second term is much smaller than that of the first. Their ratio 
is approximately σ0/2ω<) = 1/4β0. Even at low ßo-factors we can neglect the second 
term. Hence, 

« > 2 + ^ = т \ = С \ т 1 ~ 2 с { о о 2 + £ _ и о ) Г . 1.19.11 

Indeed, (ιΊ 2 + / j 2 ) " is time-invariant and displays a resonance character (see also 
eq. 1.19.3). 

For a discussion of a second feature of the adaptive gyrator we shall return to the 
solution of the differential equation (equations 1.19.7 and 1.19.8). With zero input 
signals 

/ - * ( « ) + j C ( e ) d t t 

F(r)=K(0)e 0 C 1.19.12 

The resonant circuit is transformed into an oscillator when g is made zero. To obtain 
a stable signal amplitude, g can be controlled by a function 
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δ = (ν,2 +Vi2fí-VT, 1.19.13 

where ντ is a time-invariant reference voltage. Control is effected so as to damp the 
circuit (g > 0) when δ > 0 and to undamp the circuit (g < 0) when δ < 0. 
The resulting stable oscillator signal is an exponential signal, 

V(t)=V(p)e 1-19.14 

It has a time-invariant amplitude I V(0) I = ντ and the instantaneous frequency 

ψ = ψ 1.19.15 

af с 
is directly controlled by the gyration conductance G(t). 
The arrangement is an ideal frequency modulator: it shows neither transient responses 
nor parametric effects (Voorman 1974). 
Variation of the gyration conductance does not affect the energy in the system but 
only the speed of the charge transfer between the capacitors. 
Furthermore, we obtain two output signals Vi(t) = Re V(t)and v2(f) = Im V(t) having 
the same amplitude and a 90 degree phase difference. 

We shall now consider the synthesis of the adaptive gyrator in terms of idealized 
electronic components. 
To this end we start with the resistor-nullor gyrator in figure 2.10.2. It consists of 
two identical parts in anti-parallel. One part is shown in figure 1.19.2. It implements 
the gyrator equation ij = С г . 

^ОО о-
Э 2 

^осячъ»-
Fig. 1.19.2. The resistor-nullor gyrator with independently floating ports in figure 2.10.2 
consists of two identical parts connected in anti-parallel. One part, representing the 
equation ι, = Gv,, is shown. 
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For the adaptive gyrator we need additionally the squared voltage Vj2 or current 
ii2 and controllability of the conductance. The adaptive gyrator cannot be 
synthesized with exclusively linear resistors and nullors. 

The additional non-linear component we have opted for is the diode (figure 1.19.3). 
That is a two-terminal resistive component characterized by the equation 

ν = — l n ( ^ + l ) , 1.19.16 

where kT/q is a physical parameter (see sec. 3.2) and ƒ is the saturation current the 
value of which characterizes the diode. For í = 0 we also have ν = 0. The diode is 
dissipative, i.e. iv > 0 when ι, ν Φ 0 and its characteristic is monotonie: δ/δ ν > 0 for 
all finite v. 

Fig. 1.19.3. Diode 

The saturation currents of a germanium transistor and a silicon transistor are 
respectively of the order of 10"10 and 10"ls A. This means that for all commonly 
used currents i > 0, that ЦІ > 1 and that with very close approximation we can 
write 

ν = — I n d ) . 1.19.17 

Hence, addition and subtraction of diode voltages correspond respectively to 
multiplication and division of diode currents. 
Multipliers can be made (Gilbert 1968 (1); figure 1.19.4). 

We intentionally did not give the component the name ideai diode, because this 
name is commonly reserved for the two-terminal component characterized by the 
equations (Tellegen 1956 (1)) 

ι = 0 f o r v < 0 and ν = 0 f o r i < 0 . 1.19.18 

The idealization principle, however, has been applied to such an extent here that the 
multiplying property is lost. 
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Fig. 1.19.4. Multiplier. For all commonly used positive currents t/, w/ = (kT/q) 1η(ι;//;), 
where 17 and »'/ are diode voltages and currents. It can be seen from the figure that 
», - «, + »3 - o4 = 0. Hence, (i,//, )/(«,//, ) χ (ι,/I3 )/(i'4//4 ) = 1. If all diodes are 
identical ƒ, = 12 = I3 = ¡A, and t4 = i, і',/і-

а. 

(α) (b) 

Fig. 1.19.5. With two diodes and one nullor a fairly close low-frequency representation can 
be given of an npn transistor (a) or a pnp transistor (b). The diode between base b and 
emitter e caters for the base current. The ratio of the saturation currents of the two 
diodes is the base collector current gain β of the transistor. 
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Two diodes and one nullor can be combined so as to give fairly close low-frequency 
representation for an npn transistor or a pnp transistor (figure 1.19.5). The ratio of 
their saturation currents is the base-collector current gain β (use eq. 1.19.17). 
An important feature of this representation is that, the nullor being active but 
linear and the diode non-linear but passive, non-Unearity and activity have thus 
been separated. 

Η 
Fig. 1.19.6. Principle of a variable (trans)conductance. It consists of a combination of 
a voltage-controlled current source and a multiplier. 

Figurq 1.19.6 illustrates how a variable transconductance can be synthesized. 
The circuit consists of a voltage-controlled current source with input voltage vfc 
and output current G/çVfc, which current is fed to a multiplier (see also Adams et al. 
1975). The ratio between the output current of the multiplier, viz. (/j/A X̂ jfcvjb 
and the input voltage is the effective transconductance: 
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Gjfceff = / < ? * · 1.19.19 

Variation of the current ratio varies the transconductance. 
The circuit can be made in balanced form, the principle can be applied to all 
conductances in the gyrator and the fact that all currents in the diodes of the 
multipliers have to be positive can be accounted for. These problems are discussed 
in detail in ch. 3, to which readers are also referred for the design of the squarers. 

When we make a 'symmetrical' resonant circuit or oscillator with this gyrator the 
resonant or oscillator frequency and wavelength are given by the expressions 

2 π / ο = Τ " ? " * λ 0 = 2 π ^ - ^ - . 1.19.20 

Variation of/2 gives a control proportional to the frequency and variation οί 11 gives 
us a control proportional to the wavelength. 

We shall conclude by discussing an important practical advantage obtained if the 
same control principle is applied to common gyrators. 
We have seen previously that gyrator resistors cannot be integrated because integrated 
resistors have large tolerances in their values and are highly temperature-dependent. 
But adjacent monolithic resistors with identical geometry show very close matching. 
Let us therefore derive the control currents Ιχ and /2 from the ratio of two 
conductances G\ and C e such that /j//] = Се/Сь i.e. the voltages across Cj and Cj 
are equal in value. Thus, the effective gyration conductance becomes 

Gkeñ = ^-Ge. 1.19.21 

Integration of all Gfc and of Gj yields accurate conductance ratios Gk/Gi Both the 
temperature-dependence and the tolerances of Gfc a nd GÌ cancel out almost 
completely. 
A single external conductance Ge fixes the value of the gyration conductance(s). 
We thus save 1С pins. 
In principle all the conductances of an entire filter can be fixed or varied pro
portionally in this way with a single external conductance. 

1.20. Further applications 

The gyrator application we have so far mainly considered was the simulation of 
coils by gyrators and capacitors. This is also the most obvious application for the 
gyrator. Wherever coils are used, i.e. in filters and oscillators, gyrators can in 
principle be employed. 
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In the majority of the LC filters encountered in practice, the filter also provides a 
DC isolation between its input and output. Two coupled coils on a single core can 
give this extra feature without much extra cost. 
Although electronic gyrators with independently floating ports can in principle 
provide the same function, the flotation is restricted to the signal-handling capacity 
of the gyrators. In practice DC isolation can only be achieved capacitively in 
gyrator-capacitor filters (figure 1.20.1). 
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Fig. 1.20.1. DC isolation. The interface consisting of the two capacitors C, and C, has 
the equations: ¿j = - j , = C. dvr /dt = С,а( . —v. —vr )/df. Elimination of the voltage 
VQ yields equations 1.20.1 and 1.20.2. When two gyrators are employed in addition, the 
equations become v, ' = CR,Jdi','/di + CfljÄjdi, '/dt and ti,' = СД, K,d¿, '/dt + СД,а<1іа' /dt, 
which are the equations of two perfectly coupled coils with L, =СК 1

, ,А1 = СЛ 1 Д, and 
Í., = CR, 2 . 

In that case the port equations of the interface are 

dvi dv2 
'1= C ^ - C - ^ -

àt at 
1.20.1 

i - r d V l + dvi 
dT" 1.20.2 

where С = С, C2 /(С, + C2 ) . 
If we use a gyrator with gyration resistance Äi on one side of the coupling and 
another with gyration resistance R2 on the other, as indicated by dashed lines in 
figure 1.20.1, we obtain the gyrator equivalent of two tightly coupled coils with DC 
isolation (¿1 
(1976). 

CRi , M = CR 1R2 and ¿ 2 = CR2 ); see also Duvalsaint and East 

Next we observe that there are also functions and applications, which are more 
difficult to fulfil with coils than with gyrators and capacitors or cannot even be ful
filled with coils. 
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For instance, the second-order phase-shifter in figure 1.5.6 with its gyrator and two 
capacitors has no simple LC equivalent. 
The ideal frequency-modulator (sec. 1.19) can be made with a gyrator but not with 
coils. 

Let us now consider the use of the ideal frequency-modulator in a telegraphy 
transmitter. 
It is common practice in asynchronous telegraphy to apply the binary input signal 
s(t) directly to a controlled oscillator (figure 1.20.2). 
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Fig. 1.20.2. Block diagram and waveforms of a common telegraphy (FSK) transmitter. 
The oscillator signal is modulated in frequency by the binary input signal s(i)· The 
resulting frequency-shift keyed (FSK) signal with instantaneous frequency dip(t)/dt and 
amplitude a passes through a bandpass filter to narrow its spectrum. The filter deteriorates 
the FSK signal, i.e. the instantaneous frequency becomes trapezoidal and the amplitude 
shows a small increase during the frequency transitions. 
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The output signal is an almost periodic sine, rectangular or triangular waveform whose 
fundamental harmonic component can be written as a sin | ωο t + φ(ί) \, where GJQ is 
the carrier frequency. Provided the controlled oscillator is sufficiently nearly ideal, a 
is a time-invariant amplitude and dip(t)ldt = Δωί(ί): according to the rhythm of the 
input sequence s(t), the instantaneous frequency ωο + dip(t)/dt is switched between 
the values ωο — Δω and ωο + Δω, where Δω is the frequency deviation. The output 
signal of the oscillator is a frequency-shift keyed (FSK) signal. 
Although the instantaneous frequency is always within the range ωο — Δω to 
ωο + Δω, the spectrum of the signal is much wider (Van der Pol 1930). 
It is too wide to be transmitted directly over the line. Its spectrum is narrowed by 
passing the signal through a bandpass filter. 
Thus, either 24,12 or 6 channels are accommodated in the telephony speech band 
(300 — 3400 Hz) in frequency-division-multiplex. The speed of these telegraphy 
channels is respectively 50, 100 or 200 bauds. 
The bandpass filter deteriorates the FSK signal. The frequency modulation assumes 
a trapezoidal, instead of a square waveform and the frequency transitions are 
accompanied by an increase in amplitude. 

An identical narrow-band output signal could be obtained by modulating the 
carrier in frequency with a trapezoidal signal derived from the input sequence s(t), 
and in amplitude such thatthe amplitude increases during the frequency transitions. 
With this combined frequency and amplitude modulation the entire (narrow) band
pass filter, which normally contains four coils, can be avoided. 
Furthermore, we can switch to a different channel simply by changing the centre 
frequency ωο of the controlled oscillator, the hardware of all transmitters being 
the same. 
The block diagram of the new transmitter is shown in figure 1.20.3. 
The input sequence s(t) is integrated and limited in order to obtain a trapezoidal 
signal. Mathematical approximations and experimental work indicate that the 
extent to which the envelope of the spectrum of the output signal depends on the 
precise shape of the frequency transition is nearly negligible. This made us opt for 
the simple trapezoidal shape. 

Of course, the slope of the trapezoid has to be chosen properly. 
Next the trapezoidal signal is squared. The resultant signal is zero only at the zero 
crossings of the trapezoidal signal. Addition of a DC term yields a signal with 
decreased amplitude during the frequency transitions (see figure 1.20.3). Division 
of the output signal of the controlled oscillator by the signal just described gives 
the required result, i.e. an increase in amplitude during the frequency transitions. 

The spectrum of the output signal thus obtained is symmetrical around the 
carrier frequency ωο. This is owing to the symmetry of the amplitude signal and 
the instantaneous frequency around the point where the instantaneous frequency 
crosses the value ωο · 
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Fig. 1.20.3. New FSK transmitter principle. The output signal is made almost equal to 
that of the transmitter in figure 1.20.2 by employing a combination of frequency 
modulation and amplitude modulation. The same narrowband signal is obtained without 
the use of a bandpass filter. Block diagram and waveforms are shown. 
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By way of proof let us consider the output signal j(i) sin | COQ t + φ(ί) \ with one 
frequency transition crossing the value ωρ at t = 0. 
Hence, difi(_t)ldt is an odd function of t and φ(ί) and also a(t) are even functions, i.e. 
φ(-ί) = φ(ί)3ηάα(-ή = α(ή. 
The spectrum of the signal is 

F(jco) = __ƒ " e-iwra(r) sin | ω,, t + <p(t) \ dt = 1.20.3 

= _L / " e-K^-ü;o)rfl(í)eJv<0dí_ 
2] — « 

- ^ - __ƒ " e-K" + " о V a ( t ) * W A t = 1.20.4 

= ̂ Φ - { Κ ω - ω β ) ( - - ^ - Φ · { - Κ ω + ωο)} , 1.20.5 

where 

Φ 0 ω ) = _J " e - J ^ a í O e J ^ d í . 1.20.6 

For most channels the spectrum Φ (¡ω) is restricted to a far smaller range than 
-ωο < ω < +ωο. This means that the first term of expression 1.20.5 represents the 
spectrum for ω > 0, i.e. around ω = ωο, while the second term gives the spectrum 
around ω = -ωο-Hence, for üj>0,F(jco) = ( l /2 j^ | j ( co - ω ο ) } . 
Because φ {-i) = φ(ί) and a(-t) = a(t), we obtain from eq. 1.20.6 ΦΟω) = Φ (—jtu). 
Hence, for ω > 0 , 

Ρ^ώ) = ^φ\)(ω-ωο)}=^Φ{}(ω0-ω)\ , 1.20.7 

which means that the spectrum is symmetrical around ω = ωο. Even if the transition 
occurs at a time other than t = 0 and two or more transitions occur, the spectrum 
remains symmetric. 
It is a difficult task to obtain the same result with the filter method. 

In this telegraphy application the controlled oscillator is the heart of the system. 
Control of the instantaneous frequency has to be linear and preferably free from 
delay. The output signal has to be phase-continuous and must not contain transient 
responses. Because the output signal has a sine waveform it has no frequencies around 
2а>о, 3ωο, etc. and any further filtering is superfluous. 
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attenuation 
with respect to 
unmodulated carrier 

u>0 ω0± Δω0 number of 
spectral component 

Fig. 1.20.4. Spectrum narrowing, the result of frequency and amplitude modulation. 
The dotted line is the connection from one spectral component to another of what is 
called a 1/1 FSK telegraphy signal: the bit sequence of the input signal s(t) is of the 
form . . . / + 1 / - 1 / + 1 / - 1 / + 1 / - 1 / . . . .In this case the bit length is 10 ms 
(100 bauds) and the frequency deviation Δω is 60 Hz. The amplitudes of all 
frequency components have been taken relative to the amplitude of the unmodulated 
carrier. 

The results of the method are illustrated in figure 1.20.4, together with the 
C.C.I.T.T. recommendations, which they amply satisfy. 
The mathematical problem of finding waveforms which give the absolute optimum 
has not yet been solved, mainly because there is no obvious and unique target for 
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optimization. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether the 'real' optimum would yield 
significantly better results. 

A final remark on this application should be added, namely that in this case 
'gyratorization' is not just a replacement of coils by gyrators and capacitors. The 
system modification enables us to derive full advantage from the gyratorization. 

Further applications of the controlled gyrator are found in phase- and frequency-
locked loops. The two gyrator signals sin | COQ t + φ(ί) \ and cos j GJQ t + φ{ΐ) \ can be 
used in various ways for phase and frequency discrimination and for correlation 
purposes. The gyrator can also be used to advantage in two-path modulation filters, 
which constitute a subclass of η-path filters (Franks and Sandberg 1960). The low 
harmonic distortion of the oscillator is almost indispensable when the frequency 
spectrum of the input signal ranges over a factor of three or more. 

Let us conclude with some illustrative examples, all of which can be thought of 
as two-path filters. 
The first example is a simple demodulator for frequency-shift keyed signals. Its 
principle is shown in figure 1.20.5. 
We shall consider a single frequency transition at t = 0. 
The input signal is 

sin i (ωο - Δω) t + φ I for / < 0 , 
1.20.8 

sin {(ωο + Δω) t + ψ} for t > 0 . 

Observe that the phase is continuous at t = 0. 
Let the signal represent a '0' for t < 0 and a Ί ' for t > 0. 
It is demodulated with sin ωο t as well as with cos ωο t, where ωο is the carrier 
frequency. 
The low-frequency parts of the demodulated signals are phase-shifted 90 degrees 
with respect to each other. The phase difference changes sign at t = 0. 
The demodulated signals are used as input signals for a 'symmetrical' gyrator 
resonant circuit with resonant frequency G/C equal to the frequency deviation Δω 
of the FSK signal. We assume that the high-frequency signal parts fall outside the 
passband. 
For t > 0 the input currents fit the cosine and sine signals which are normally found 
on the gyrator. The two input currents give the same response and the two responses 
add. The filter is matched to the 'Γ. 
Before t = 0 one of the input signals was reversed of sign and the two responses did 
not add, but were subtracted one from the other. The amplitude of the voltage at 
the gyrator was very low for t < 0. 
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Fig. 1.20.5. Simple FSK decoder. 

It increases for t > 0 according to 

«(') = 
1 - е - ( Д " / 2 б > ^ Δω 

(C/2ß) * С 
1.20.9 

for (Δω/2β)ί <̂  1 . 
If the direction of the arrow in the gyrator or the sign of the gyration conductance 
is reversed, the filter is matched to the Ό ' instead of to the Ί ' . 
In a complete matched-filter receiver both occur and the amplitudes at the two 
gyrators are compared in order to decide whether the signal was a Ό ' or а 'Γ. 

The situation can also be looked at in a different way. 
For r < 0, /Ί = cos (Δωί - φ), j 2 = —sin (Δωί - φ) (see figure 1.20.5) and 
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J(t) = exp | -¡(Δω/ -φ) I. The steady-state response of the voltage at the resonant 
circuit is (see also eq. 1.19.10) 

V_(t) = yr ^ л · 1-20.10 
С σο - 2]Δω 

For t > 0, /Ί = cos (Δωί + φ), /j = sin (Δωί + φ) and J(t) = exp ](Δωί + φ). 
The steady-state response is 

The latter response has a considerably higher amplitude than the former. 
The two voltages V_(t) and V+(t) are exponential signals. This means that the primary 
voltage Vi (r) and the secondary voltage v2(f) have the same amplitude and they show 
a phase difference of 90 degrees. 
With the usual complex notation: v,(/) = Re 1е

+ІАш and v 2 (0 = Re 2е
+ІАш1 

we have for t<0 : K2 = +jK,,but for t> 0 : K2 =- jK 1 . 
For t < 0 we see an admittance in the primary gyrator port of 

/ . G ^ M . C K a f l / M . ^ 1 2 0 1 2 

^ΟΔω) -j Κ20Δω) 

i.e. an imaginary conductance. 
In the secondary port we see the same imaginary conductance. 
For t > 0, however, we see an admittance -jG. 

A generalization of the above is shown in figure 1.20.6. 
The resonant circuit has two input signals ƒ j (/) = Re J ι e ί ω ί and /'2 (r) = Re / 2 e 1 ω ί . 
Write : ή (t) = Im Λ e ) ω * and /2 (ί) = Im / 2 e ) ω ί . Then, ƒ, (/) can be written as the 
sum 

н(г) = '-^-+'Ц± , 1.20.13 

and similarly 

/ 2 ( 0 = Ц ^ + А ^ 1 · 1.20.14 

The first terms of these signals can be written as ƒ ι - /2 = Re (J ι+j/2 ) e ) ω ί and 
/ Î + /1 = Re(/2 - 'yfi ) e ̂ ω ί = Re -](/! + j / 2 ) e 1 ω ί . They show the same relation
ship as the demodulated FSK signals for t > 0. We can use figure 1.20.6a. 
For the second terms of the signals in expressions 1.20.13 and 1.20.14 we can use 
the circuit in figure 1.20.6b. 
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Fig. 1.20.6. Equivalence. The excitations/, and/, can be divided in two parts such that 
for the first parts we see an imaginary conductance -jG and for the second we see +jG 
in the gyrator ports (figures a and b respectively). 

Knowing the above we can return to the arrangement in figure 1.20.5 and see 
whether we can employ it as a linear frequency discriminator. 
For an input signal sin (COQ + Αω)ί the circuit in figure 1.20.6a applies. 
We have a signal current source shunt by three conductances: JAUJC, g and —jG. 
By choosing g2 = 2G2, the impedance is 

1 
ljAwC + i - j G | - 1 = - ^ - ( l + 

3 % 

1 Δω n Δω 2 

a>o ωό 

_2 
27 

Δ ω 3 

ω ο 7 - = = - F V - . . . ) , 1-20.15 

where ω0 = G/C. For Ι Αω/ω0 I < 0.2 the deviation from linearity is still less than 
1%. 
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A generalization of the filter type above can be used with advantage when single-
sideband signals have to be filtered at baseband level. 
That is the case with, for instance, the 'third method' or Weaver's method (1956) for 
single-sideband amplitude modulation and demodulation. 
The principle of the method is shown in figure 1.20.7. 
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Fig. 1.20.7. Weaver's method for generation and detection of amplitude-modulated single-
sideband signals. From the lower to the upper side it behaves like an AM SSB generator. 
The corresponding spectra are shown at the left. In the opposite direction the circuit can 
be used as receiver. The corresponding spectra are shown at the right-hand side of the 
figure. 

The circuit diagram has two parallel paths, each with two multipliers and a low-pass 
filter. The spectra shown on the left apply in the case of transmission and those on 
the right in the case of reception. 
We shall consider the transmission side first. 
The baseband input signal s(t) with bandwidth b and possibly with noise and inter
ference at higher frequencies (indicated by dashed lines) is multiplied by sin (¿>/2)f 
in one path and by cos (&/2)r in the other. The lower sidebands of the resulting 
spectra around ¿»/2 are folded with respect to the origin of the frequency axis. The 
upper sideband and the noise arrive at frequencies above b/2 and are rejected by 
the low-pass filter with cut-off frequency ¿>/2. Modulation with sin (ως + b/2)í 
and cos (ы с + ¿>/2)ί, respectively, ως being the carrier frequency, yields two 
double-sideband signals, which have different phase relationships between their 
sidebands. Addition cancels the lower sideband and doubles the upper. Subtraction 
does the reverse. 
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In the case of reception the same procedure is followed but in the opposite direction. 
A particularly attractive feature of Weaver's method is that the low-pass filters cater 
both for separation of the sidebands and for rejection of the adjacent channels. 
The main difficulty in applying the method is inequality of the two paths. 
If the two paths are not identical, then in the case of transmission the unwanted 
sideband and the modulator frequency ως + Ь/2 will appear at the output, whereas 
in the case of reception the reversed baseband and the modulator frequency ¿»/2 will 
disturb the output signal. 
All frequency independent inequalities can be adjusted to zero by a simple amplitude 
and phase correction in one of the paths, a job which can even be done automatically. 
But frequency dependent inequalities from the low-pass filters remain. It is therefore 
of the utmost importance to get the filters as equal as possible. The use of gyrators 
can simplify this problem. 

If the transmitter input signal s(t) = Re Se Ϊωί with ω > 0, the signal at point 1 
(figure 1.20.7) is 

s, (Г) = s(t) sin y t, 1.20.16 

= R e | _ | e J ( " + ft/2)í_ej(cü-i/2)f|i 1 - 2 0 Л 7 

= Si+(0 + «i ~(0 • 1.20.18 

The desired band is in the term s, "(f) = -Re ψ-β^ω~ ¿ / 2 X 
Similarly 

Si'(t)= s(r)cos ^Г , 1.20.19 

= Re | {e Κω + b/2)t + e j(u - b/2)t > ! 2 0 2 0 

= si'\t) + V ~(t) , 1.20.21 

w h e r e í 1 ' " ( 0 = R e f e J < Í O - ¿ , / 2 X 
Hence, Si '" = - jS, and 5, ' + = +J5,*. 
We shall first consider the signals s ι ~ and Si ' . They have a phase shift of 90 degrees 
and are fed to two identical low-pass filters. 
Corresponding voltages and currents in the low-pass filters will have the same relation
ship. 
Let us consider two corresponding filter sections (figure 1.20.8a). The coils have 
already been eliminated with the aid of a gyrator and a capacitor each. The gyration 
conductances Gfc have been chosen so as to obtain equal capacitor values Cjç at the 
two ports of each gyrator. Near resonance the secondary voltage of the gyrator is 
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(α) 

( b ) 

Fig. 1.20.8. Two corresponding sections (a) of the low-pass filters as they are used in 
connection with Weaver's method for the generation of AM SSB signals (see figure 
1.20.7). It is tempting to combine the resonant circuits (b). 

related to the primary voltage as V2 = -j V1. Observe the orientations of the gyrator 
arrows in figure 1.20.8a. It proves to be worthwhile to consider the filters with 
combined resonant circuits (figure 1.20.8b). 

Once the two filters have been coupled, what can we expect to happen if the 
component values of the two filter parts are not precisely equal? 
The poles of the two transfer functions H(p) and //*(ƒ>) are the frequencies of the 
free oscillations of the network. Because of the coupling they are essentially the 
same for the two transfer functions, irrespective of the element values. 
The coupling of the resonant circuits which cater for the transmission zeros also 
ensures that the transmission zeros of the two transfer functions are very nearly the 
same. 

As far as the synthesis of these coupled filters is concerned, only one half of the 
network has to be taken into account. The gyrators forming the interconnection 
between the two identical network parts can be replaced by imaginary conductances 
(see figure 1.20.6). 
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jG -jG L' 

0 = 2 0 ' 
G = 2 ( C 7 L ' ) 1 / 2 

( α ) 

С' 

0'= С/2 
1'= 2C/G2 

JG 

С 4 = 4 = С 

-jG 

Τ 
С = С72 

V, 
G = ( C 7 L ' ) 2/2 

(Ы 

С'Φ 

0'= 2С 
L'= C/2G2 

Fig. 1.20.9. The equivalences in the figure enable all corresponding resonant circuits of 
any pair of Weaver filters to be coupled without further calculations. 

Interesting equivalences are shown in figure 1.20.9. 
Thus the resonant circuits of any two LC Weaver filters can be directly coupled when 
gyrators replace the inductors. 
The equivalences are even more general (see, for instance, figure 1.20.10). They hold 
for any excitation. The signals in the filters need not be 90 degrees phase-shifted 
with respect to each other. 
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С = 2 С' 

G = 2 ( C 7 L ' ) 1 / 2 

ν' 

il 4 L 

l i lìl 
=U ν 

С = С/2 
L'= 2C/G2 

Fig. 1.20.10. Closer examination of the equivalence of figure 1.20.9a reveals that it holds 
for any excitation. For the upper part of the figure (observe the opposite directions of 
the gyrator arrows) v/i = 2pC/(Ga + p1 C1 ) and also v'/ï = 2рС/(С* + ρ ' С1 ). It is 
remarkable that the primary and the secondary side of this two-port do not 'see' each 
other. 
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The latter equivalence is used as an example to show the improved filter equality 
in greater detail as caused by the coupling. The sensitivities to element value 
deviations are compared for two corresponding LC resonant circuits implemented 
with gyrators and capacitors in two different ways. The gyratorization is performed 
first just by implementing each inductance by a gyrator and a capacitor without 
filter coupling and second with filter coupling in the way as indicated in figure 
1.20.10. 
For a real function F and element values Efc we can write in the two cases 

^ - = VSFEK ¥ ^ + • · · > ^ 2 0 · 2 2 

F k
 CK Ek 

where S^ß^ = (Ek/F) dF/dEjç is the first order sensitivity of the function F (gain, 
time delay, etc.) to element value Efç (see also eq. 1.9.5). 
Let only elements of the resonant circuit pair be varied. The reactance of the 
resonant circuit is X. Hence, 

For the second filter 

'-Ç-SF'^SX^W.^ 1 2 0 2 4 

But F ' = F and Sf'x'= Sfy. Hence, 

(SUI2)** =-£ 3-(ω/ωο)4Μ^ 

1.20.25 
Ек' 

determines the unequalness of the two filters. 
With equal tolerances a measure for the worst-case deviation is 

Σ | 5 | = Σ ΐ ί ^ Ι + Σ ΐ ί ^ ' ^ , ΐ . 1.20.26 

For statistical independent element value deviations Schoeffler's measure 

( Σ ISI 2 )^ = ( Σ \SXEk I2 + Σί&Έϊί2)* 1-20.27 

gives a more realistic outcome. 

In the case of separate filters we find 

E | S | = 2 , ? + ( , ω ( ω ο ) 1 , 1.20.28 
I 1 -(ω/ω0γ\ 

1 - ( ω / ω 0 ) 2 1.20.29 
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For coupled filters we cannot calculate directly the impedance of the resonant 
circuit but we find relations of the following type 

V = Ζ Ι* ξ I' , 1.20.30 

where f is a small term. It is non-zero only if the filter parts have unequal element 
values. Because this term is so small we can insert for I ' its nominal value I ' = - j / 
and 

V = ( Z - j f ) / . 1.20.31 

This impedance is found to be a reactance. We can proceed as before. 
In this case we find 

Σ151 = 2 + 2(ωο/ω), 1.20.32 

( Σ ΐ 5 | 2 ) ^ = { ΐ + ( ω ο / ω ) 2 | ^ . 1.20.32 

The results are illustrated in figure 1.20.11. 

They are the most important where S^x(eq. 1.20.23) has its maximum, that is 
almost always near the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter. 
This means that we obtain an improvement if the transmission zero is close to the 
cut-off frequency. The most critical transmission zeros show the greatest 
improvement. 

With the aid of the equivalence in figure 1.20.9 filters can be designed whose 
characteristics are symmetrical with respect to ω = 0. 
In general asymmetrical filters can be made with capacitors and imaginary 
conductances. In that case the polynomials in the describing functions have 
complex coefficients. Each network half is still a doubly loaded lossless two-port. 
The two-port being lossless, for any ρ = jco: 

¿TS*=1, 1.20.33 

where S is the scattering matrix of the two-port (normalized on the terminating 
resistances); Τ denotes the transpose and * a complex conjugation. In this relation 
5 is a function of the complex frequency ρ and S* is a function of p*, i.e. they are 
functions of different variables. To overcome this problem eq. 1.20.33 is usually 
written as ^(p)S(-p) = 1. The two formulations are equivalent for ρ = }ω provided 
all coefficients in the polynomials in S(p) are real. If they are complex, we have to 
write 5T(p) | S(-p*) І * = 1, or in short 

&(p)SJ¿>) = 1 , 1.20.34 
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Fig. 1.20.11. Comparison of separate and coupled Weaver filters on the basis of sensitivity 
measures for a pair of resonant circuits with resonant frequency ω 0 . 

where S (ρ) is the para-conjugate to S(p). The left-hand side of eq. 1.20.34 is a 
quotient of two polynomials in ρ whose value is unity for all ρ = joj. Hence, by 
analytical continuation, eq. 1.20.34 holds for all ρ and the scattering matrix is a 
para-unitary matrix. 
Henceforth the usual synthesis procedures can be applied with slight modifications 
where necessary (see, for instance, Belevitch 1968). 
There is, however, still no guarantee that a realization with positive capacitor values 
can always be obtained. 

So far we have only considered the filtering of the terms Si and Si ' (see 
equations 1.20.18 and 1.20.21). The signals Si+ and Si ' + have an opposite phase 
relationship and they see all imaginary conductances in the filter with opposite sign. 
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With Weaver's method we can use gyrators in the filters but also as oscillators to 
cater for 90 degrees phase-shifted sinusoidal signals with low distortion. The ideal 
frequency-modulator is the heart of a new FSK transmitter. Gyrators are useful for 
optimum reception of FSK signals. They offer advantage in tracking filters. 
The above are a few of the remarkable results which can be obtained with gyrators. 
We started by considering gyrators just for the elimination of bulky and expensive 
coils. More detailed study has revealed that gyrator circuits have exclusive properties, 
i.e. properties which circuits with coils do not possess. 
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2. ON THE STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS OF ELECTRONIC GYRATORS 

2.1. Introduction 

A gyrator, unlike a resistor, capacitor, inductor and transformer, is not a ready-
made electric element based on a simple physical phenomenon. If it were, no syn
thesis of electric gyrators would be necessary. 

Electronics provides means to construct gyrators. 
As viewed from the outside, a system of electronic elements in a black box can 
behave like a gyrator. A superficial user will not normally look inside the black box. 
He can obtain all the information he needs from a data sheet. 
The designer, however, is in a quite different situation. He has to construct a gyrator 
from electronic components such as transistors and resistors. His problems can be 
divided into a structural synthesis problem and an electronic design problem. 

The structural synthesis problem is a problem of network theory. It is the problem 
of finding a way from gyrator equations to a network consisting of idealized elec
tronic elements. 
The problem of finding a way from these idealized electronic elements to the hard
ware realizations is the electronic design problem. It can be carried out in various 
technologies. In this chapter we confine our attention to the structural synthesis 
problem. 

Gyrators can be synthesized with nullors (definition: Carlin 1964) and resistors. 
A gyrator is characterized by its gyration resistance. The gyration resistance is a 
function of the resistor values. 

The nullor is not characterized by a value. Its use can be justified for two reasons. 
Primarily, it can be considered as an idealization of the electron tube, of the 
transistor as well as of the operational amplifier. Secondly, from the nullor and 
passive elements all known linear active elements can be synthesized, but not 
conversely. 

The synthesis problem is often understood as the problem of finding a network 
solution to a prescribed set of constraints (Martinelli 1966, Yarlagadda and Ye 1972). 
However, here the task will be to find all gyrators with r resistors and η nullors 
(r, η = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . 

A well-known gyrator with two independently floating ports (Rao 1969) consists 
of two resistors and four nullors. If the ports need not be independently floating, 
one nullor can be omitted (Adams et al. 1974). 
Realizations with two nullors are also known, but then four resistors are used 
(Riordan 1967, Antoniou 1969). 
An excellent survey is given by Pauker (1970). 
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Gyrators with resistors and one nullor only do not exist (Martinelli and Di Porto, 
1968). Gyrators with only one resistor do not exist (Adams and Deprettere 1974). 
Deprettere (1975, 1976) has proved that a two-resistor, two-nullor gyrator and a 
three-resistor, two-nullor gyrator do not exist. 

All of these results are part of a complete synthesis which has not yet been given. 
Such a synthesis would generate a set of gyrators of which some lead to poor 
electronic circuits while others lead to fair or good electronic circuits. The best can 
be selected. 
A different approach is to exclude the poor circuits in advance in order to simplify 
the synthesis. This is the approach that we shall follow here. 
To this end we shall define what we mean by poor and better. The latter will be 
given the name of structural gyrators. The synthesis of structural gyrators is 
considered. 

2.2. The nullor 

In electronics the operational amplifier is one of the most widely used devices. 
We shall describe its behaviour in one of its very many applications, namely as 
voltage inverter (figure 2.2.1). 

Ri 

* — — о + 

Vout 

- о 

Fig. 2.2.1. A voltage inverter. 
The circuit illustrates operational amplifier behaviour. Because of the strong negative 
feedback the input voltage and current of the operational amplifier become very small. 

The + input terminal of the operational amplifier is virtually earthed. The input 
voltage vjn appears across resistor R ι. The current ν^/Κι flows through resistor Ä j . 
Almost no current flows into the input port of the operational amplifier. The output 
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voltage is —v^Ri/Ri • In the outcome the resistances Rλ and R2 do appear but not 
the operational amplifier. What does the operational amplifier do? It makes ν χ = 0 
and ii = 0, while v2 and /2 are determined by external circuitry (the embedding) but 
not by the operational amplifier itself. 

Apparently, in the ideal case the operational amplifier two-port is characterized by 
the following two equations: Vi = 0, /Ί = 0 (Tellegen, 1956 (1)), figure 2.2.2. 
Carlin (1964) has given this two-port the name of 'nullor'. 

О -

Fig. 2.2.2. An ideal operational amplifier is characterized by the two-port equations 
ι, = 0, t», =0 (Tellegen 1956 (1)). Carlin (1964) gave it the name oí nullor. 
A three-terminal version was introduced by Keen (1959) under the name unitor. 

Because there is no relation between input and output quantities the nullor can 
simply be represented by two separate one-ports (figure 2.2.3): the null-port or 
nullator with ν = 0, i = 0 and the nor-port or norator without any restriction on 
voltage and current. In a network containing nullators and norators we need not 
even indicate which nullator and norator belong together. Any combination is 
possible. In a physical network there are as many nullators as norators (Tellegen 
1966). 

Ί 
+ o-

0 
- o- o -

Fig. 2.2.3. The nullor can be represented by two separate one-ports: the null-port or 
nullator (at the left) and the nor-port or norator. The nullator is characterized by the 
equations », = 0, », = 0 while the norator imposes no restrictions on υ, and i,. 
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2.3. Structural gyrators 

Electronic gyrators are designed for frequency-selective circuits. Applications 
such as the circulator, hybrid coil and transformer seldom occur. 
In frequency-selective circuits, electronic gyrators are used in combination with 
capacitors with the aim to eliminate inductors and all types of resonator (ceramic, 
quartz crystal, mechanical). The latter elements are characterized by their element 
values, the tolerances and variations (with temperature, age, humidity, etc.) of these 
values and by their losses. Ideal elements would have zero tolerances, be insensitive 
to temperature changes, ageing, etc. and have zero losses. 
In the table below some typical data are given. 

Table 2.3.1. 

inductors 
capacitors 

ceramic resonators 
mechanical resonators 
quartz crystals 

tolerance 

IO"2 

IO"2 

IO"3 

IO"4 

io-s 

temperature 
stability 
(over 100 0C) 

IO"2 

IO"2 

IO"3 

IO'4 

10's 

tan δ 

IO"3 

IO'4 

IO"3 

IO"4 

IO"5 

The tolerances are relative element value deviations. The relative variation of the 
element values with temperature is given for an interval of 100 "С. The losses are 
represented by the tan δ. To be acceptable, the gyrator must not deviate from its 
ideal performance more than the other elements do. 

Starting with the last property (tan δ) it should be observed that an ideal gyrator 
is instantaneously lossless or non-energic, that is 

iAt)vl(t) + i2(t)Vl(t) = 0. 2.3.1 

We must next consider what happens in the case of a practical gyrator. In a practical 
gyrator the nullors are replaced by operational amplifiers or transistors and the 
resistors wil not have exactly their design value (tolerances, temperature influence, 
etc.). Each of these two points means that identity 2.3.1 may not be satisfied any 
longer. 
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The improvement of the electronic circuits that simulate the nullors is an electronic 
design problem that will be considered in ch 3. Below they are assumed to be 
ideal. 

Deviations of resistor values will also influence the losses of the gyrator. Generally, 
if a gyrator two-port is made with nullors and a set of resistors \Rk\ all elements 
Gy (í, / = 1,2) of the conductance matrix are functions of the resistances Rfc In this 
case the instantaneous power absorbed by the two-port is given by 

GnVi2+(Gt2 +C21)v1v2 +С2г г

2 2 3.2 

The expression above ought to be accurately zero (preferably independently of V! 
and V2) This leads to the three conditions that Сц, GJJ and (Ci2 + Сц)vii>2 must 
vanish On the basis of the first two of these conditions we shall distinguish between 
two types of gyrator. 

All Gy depend on the network topology (the way of interconnecting the elements 
and the constraints imposed by the nullors) and on the resistor values 
For some gyrators (see, for mstance, Rao 1969 and Antomou 1969) the conditions 
Cu = 0 a n d G22 = 0 are automatically fulfilled independently of any of the resistor 
values Rfc We shall name gyrators of this type structural gyrators 
For other gyrators (Jost 1967, Orchard and Willson 1974) Сц and G22 are rational 
functions of the Rfc They are made zero by compensation 
Another well-known example of the latter type (originally presented as circulator by 
Keen et al (1968)), is shown in figure 2 3 1 

Fig 2 3 1 Gyrator circuit with three operational amplifiers It has zero input conduct
ances G,, and G „ , only if Н2/Н3 = Rs/R6 = Κ8/Λ, Element value tolerances make 
the circuit unacceptably dissipative or active for use in accurate filters 
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Its equations are 

tl~ Α Γ Δ
 н +

 Α Τ Δ ^ 2 · 2 · 3 -

where Δ = ΚτΗ^Κη +R3R6RB. The input conductance Сц =0only if Ä5Ä7 
= Ä6Äe>andG22 =0onlyifÄ2Ä7 =АзАв 
A deviation of one of these resistor values by 1% may give losses (or activity) ten 
times larger than the losses of each of the elements of the table The latter gyrators 
have an inherently poorer performance than the structural gyrators 

By excluding the non-structural circuit type from further discussion, we are able 
to simplify the synthesis procedure considerably. It is most unlikely that a valuable 
circuit will be rejected in this way. 

2.4. Representation of resistor-nullor gyrators 

Our next step is to study the representation of the resistor-nullor gyrators. Their 
port equations are derived in terms of the resistances and the network topology. Our 
terminology will be essentially that used by Seshu and Reed (1961). 

To avoid confusion, we shall briefly repeat the most important definitions 

edge line segment representing a component or a combination of components, together with 
its two endpoints. It is oriented by ordering its endpomts 

vertex endpoint of an edge or a combination of endpomts where two or more edges meet 
circuit set of edges and associated vertices formmg a closed path, passing only once through 

any vertex It is oriented by a cyclic ordering of its vertices 
tree connected subgraph of a connected graph, which contains all the vertices of the graph 

but does not contain any circuits 
standard tree specific tree, chosen for reference. 
branch edge of the standard tree 
cotree complement of the standard tree 
hnk edge of the cotree 
fundamental circuit circuit determined by just one link and branches Its orientation is 

chosen to agree with the orientation of the link 
cutset set of edges of a connected graph, the cgmplement of which is disconnected whereas 

the complement together with any edge of the cutset is connected again An isolated vertex is 
admitted as part of the complement It is oriented by ordering the two endpoint collections of 
the edges of the cutset belonging to the disconnected parts of the complement. 

fundamental cutset cutset determined by just one branch and links Its orientation is chosen 
to agree with the orientation of the branch. 
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The following considerations affect the choice of a standard tree in the resistor-
nullor gyrator network. No circuit of port edges and/or null edges exists. A network 
with a port edge circuit or a circuit with one or more port edges and null edges 
would have a zero port voltage or a relation between the port voltages. It would not 
be a gyrator. If the network had a null edge circuit at least one nullator would be 
superfluous and could be omitted. This would lead either to a non-physical network 
(unequal numbers of nullators and norators) or to a degeneration, that is to a gyrator 
with one nullor less. As a consequence all port edges and all null edges can be put in 
a tree of the network. If the network has a cutset of nor edges, then after these edges 
are removed, the network is split up into two parts. If one of these parts contains 
both ports the other part could be contracted to a single vertex without affecting 
the gyrator behaviour. After the contraction it is seen that even a norator would be 
superfluous. On the other hand if one gyrator port is contained in each part the 
gyrator has independently floating ports. In this case one terminal of port 1 can be 
connected to a terminal of port 2 without affecting the gyrator port equations. If 
this is done the network has no nor edge cutset any more. Hence, the network with 
all nor edges removed is still connected. This means that no nor edges need be in
cluded in a tree; they can all be links. 

A tree can thus be chosen so as to contain the port edges and the null edges and 
possibly some resistor edges, while the remaining resistor edges and all nor edges 
are links with respect to this tree. 

Kirchhoffs laws imply that the branch currents гь can be expressed in the link 
currents ή and that the link voltages vi can be expressed in the branch voltages v\> 
according to 

fb = B4i[, 7 АЛ 

v\ = -Β η, , 2.4.2 

where В^ is the transpose of matrix В and provided that is agreed on a proper sign 
convention for voltages and currents (see figure 2.4.1). 

+ · 
.edge orientation 

voltage " leurrent 

Fig. 2.4.1. Sign convention. 
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Once the tree in the network is chosen this matrix contains all information on the 
topology of the network. It is a part of the edge-fundamental circuit incidence 
matrix in normal form: 

branches links 
fundamental ( ß 2 4 3 

circuits ' 

The elements of this matrix are defined as: 

Í
+1 if edge; is contained in fundamental circuit i and their orientations agree, 

0 if edge /' is not contained in fundamental circuit i, 
- 1 if edge; is contained in fundamental circuit i and their orientations disagree. 

The matrix В is totally unimodulai (E-matrix: Cederbaum 1957), that is the determinant of 
every square submatrix is +1, - 1 or 0. 

Matrix В will be partitioned according to 

branches 
ports nullators R^ 

R\ [Bn Bl2 вЛ 
norators I B21 Вг2 B23J' 

links " ' t "" "" "" ), 2.4.4 
norators I B21 B22 B23J 

where R\¡ are the branch resistors and Ri are the link resistors. 
Five separate equations result from equations 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. One can be omitted to 
eliminate Vnor· Hence, 

ip = * i i T / R l + Дм Τ/пот, 2.4.5 

0 = 5 1 2 T / R l + BnTinot, 2.4.6 

'Rb = * i3 T ' 'Ri + Я 2 з Т / п о г , 2.4.7 

VR\ = -BuVp - ^iJ^Rb 2 · 4 · 8 

('null = 0, vnull = 0). 
Additionally, Ohm's law is written as 

'Rb = ^ b íRb . 2.4.9 

"Rb = Al ÍRj , 2.4.10 
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where R\) and Щ are diagonal matrices. 
The number of equations equals the number of variables to be eliminated. 

Furthermore, B22 is a square matrix. It can be singular; see figure 2.4.2. 

Fig. 2.4.2. Graph of the Philips TAA 960 gyrator and of the Biquad (Thomas 1971). 
A tree is chosen (indicated by continuous lines). The links are shown by broken lines. 
The figure illustrates that the submatrix Bit of the fundamental circuit matrix can be 
singular: 

( 0 0 - 1 
- 1 0 0 

0 0 - 1 

Observe that if it were non-singular a much simpler relation between port currents 
and port voltages could be obtained than would otherwise be possible. 
This makes it worthwhile to consider the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.4.1 

If a resistor-nullor и-port has a conductance matrix, then there exists a subset 
of the resistors, which constitutes a tree with all ports and all nullators 

but also with all ports and all norators. 

The proof is given in an appendix (sec. 2.13). 

• 

* b 
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Hence, if in a resistor-nuilor gyrator this particular subset \Rb\ & chosen in the 
standard tree, there is no port, norator, j ^ b } circuit. Thus, the square matrix B21 
is non-singular and eq. 2.4.6 becomes 

/•nor=-(£22T)-ii?12T /Rl . 2.4.11 

A straightforward elimination leads to the following representation theorem: 

Theorem 2.4.2 

A resistor-nuilor gyrator has the port equation, 

iv = -\fl{Ri^Bl2R\)I^ylBnvv, 2.4.12 

where 
- i i M = Bn -B12B22 B21 and 

N = B13 — 812822 B23 • 

Note that R\ + А^ЛьЛ^ is non-singular; otherwise the port voltages would be 
linearly dependent. 
The theorem is valid for all resistor-nuilor gyrators that is for structural gyrators and 
non-structural gyrators. In the next section it will be applied specifically to structural 

gyrators. 

In the context of theorem 2.4.2 the following should be observed: 

Theorem 2.4.3 

If the nullators and the norators in a resistor-nuilor gyrator are interchanged the 
conductance matrix is transposed. 

The proof can be given with a calculation similar to that for theorem 2.4.2. It can 
also be proved with the help of the concept of interreciprocity (Bordewijk 1957) and 
with considerations according to Pauker (1970). 

2.5. General properties of structural gyrators 

The input conductances Gn and G22 of structural gyrators are zero, irrespective 
of all resistor values A/. 
The transfer conductances G^ and G2i are functions of the Rj. However, they 
depend on the resistor values in a very special way, as will now be shown. 
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Theorem 2.5.1 

If in a two-port nuUor-resistor network with conductance matrix 

( Gn G\2\ 
Gil G 22 J 

Gu = 0, G22 — 0 (identities in all resistor values Ä,) then each Ri appears in 
either G12 or in С ц , but not in both. 

The proof is a calculation based on the results of theorem 2.4.2. Let us introduce 
the following short-hand notations: 

(ab) = M, 2.5.1 

R=R\+ ВізКъ^, 2.5.2 

(cd) = Ä1i , 2.5.3 

where a, b, с and d are column matrices. With the conditions Gu = 0, G 2 2 = 0 we 
obtain, 

0 = дТя- 'с , 2.5.4 

-Gi2 = αϊR~ld , 2.5.5 

-Gii = ¿Тл-'с , 2.5.6 

0 = bTR'ld . 2.5.7 

Only matrix R depends on the resistor values. If A/ is a link resistor 

Э , 1 dR\ 1 

ЩК = 'R ml* · 2 · 5 · 8 

Matrix dRildRi has one non-zero element, viz. the element (i, /'), which is +1. Put 

pT = flT/ri t 2.5.9 

qT = bTR-1 , 2.5.10 

г = Л " 1 с , 2.5.11 

s =R'1d. 2.5.12 
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Differentiation of equations 2.5.4 - 2.5.7 with respect to Λ/ gives 

0 = РіП . 2.5.13 

ЪСп/Ші = Pi Si , 2.5.14 

oGnßRi = ЧіП , 2.5.15 

О = ЯіЧ , 2.5.16 

where ρ/ is the /th component of column matrix p, etc. 

These equations show that it is impossible for G^ and C2i both to depend on the 
link resistance Ri • 

If Ri is a branch resistance we put instead of equations 2.5.9 - 2.5.12, 

2.5.17 

2.5.18 

2.5.19 

2.5.20 

and a similar reasoning applies. 

With the remark that a resistance which appears neither in G^ nor in G21ÌS superfluous 
(it can be put zero or infinite without affecting the gyrator behaviour) the proof is 
completed. 

We shall now discuss some other aspects of the structure of the transfer conduct
ances. Numerator and denominator are linear in all Rf. If 

_ aR^bR2 
Gn сИгЪ ' 2 · 5 · 2 1 

then the other transfer function G 2 1 is independent of Ri andÄj (theorem 2.5.1). 
We assume that Сц > 0. Without loss of generality the coefficients a and с can be 
given the same sign. But then if A] is made infinite, we still have a gyrator with 

C» • A > 0 · 2 · 5 · 2 2 

P T 

<7T 

r 

s 

= flT R-iBl3 > 

= ь т Λ-*« , 

= NT Л-'с , 

= NT R-id , 

Apparently resistor Я1 was superfluous. 
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At this stage we might conjecture that every transfer conductance can be reduced 
to the form 

Λ2Λ4 · Rim 
2.5.23 ^ 1 ^ 3 Кгт+і 

This form has led before to excellent results (Antoniou 1969, Adams et al. 1974). 
Indeed many quotients of polynomials reduce to this form if one or more resistor 
values are made zero or infinite. Particularly, all quotients of polynomials with all 
terms of equal sign can be reduced to a form like 2.5.23. 
However, a form like 

G» = jr., ** R R > 0 2.5.24 
Λ l A j — Л 2 Л 3 

cannot be reduced without becoming negative, zero or infinite. Although subtractions 
are not very attractive as regards sensitivity to element value variations, we shall not 
exclude these cases in advance. Daniels (1971) has used this type of expression for 
the synthesis of circuits which, depending on the element values, behave as positive 
or negative immittance converters or inverters. 

All coefficients in the polynomials of the transfer conductances, such as a, b and 
с in eq. 2.5.21, are either +1 or - 1 (Coates 1958, Nathan 1965, Davies 1966 (1) and (2)). 

A second theorem concerns the topology of resistor-nullor gyrators. 

Theorem 2.5.2 

If in an и-port resistor-nullor network with conductance matrix G all Gfä = 0 
(identities in all resistor values), then there are neither two edges in parallel nor 
two edges in series. 

Proof: The network has four types of edge. All combinations of two of them are 
listed below, together with the reason why they are not in parallel with another. 

port, port 
port, nullator 
port, norator 
port, resistor 
nullator, nullator 
nullator, norator 
nullator, resistor 
norator, norator 
norator, resistor 
resistor, resistor 

port voltages directly related, 
zero port voltage, 
indeterminate port current, 
Gkk Ψ 0, 
Ξ one nullator, 
= short circuit, 
Ξ nullator, 
= one norator, 
Ξ norator, 
= one resistor. 

In the first three cases the network cannot be a gyrator. In the last six cases elements 
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are superfluous, and in the remaining case (port, resistor) the network cannot fulfil 
GjçJc — 0 identically in all resistor values. 
The proof that two edges cannot be in series is entirely analogous and will be omitted. 

A direct consequence of the theorem is that all vertices are incident with at least 
three edges. Hence, if the number of edges is e, the number of vertices ν is limited to 

v<^e. 2.5.25 

2.6. On the losses of resistor-nullor gyrators 

In sec. 2.3 the losses of a resistor-nullor gyrator were compared with the losses of 
capacitors, inductors and resonators. To make the gyrator competitive in this respect, 
it was shown that Сц, G22 and (Ci2 + G^Vi v2 should all be zero. The requirements 
imposed on Сц and G2 2 have led to the introduction of the concept of structural 
gyrator. But what can be done about the condition 

(C 1 2 +G 2 1 )viv 2 =0 ? 2.6.1 

If this term cannot be made sufficiently small, the application of electronic gyrators 
is ruled out. 

From theorem 2.5.1 we see that the first factor (C7i2 + G21 ) is a subtraction of 
two terms which are functions of different sets of resistances. Tolerances on the 
resistor values lead us to the conclusion that we cannot ensure that this factor will 
be sufficiently small. 
All remaining hope is fixed on the factor ι>ι v2, which certainly will not be zero at 
every instant of time. However, its mean value can be zero. 
This means that the gyrator is sufficiently lossless only when it is applied in a specific 
way, viz. such that the mean value of Vi V2 is zero. 

The main application of the gyrator will be inductance simulation. If to this end 
the secondary port is terminated in a capacitor with value С (figure 2.6.1) and the 
circuit is excited harmonically, ii(t) = sin ωί, then 

"2(0 = .F^sin ωί , 2.6.2 
О 12 

V\(i)= η η co$u>t. 2.6.3 
— L M ! " 2 1 
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Fig. 2.6.1. Inductance simulation. 

In this application the mean value of v1 v2 is zero indeed. Generally, when the 
secondary port is terminated with a reactance, and the excitation is periodic, 
requirement 2.6.1 is fulfilled. 

However, when a floating inductance is simulated, not by a gyrator with a 
floating port and a capacitor, but by two earthed gyrators and a capacitor 
according to the transformations of figure 2.6.2 (Holt and Taylor 1965, Leich and 
Van Bastelaer 1968), the requirement is not satisfied. 

) ( κ =-)( + )( 
Ια) (Ы (с) 

Fig. 2.6.2. A floating inductor (a) can be simulated by a gyrator with a floating port 
and a capacitor, but also with two earthed gyrators and a capacitor. In the latter case 
a 1 : 1 transformer (two identical cascaded gyrators) is added (b) and the inductor 
becomes a capacitor in the centre (c). 

If the conductance matrix of the left-hand gyrator and the right-hand gyrator of 
figure 2.6.2c are respectively 

\G2i 0 / \ G 2 1 ' 0 / 
2.6.4 

then the power applied to the network is 

G2l'C . dii 
Gn2Gl2

rl1 dt 
2.6.5 
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If /Ί (f) is periodic the mean value of the last term vanishes, but the first term need 
not be zero. 

Although in the case of ideal gyrators these two ways of simulating a coil are 
equivalent, the second method is not as good in practice. This type of network 
transformation has attracted much attention because of the practical difficulties 
encountered in designing gyrators with one or two floating ports. Similar 
arguments indicate that Kohlhammer's filter synthesis (1971) is not of much 
practical importance. 

From the foregoing one might conclude that gyrator synthesis has developed 
into a synthesis of positive immittance inverters. This has to be admitted. On the 
other hand, when designing an immittance inverter, one will endeavour to achieve 
equal transconductances. 
In fact we need to distinguish between two different concepts, namely a gyrator, 
which is inherently a non-energic network element, and a device that can be made 
by electronic means: an immittance inverter. For convenience we shall call the 
electronic device a gyrator too, without forgetting its physical limitations. 

2.7. r-resistor, n-nullor gyrators 

We shall next consider a second aspect of the structural synthesis of gyrators. In 
the following sections we shall try to find all gyrators that consist of specified 
numbers of resistors r and nullors n. As before, it must be kept in mind that all 
gyrators, or immittance inverters, are assumed to be structurally lossless, that is 
Gn = 0 , G 2 2 Ξ0. 

The transfer conductances G 1 2 and Сц of the gyrator depend on different 
resistances (theorem 2.5.1). Consequently, no gyrator can be realized with a single 
resistor (see also Adams and Deprettere 1974). 

Gyrators with two resistors exist, but what about three-resistor gyrators? In that 
case the gyration conductances can only be of the form 

-1/Ä! < 0 2.7.1 

combined with either of the two 

1/(дА2 +bR3) > 0 , 2.7.2 

or 

(cÄ2 +<ίΛ3)//?2Α3 > 0 . 2.7.3 
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Without loss of generality we can assume that a > 0, с > 0. In inequality 2.7.2 resistance 
R3 can be put equal to zero and we still have a gyrator. Apparently, resistor Я3 was 
superfluous. In inequality 2.7.3 A3 can be made infinite and the same holds. 
M? non-trivial three-resistor gyrator can exist. 
If no subtractions are admitted in numerator and denominator of Gi2 and G21, 
gyrators with odd numbers of resistors cannot exist. 
If subtractions are admitted five resistors suffice (Daniels 1971). 

Can a gyrator be composed of a single nullor and any number of resistors? The 
answer is, no (Martinelli and Di Porto 1968). 
However, in the proof the equation Gu + G21 = ^ w a s u s e d , which applies to a 
gyrator but not to an immittance inverter. 
Recently a positive immittance inverter with only one nullor was indeed found 
(Orchard and Willson 1974). It is a peculiar circuit with one nullor and six resistors, 
which is not of great practical value because it is not a structural positive immittance 
inverter. 

This may lead one to ask: can a structural positive immittance inverter be made if 
the condition G ^ + G21 = 0 cannot be satisfied? 
If this were possible we would have 

Gn = №к) > 0 , 2.7.4 

Gix = -g(RÌ) < 0 , 2.7.5 

where Rfc and Ri belong to two disjunct sets of resistors (theorem 2.5.1). 
The numerator and the denominator of ƒ are linear functions of any Rj belonging 
to the set \Rk}, 

A + BRi 

f - стщ- • 2 · 7 · 6 

The equation ДА/) = g gives 

**'-ΈΞ§·
 2 · 7 · 7 

If this equation led to a realizable value for Ä/, viz. a finite positive, a zero or an 
infinite value, we would have satisfied the condition G^ + G21 = 0. It is assumed 
above that this is not possible. Hence, the right-hand side of eq. 2.7.7 is finite 
negative. Thus, 

(A-gC)(B-gD) > 0 . 2.7.8 

This leaves us two possibilities: A >gC, B>gD and A <gC, B<gD. 
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In the first case A > С and В > D. Suppose that С Φ 0. Choose C > 0. Thus, A > 0. 
Make Ri zero and still a positive immittance inverter results with ƒ = A/C > 0. On 
the other hand if С = 0, then ОФ0. Choose D > 0. Then, Д > 0. Make Ä,· infinite; 
f=B/D>0. 
In the second case A< С and Ж D. Suppose С Φ 0. Choose С < 0. Then, Л < 0. 
Make Ri = 0. If С = 0, then Z> # 0. Choose £>< 0, then В < 0 and make A,- infinite. 
In this way all resistors can successively be eliminated from f. 
This, however, implies a contradiction because ƒ has to remain a conductance. 
Hence, all structural positive immittance inverters can satisfy the equation 
Gn + G21 = 0; they can all behave as gyrators. 
A single-nullor structural positive immittance inverter does not exist. 

As further steps we can consider gyrators composed of two resistors and two 
nullors, two resistors and three nullors, etc. 
We see no good reason to justify the use of very complicated gyrators. Only the 
classes with low numbers of components seem sufficiently important for consider
ation. 

2.8. Two-resistor, twd-nuUor gyrators 

Gyrators composed of two resistors and two nullors have eight edges (including 
the port edges). The number of vertices is limited to < 5 (inequality 2.5.25). 
On the other hand there exists a tree containing all ports and null edges, together 
four edges. Hence, ν > 5. 
This leads to the conclusion that the gyrator must have five vertices. 
No resistors are in the tree. In the representation theorem (2.4.2) matrices Ль, Віз 
and £23 do not occur. The conductance matrix of the two-port is 

-MÏR\l Bu , 2.8.1 

with 

M=Bn -ВпВгг

лВгі • 2.8.2 

This conductance matrix must be identified with, say, 

/ о і/дД 

[ J 2.8.3 
V-l/Äa 0 / 

To solve this identity in Λ1 and./?2 we write M = | /и/ƒ f, Вц = | Ьм } with/, ƒ = 1,2. 
We obtain: ШЦЬЦ =mlíb2i =тиЬг2 =mnbu =ί7ΐΐ2&ΐ2 = Ϊ̂22&22 = 0> тпЪц = - 1 
and »222̂ 21 = +1· Hence, 
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M = - , 2.8.4 f1 0 ) , 
\- 2 О / 

Bn = I , 2.8.5 

where θι = ± I, 0 a = ± 1. From equations 2.8.2, 2.8.4 and 2.8.5 we deduce 

( θ ι ΘΛ 
\-02 »a / 

B\iBn BIJ - I 1. 2.8.6 

For realizability each of the three left-hand matrices must be unimodular (Seshu and 
Reed 1961). Their determinants have values +1, —1 or 0. The right-hand side of eq. 
2.8.6, however, has a determinant 20102 (= * 2). 

The conclusion is that a two-resistor, two-nullor structural gyrator or positive 
immittance inverter does not exist. 

2.9. Two-resistor, three-nuUor gyrators 

For gyrators composed of two resistors and three nullors the same line of 
reasoning can be followed as in the former section. There are six vertices, a port-
nullator tree and all resistors are links with respect to the tree. Equations 2.8.5 and 
2.8.6 apply. 
The main difference is that in this case Bn and Вц are not square matrices. 

Only the upper left-hand part (Дц ) of the edge fundamental circuit matrix is 
known (see also expressions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4): 

ports 

^ 0 0i 
- 0 2 0 

X X 

X X 

4.x χ 

branches 

nullator 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

s 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

resistors 

1 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
1 

0 
0 
0 

links 

0 
0 

1 
0 
0 

norators 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
1 0 
0 1 

2.9.1 

file:///-fla
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Circuits exist of port 2, Ri and null edges and of port 1, Кг and null edges. The 
voltage across R ι is Vi and across Ä2 it is ν ι. 
We shall concentrate on matrix Bi 2 , which completes the description of these two 
fundamental circuits. 

Lemma 2.9.1 
Each row οί Β χι contains a non-zero element. 

Proof: Otherwise there would be a port and a resistor in parallel with another 
(theorem 2.5.2). 

Lemma 2.9.2 
Each column of В\г contains a non-zero element. 

Proof: There is not a cutset of just one norator and nullators. In that case the norator 
cunent would be zero (the sum of the cutset currents is zero). The norator would be 
superfluous. 
After interchanging norators and nullators we still have a gyrator. Hence, there is not 
a cutset of just one nuUator and norators. 
The edge fundamental cutset incidence matrix 

branches links 
fundamental 2 9 2 

cutsets 

can be partitioned according to (see also expression 2.4.4): 

branches links 

fundamental 
cutsets 

ports 

/ 1 
о 

nullators 
0 
1 

resistors 
C,, 
C2, 

norators 

Cu 

С и ) 
2.9.3 

From the above we know that each row of Сл has a non-zero element. 
Furthermore, В = -CT (Seshu and Reed 1961). Hence, Вц = -C 2 1 T. 
Each column of Д 1 2 has a non-zero element. 

Lemma 2.9.3 
Matrix Bi2 has no two columns without a zero element. 

Proof: If these two columns (with only +1 and —1) were linearly independent, the 
determinant of the submatrix of the two columns would be ± 2. This contradicts 
Bu to be an ¿"-matrix. 
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Hence, addition or subtraction of the two rows yields a row with two ports, two 
resistors and possibly a nullator. It represents a proper circuit (see: theorem 2.5.2). 
If it does not contain a nullator the two fundamental circuits each contain all three 
nuUators (lemma 2.9.2). A scanning of the few possibilities of combining the two 
fundamental circuits so as to form a graph reveals the impossibility to obtain a 
gyrator in this way. 
If the circuit with the two ports and the two resistors would contain a nullator there 
would also be gyrators with a circuit of the two ports, the two resistors and a 
norator. 
Each port voltage, however, equals a resistor voltage and the norator voltage would 
be zero. The norator would be superfluous (it could be replaced by a short-circuit). 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 

If in a gyrator resistor R j is replaced by Rj and R2 by R ι, if also port 1 and 
port 2 are interchanged and if finally the orientation of port 1 is reversed, then the 
gyrator equations have not changed. However, the rows of В12 are interchanged. 
There is at least one row with two non-zero elements (lemma 2.9.2). Put this row 
in the upper position. By interchanging the nuUators the non-zero elements can be 
brought in the leading positions. If the nullator orientations are properly chosen 
these elements can be made +1. Hence, 

В„ = . 2.9.4 
\b с dl 

If α Φ 0, we put a = +1. Just one coefficient of the lower row is non-zero (lemmas 
2.9.1 and 2.9.3). By putting it in the leading position we find the first solution for 
Вц: 

\1 0 0 / 
2.9.5 

If a = 0, άΦΟ. Put d = +1. Elements b and с can be either zero: 

С ' ' ) · 
\o 0 1 / 

Β» = , 2.9.6 

or one of them, say b, is non-zero. If b would be —1 we reverse the orientations of 
R2 and therewith of the corresponding fundamental circuit and of the third nullator. 
The third solution for Вц is: 
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4' ' 0) 
^1 0 1 / 

fin = I J 2.9.7 
4 0 1 / 

From here on we shall adopt a more graphical way to shorten the derivation. 
Two of the five fundamental circuits are known. They contain all edges, except the 
norators. 
The two known circuits are combined to form all possible graphs (figure 2.9.1). 
The final gyrator graph has not a vertex incident with nullators and norators only. 
All subgraphs with a vertex incident with only nullators have been omitted in 
figure 2.9.1. 
Matrix 8x2 of eq. 2.9.5 generates six different graphs (aa — af). while from equations 
2.9.6 and 2.9.7 nine different graphs are derived each. 

We still have to add the norators. 
Let us consider figure 2.9.laa. No two edges can be in series (theorem 2.5.2). Thus, 
a norator has to be made incident with vertices 1,2,3 and 5. If no norator is made 
incident with vertex 4, the port current cannot flow away from vertex 4. A similar 
argument applies to vertex 6. A norator must be incident with all vertices. 
From 1 it can go to either 3,4 or 5. The following scheme is obtained: 

1 - 3 : 2 - 4 " 5 - 6 2.9.8 

: 2 - 5 :: 4 - 6 2.9.9 

: 2 - 6 :: 4 - 5 2.9.10 

1_4 : 2 - 5 " 3 - 6 2.9.11 

: 2 - 6 :: 3 - 5 2.9.12 

1 - 5 : 2 - 4 " 3 - 6 2.9.13 

: 2 - 6 " 3 - 4 2.9.14 

If the first norator is incident with vertices 1 and 3, the second norator can be 
incident with either 2 and 4,2 and 5 or 2 and 6, while the third norator is incident 
with the remaining two vertices. 
No edges can be in parallel with another. This excludes four cases: 2.9.8, 2.9.9, 
2.9.10 and 2.9.14. Furthermore, 2.9.11 is a negative immittance inverter and 
2.9.12 and 2.9.13 are not gyrators either. 
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Fig. 2.9.1. Each of the matrices 2.9.5, 2.9.6 and 2.9.7 determines two fundamental 
circuits. Each circuit links a port with a lesistoi via some nullators. From eq. 2.9.5 
we have one fundamental circuit with three nullators and a second with a single 
nullator. The two circuits, which have a nulla tor in common, have been combined in 
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various ways so as to form gyratoi subgraphs (aa - af). In the same way all graphs 
denoted by ba - bi are from eq. 2.9.6 while those denoted by ca - cf are from 
eq. 2.9.7. Addition of norators reveals the existence of twenty two-resistor, three-
nullor gyrators (see figure 2.9.2). 

αΑα αΑρ aAy 

аВсх аВр аВу 

аСсх аСр аСУ 

Fig. 2.9.2. The twenty different structural gyrators which can be constructed from 
combinations of two resistors and two nuUors. All gyrators in figure a have the same 
port-resistor subgraph. The norators are connected in different ways horizontally 
(see figure 2.9.3) and the nullators in different ways vertically. Figure b is derived from 
figure a by interchanging resistors and ports. The same applies to the relation between 
figure с and figure d. Figures a, b, с and d have different port-resistor subgraphs. 
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ЬАа ЬА/j ЬД» 

ЬВсх ЬВ/э ьва 

ЬСа 

Fig. 2.9.2b. 

bC/Э 

сАо( 

ЬСз 

Fig. 2.9.2с 
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dAcx 

Fig. 2.9.2d. 

In this way all 24 graphs of figure 2.9.1 have been searched. 
Twenty two-resistor, three-nullor gyrators have thus been found (figure 2.9.2). 
We have characterized them by three indices. The first index: a, b, с or d, concerns 
the port-resistor subgraph, which is different for gyrators with differing first indices 
and the same inside a group. All circuits derived from matrix 2.9.6 (with one port-
resistor circuit with two and a second with one nullator) are denoted by A, those 
derived from 2.9.5 (with one port-resistor circuit with three and a second with 
one nullator) by В and those from 2.9.7 by С The same applies to port-resistor-
norator circuits. Those from 2.9.6 (with one port-resistor circuit with two and a 
second with one norator) are denoted by a, those from 2.9.5 by β and from 
2.9.7 by γ. 
We thus introduced a simple and unique characterization. 

( α ) (b) (с) 

Fig. 2.9.3. Norator transconfigurations. 
Although the circuits lead to the same network equations the differences can be decisive 
for the practical realization. 
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All gyrator circuits with index 'a' are very much alike in so far that horizontally 
they differ by norator transconfigurations of the type shown in figure 2.9.3, while 
vertically the nullators are connected in different ways. Although these differences 
seem to be of minor importance from the standpoint of circuit theory, they can be 
decisive for the physical realization (see, for instance, a discussion between Horrocks 
and Antoniou (1975)), particularly when it comes to the design of simple high-
quality gyrators. 

All twenty gyrators have already been given in the literature (see: Pauker 1970), 
but without any indication as to whether they are structurally lossless or whether 
they are the only representatives of this type among the two-resistor, three-nullor 
gyrators. 
The circuits aAa, bAa, cAa and dAa have also been derived from a gyrator with 
independently floating ports (figure 2.10.2) by deleting a nullator-norator pair in 
different ways (Adams et al. 1974). Therefore, all two-resistor, three-nullor gyrators 
can be derived from the gyrator with independently floating ports in figure 2.10.2 
by deleting a nullator-norator pair in different ways and applying nullator and 
norator transconfigurations of the type illustrated in figure 2.9.3. 
Finally, we observe that two of the twenty gyrators are non-planar (aAa and bAa). 

2.10. Two-resistor, n-nuUor gyrators 

Gyrators composed of two resistors and two nullors do not exist. 
With one additional nullor twenty different gyrators can be made. 
None of these gyrators has independently floating ports (as will be proved below). 
The only reason, we can think of, for using more nullors is to obtain a gyrator with 
independently floating ports. 
In this section we shall derive some general properties of two-resistor gyrators and 
we shall prove that there is only one two-resistor gyrator with independently floating 
ports. 

Two-resistor, я-nullor gyrators have at least 2+n branches (port and null edges). 
Hence, the number of vertices ν > 3 + п. On the other hand in a non-redundant 
gyrator no vertices are incident with null and nor edges only. Therefore, ν < 8. 
A combination of the two inequalities shows that no non-redundant two-resistor 
gyrators exist with more than five nullors. 

Lemma 2.10.1 
Two-resistor, и-nullor gyrators have a tree consisting of ports and nullators. 

Proof: Suppose that there were one branch resistor (and one link resistor) then 
Ab, Äl, Віз and also TV and R\ + ЯізАьУ Т (see theorem 2.4.2) were scalars. 
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All elements of the conductance matrix would have the form bijl(R\ + aR^). This 
contradicts theorem 2.5.1. 
In the case of two branch resistors the conductance matrix does not even exist. 

Next a reasoning similar to that of sec. 2.8 can be applied to two-resistor, n-nullor 
gyrators. Again this results in a fundamental circuit matrix structure like 2.9.1. Again 
circuits are found of port 1, Яг and null edges and of port 2,R\ and null edges. The 
voltages across port 1 and R^ and across port 2 and Ä| are equal. 
This suggests an examination of what happens if ports and resistors are interchanged. 

Theorem 2.10.1 

If ports and resistors in a two-resistor, n-nullor gyrator are interchanged, the 
new network is again a gyrator. 

An illustration to the theorem is found by comparing figures 2.9.2a with figures 
2.9.2b and also figure 2.9.2c with figure 2.9.2d. 
For the proof an expression like that of the representation theorem (2.4.2) is 
derived for the new network. It is 

vp = -ЯцЛЛ/Г/р . 2.10.1 

With equations 2.8.5 and 2.8.6 we obtain 

/ 0 0,9 а А 2 \ 
vp = I I ID , 2.10.2 

which represents a gyrator indeed. 

Next we shall consider floating gyrators with two resistors. 
If the gyrator is a structural one, theorem 2.5.2 can be applied. Hence, ν < ^ e 
(ineq. 2.5.25). With two resistors, two ports and η nullors e = 4 + 2n, and 

ν < ^ ( 4 + 2/J) . 2.10.3 

Furthermore, because no vertex is incident with exclusively nullators and norators: 

ν < 8 . 2.10.4 

If two terminals, one of each port, are contracted to a single vertex, the number of 
vertices becomes ν — 1, but the graph remains that of a gyrator. A tree can be 
chosen so as to contain the two port edges and the η nullator edges. Hence, 
ν — 1 > 3 +и,ог 
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ν > 4 +η 2.10.5 

Combining the three inequalities above we find just one solution: η = 4, ν = 8. 
All two-resistor gyraton with independently floating ports have four nullors and 
eight vertices. 

One fundamental circuit consists of port 1,Ä2 and null edges and a second of 
port 2, Äi and null edges. These circuits contain no more than two null edges each, 
since otherwise two null edges are adjacent and the common vertex is incident with 
null and nor edges only (remind that the gyrator has independently floating ports). 
Each of the fundamental circuits is of the type illustrated in figure 2.10.1. They 
can be drawn separately and nor edges can be added. 

t 

О 

о 

1 

Fig. 2.10.1. A floating two-resistor gyrator has two Fundamental circuits of the type 
shown. If norators are added the gyrator of figure 2.10.2 is found. 

A scanning of the few possibilities shows that there exists only one floating two-
resistor gyrator (see: figure 2.10.2). 

KX> 
Fig. 2.10.2. There is one two-resistor gyrator with independently floating ports. It needs 
four nullors. 
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2.11. Four-resistor, two-nullor gyrators 

So far gyrators with two resistors have been considered. For these gyrators 
Gi2 = l/Ri and C2i = - l / Ä j (matrix 2.8.3). Tolerances of, say, ± 1% on the resistor 
values lead to tolerances of ± 1% on Сц and on G 2 i . These gyrators are more 
accurate than those with more resistors. For instance, if Gu ^Rx/RiR^ and the 
resistances have the same tolerances (± 1%), the transconductance has a worst-case 
tolerance of ± 3%. 
Nevertheless, although gyrators with two resistors are more accurate than those 
with more resistors, it might possibly be of primary importance to have fewer nullors. 
Gyrators cannot be made with fewer than two nullors. This section deals with the 
simplest of them, those with two nullors and four resistors. 

There are ten edges. The number of vertices ν < 6 (2.5.25). There are two port 
and two null branches, so that ν > 5. 
Thus, either ν = 5 or ν = 6. 
First let us assume that ν = 5. All resistors are links and the representation theorem 
(2.4.2) reduces to 

ip = -AflR\lBuVQ. 2.11.1 

All elements of the conductance matrix have the form 

Gij = Σ «/*/** · 2.11.2 

For example: 

С » В Т Г + 7 Г + 7 Г + 1 Г > 0 · 2 Л 1 · 3 

Λΐ 1\2 Λ 3 Λ 4 

Without loss of generality it can be assumed that д^ 1 > 0. Now R^, R3 and A4 can be 
made infinite and still Сц can have any positive value. Λ2, R3 and A4 are super
fluous unless they do not occur in Gu but in C 2 1 : 

I\2 Λ3 Λ4 

In this case it can be assumed that Д212 < 0 and R3 and R4 are superfluous. 

Apparently, all non-redundant four-resistor, two-nullor gyrators have six vertices. 
There are three link resistors R ι, /?2 and A3 and one branch resistor A4. Because 
Λ4 plays a special role, a modified version of the representation theorem will be 
employed: 
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( P \ = {в12В2г
1(В2і В2Э)-(Вп Д 1 3 )}Т R^ißu Β13)ί Р ) , 

іКд/ \vR4 / 

2.11.5 

2.11.6 

It should be observed that D is a three-port conductance matrix. 

With VR̂ J = ЛдПІ^ and D = Idij > the following gyrator equations are obtained: 

ip, ={rf„-d,3rf3i/(rf3S-l/R4)|vpI + { ^ 2 - ^ 3 ^ / ( ^ 3 3 - 1 / ^ 4 ) } ^ , 2.11.7 

«PJ ={d2i-d23d3ì/(d33-l/RA)\vp1 + {d22-d23d32/(d33-l/R4)\vp2 . 2.11.8 

The input conductances Сц and G22 must be identically zero so that du = 0 , 
di3d3i = 0, Í/22 = 0 and d23d32 = 0. It will be assumed that G2i depends on Л4. Thus, 
¿23^31 ^ 0· Hence, ¿13 = 0 and </з2 Ξ 0. 
Now, /pj = ¿12Vp2 and from equations 2.11.5 and 2.11.6 we see that di2 has a form 
like 2.11.2. We can take di2 to consist of a single positive term, say, l/R ι. 
On the other hand 

_ (d2ld33-d23d3i)-d2i/R4 
G» d^m < 0 · ^11-9 

Put A4 = 0. Then (with three resistors only), a gyrator cannot result. 
Hence, d2i > 0. Put R4 infinite, then for the same reason (d21 d33 -d23d3i )/d33 > 0 
or infinite. Finally, there must be a positive A4 for which G2i < 0. 
Thus, we must have ¿33 > 0. 
These results combine to: d2id33 —d23d3i > 0, d2i > 0 and ¿33 > 0. 

There are subtractions in the numerator and/or denominator of G2l, unless d33 = 0 
and d21 = 0. 
In the second appendix (sec. 2.14) it is shown that structural four-resistor, two-nullor 
gyrators that have subtractions in the numerator and/or denominator of the transfer 
conductances do not exist. 
In the following we shall put d33

 =d2l =0. 

The determinant of the matrix Dis d23d3ilR\. 
On the other hand Äf' in eq. 2.11.5 is pre- and post-multiplied by a square matrix. 
The determinant of D has the factor det (R\l ) = l/RlR2R3. Hence, d23d31 = a/R2R3. 
Eq. 2.11.9 becomes G21 = aR4lR2R3 < 0 . Consequently, д = —1. 
Without loss of generality we can choose d23 - —l/R2 and d31 = l/R3. 
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Matrix D becomes: 

/ 0 l/Ä! 0 \ 
D = I 0 0 -1/R2 1 , 

М/Яз 0 0 / 
2.11.10 

1/Ä3 

which conductance matrix should not be confused with the scattering matrix of a 
three-port circulator. 
This three-ports has the property that if any of its ports is terminated with a resistor 
the remaining two-port is a gyrator. 
The gyrator synthesis has developed into a synthesis of this peculiar generating 
circuit. 

From this point on, a reasoning is followed similar to that of sec. 2.8. 
The matrix D is decomposed as D = XRi'1 Y, and with equations 2.11.5 and 2.11.6 
we find expressions like 2.8.5 and 2.8.6: 

/ 0 fli 0 \ 
(Bn Вa) = 0 0 -fl, I , 

\ о, 0 0 / 
2.11.11 

/ 0i 0, 0 \ 
ВпВгг

 1(B1i 823) = I 0 02 —02 1 , 
\ 03 0 0, / 

0! 01 0 
2.11.12 

where 0! =± 1, θ2 = ± 1 and 0з = ± 1. Observe that matrix 2.11.12 has azero 
determinant, unlike matrix 2.8.6. 

Put 

B"={: ; ) 
b 
d 
f 

Then, 

b\ / 0i 0i 

2.11.13 

/ a b \ / 0 ! 0 , 4 
f с <П Вм"1/?,, = ί 0 0 2 J . 2.11.14 

Equating second-order minors of these matrices, we obtain 
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ad-bc = δθ^ΐ , 2.11.15 

cf-de = - 6 М з > 2.11.16 

eb-fa = δ Μ ι , 2.11.17 

where δ = det"1 (Яи "'Д« ). 

Solving for α and b and eliminating δ yields 

a = М г с + 0,036 , 2.11.18 

Z> = 0 , 0 ^ + 0,0з/ . 2.11.19 

Next consider the first three rows of the fundamental circuit matrix В (in which the 
columns have been rearranged): 

ports 

0 0i 
0 0 
03 0 

0 

0 

null: 

a 
с 
e 

itors 

b 
d 

f 

1 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
1 

norators 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

2.11.20 

Add the first row, ^ 02 times the second row and 0,03 times row 3. Use equations 
2.11.18 and 2.11.19 and a circuit or a combination of circuits appears consisting of 
all three ports and link resistors. 
By eq. 2.11.15,Яі2 is of rank 2. Thus, from 2.11.20 it is impossible to obtain a 
shorter circuit consisting of some ports and/or some resistors. 
In other words, the circuit of all ports and all resistors is a proper circuit involving 
all six vertices. 

Addition of null and nor edges reveals that only one type of resistor-port circuit 
may give solutions, namely that with alternating ports and resistors. 
We find four different generating circuits (figure 2.11.1). Three of them (aa, ab and 
ac) differ by norator transconfigurations of the type of figure 2.9.3. 
Each port can be replaced by a resistor (A4) and twelve differentgyrators are 
obtained (figure 2.11.2). 
All gyrators are planar. 

The nine gyrators of figure 2.11.2a can also be derived from the gyrator of 
figure 2.4.2 by removing a nullator-norator pair in different ways, thereby 
eliminating the vertex in the centre. 
Representatives of the main types (aaa, aab, aac, ba, bb and be) were earlier derived 
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Fig. 2.11.1. The synthesis of four-resistor, two-nullor gyrators has developed into a 
synthesis of a kind of gyrator generating three-ports. The four solutions are shown. They 
have in common a circuit of alternatively ports and resistors. Either of the ports can be 
replaced by a resistor, which results in twelve different gyrators (see figure 2.11.2). 

by Antoniou (1969) as combinations of a negative immittance inverter and a 
negative immittance converter. 

Because the set of two-nullor, four-resistor gyrators does not include any gyrator 
with adjacent ports (two ports incident with a common vertex), gyrators with in
dependently floating ports do not exist in this class. 
Even with four resistors and three nullors a gyrator with independently floating 
ports cannot be constructed. This follows from a scanning of the possibilities to 
combine the three fundamental circuits of the generating three-port, each consisting 
of a port, a resistor and nullators. The proof has been omitted. 
With two extra resistors, as compared with the floating gyrator of figure 2.10.2, we 
cannot even dispense with one nullor. 
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ααα cab aac 

aba abb abc 

acá acb ace 

bc 
Fig. 2.11.2. The twelve structural four-resistor, two-nullor gyrators or positive immittance 
inverters. 
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2.12. Conclusion 

Gyrators have been synthesized with idealized electronic components (resistors 
and nullors). The requirements as to losslessness, which are about the same as for 
components such as coils and resonators, which they are designed to replace, have 
led on the one hand to the new concept of structural gyrator (sec. 2.3) and on the 
other to a guideline for the application (sec. 2.6). 

A synthesis of structural gyrators has proved to be considerably simpler than a 
gyrator synthesis in its most general form, while no worthwhile gyrators are 
rejected. 
Among the properties proved for structural gyrators, one is highly important. The 
two gyration conductances Gu and C21 depend on disjunct sets of resistors 
(theorem 2.5.1). Thus, in practice the sum of the gyration conductances cannot be 
identically zero. Positive immittance inverters are synthesized instead of gyrators. 
However, to stress the intention to obtain losslessness, we still call them gyrators. 

Gyrators with low numbers of components are surveyed in table 2.12.1. 

Table 2.12.1 

Numbers of structural gyrators or positive immittance inverters in the various classes 

1 

« 4 

2 

3 

4 

number 
of 

resistors 

1 

-

-

— 

— 

2 

-

NF12 
F -

3 

-

NF20 
F -

NF? 
F -

4 

-

NF? 
F l 

NF = 
F = 

5 number of nullors 

- - -

NF? 
F -

Non-Floating 
Floating (with independently 

floating ports) 
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The most accurate gyrators have two resistors. 
Of the simplest of these (with three nullors) twenty specimens exist (figure 2.9.2). 
There is only one floating gyrator with two resistors (figure 2.10.2). 
The lowest number of nullors for a gyrator is two and the simplest have four resistors 
(figure 2.11.2). 
This synthesis does not reveal essentially new gyrator types but it completes the 
proof that there are no others. 

Two further points should be observed. 
First of all, these sets of gyrators are a proper starting point for gyrator design, that 
is their implementation with transistors or amplifiers and resistors. 
Secondly, the former theory is a linear one. It uses linear gyrator equations and 
the passive gyrator is synthesized with passive and active components. 
However, one can equally well use the equations 

'i = Gv2 , 2.12.1 

h = -hvl/v2 , 2.12.2 

and make a synthesis with linear and non-linear components. 
Although these non-linear gyrators need not be subject to the limitations of theorem 
2.5.1, an accurate implementation is still beyond the technical possibilities. 
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2.13. Proof of theorem 2.4.1 
(appendix) 

The H-port has a conductance matrix. This implies that the port voltages are not 
directly related to each other. 
A tree can be and is chosen of all ports, all nullators and a subset j R^ I of the 
resistors. It is assumed that this subset is not a tree with the ports and the norators. 
We shall construct a new subset ÌR^' I that constitutes a tree with all ports and all 
nullators but also with the ports and the norators. 

The voltages і а across the link resistors can be expressed in the branch voltages, 
i.e. the branch resistor voltages v^ß and the port voltages Vp7. This gives r ι (number 
of link resistors) equations 

vfi = Σ аав ъР + Σ ba» νρ7 , 2.13.1 
β Ί 

where daß and ft^y have either the value +1,0 or —1. 

Because the set j Ab | is not a tree with the ports and the norators there is at least 
one cutset of link resistors and nullators. Let the number of independent cutsets of 
link resistors and nullators be Ci. 
Each of these cutsets contains resistors. 
The sum of the link resistor currents per cutset is zero, 

Σ ο μ α ^ = 0 , 2.13.2 

where Сда = ± 1 if R\a belongs to cutset μ and c^ a = 0 otherwise. 

If the set of resistors j R^ j were excluded from the network, another Ci independent 
cutsets of link resistors and nullators would result. For these cutsets we can write 

νια vJt 

^w + f d " ß ^ = 0 • 2 · 1 3 · 3 

Observe that Ci + сг = r b, where г ь is the number of branch resistors. The total 
number of equations is г = г b + r 1, where r is the number of resistors in the network. 

The equations 2.13.1,2.13.2 and 2.13.3 are linearly independent. 
If they were nog, we would have one equation less than the number of variables, i.e. 
a non-physical network (see Tellegen 1966). 
With zero port voltages the equations are also linearly independent for otherv/ise we 
could obtain a direct relation between the port volgages. 

We shall now combine the equations to 
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1 -αςφ 

2.13.4 

where the upper equations are from the fundamental circuits and the lower from 
cutsets. The matrix A is a square г χ r matrix with non-zero determinant. 
The determinant can be expanded as a sum of all minors of r [ columns of the upper 
r ι rows of A, each multiplied by the minor of the complementary r-r ι columns of 
the lower r-r\ rows (possibly multiplied by a factor —1). Because A has anon-zero 
determinant there is at least one non-zero minor pair. By interchanging columns of 
A we can bring the corresponding non-singular matrices round the main diagonal. 
Below we shall denote these matrices by A n and A22 • 
Interchanging columns, however, means interchanging of the v\a and ь^· 
The new upper r ] voltages vjO and lower г ь voltages ь'0 correspond to the new 
link resistors and new branch resistors respectively. 

There remains to prove that the new set ÌR^' I constitutes a tree with ports and 
nullators but also with ports and norators. 
By combining circuits, that is by addition and subtraction of the upper r \ rows 
(equations), we make all elements except one of each column of A n zero. This 
means that the new link resistor voltages can be expressed in the new branch 
resistor voltages and the port voltages. The same can be done then to the norator 
voltages. The above means that the set \Rb'\ constitutes a tree with nullators 
and ports. 
By combining cutsets, that is by adding and subtracting the lower г ь rows, we can 
make all elements zero except one per column of matrix A 22- This means that there 
is a cutset with one branch resistor and without norators and ports for each branch 
resistor. Any circuit of branch resistors, norators and ports, however, would have 
an even number of edges in the cutset. Hence, there is no such circuit. The set 
IRb' \ is a tree with ports and norators too. 
This completes the proof. 

2.14. Proof of the non-existence of structural four-resistor, two-nullor gyrators with 
one or more subtractions in a transconductance 
(appendix) 

We shall continue with expression 2.11.9. 
We know that агха^ - <І2заз1 > 0, с?2і > 0 a n d ¿33 > 0. We do not require 
¿ л and с?зэ to be zero. 
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gyrators with one or more subtractions in a transconductance (appendix) 

Nevertheless, the decomposition D = ΧΚ\λ Y can be made. 
Withdii =d\3 =d22 =di2 =0andíí12 = l/Ä) we obtain JC21 =Хзі =Уи =У\ъ =0 
andxnJ i î = 1. Equations 2.11.11 and 2.11.12 become 

У12 

(Bu Віз) = ( Угі У-а Угъ ) , 2.14.1 
Уп 

Bi2B22~l(B2i В23) = Хіг + Угі *22 + Уі2 ^32 + ^23 · 2.14.2 

The element азз, which we did not require to be equal to zero, is found to be 

¿зз = Í3^23 + ХкУээ > 0 2 J43 
K2 К-г 

Because ¿33 > 0 for all non-negative Ä2 and R3, ХЭ2.У23 ^ 0 and ^33733 > 0. 
Furthermore, the matrices X and Y are ¿'-matrices (see eq. 2.11.5 and Cederbaum 
1957). 
Hence, ХЭ2У23 a n d ^зз7зз are either 0 or +1. 
Let us assume that Х32У23 = +1· Consequently, in eq. 2.14.2, X32 +У23 = ± 2. We 
make the following partitioning: 

B12B22 (Я21 ^ 2 3 ) - (: :) (")(:")• t =:) 
2.14.4 

which shows that the upper right-hand minor of the right-hand side is a product of 
three determinants of submatrices of an ¿"-matrix. 
This means that this minor,712(y32 + У2з)> is either +1, —1 or 0. The condition 
^32 +Угэ =±2 imphes _yn = 0. In matrix 2.14.1 there is a row with zeros, which 
means that resistor Ri is short-circuited by nullators. This cannot lead to a non-
redundant gyrator. 
A similar reasoning applies when it is assumed that Х33У33 = +1. 
Hence, ЛзгЛ'гэ = ХззУзэ - 0 and ¿33 = 0. 

Then, from eq. 2.11.9, 

G21 = d*d*+dn/R* < 0 . 2.14.5 
1/Л4 
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In the same way as in the reasoning immediately preceding eq. 2.11.10 we can write 

</2Э=-1/Ла,<*эі=1/Лз-
A new decomposition D = XR\l У gives additionally to the previous results 

*i2 = * і з =*32 =Уі7 =Угг =^зз = 0, while 

xii^ia = 1 . 2.14.6 

ХпУл = - ! . 2.14.7 

ХззД'з! = 1 · 2.14.8 

Hence, 

*ii У vi 0 
Bl2B22-

1(B2l B23) = ( y2l x22 y23 1 . 2.14.9 

.Узі х23 Хзэ 

The minor χ 11X22 —УиУгі m u s t be +1, - 1 or 0. Furthermore, xn =Уі2 Ф0 and 
x22 =£0 (2.14.6 and 2.14.7). If у 21 is non-zero, then У21 =x22· However, the minor 
.У2і*зэ -УІЗУЗІ =Х22Хзз -УтэУзі = ± 2, since by eq. 2.14.7 х и = -у2з =^0 and 
by eq. 2.14.8 x33 =y3l Φ 0. This is a contradiction. 

Hence, ^21 = 0 · 
In the same way it can be proved that X23 = 0. Thus, 

dai =±φ± + M l = 0 , 2.14.10 

and we have proved that there are no subtractions, either in the numerator or in the 
denominator of G21. 
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3. ON THE ELECTRONIC DESIGN OF MONOLITHIC GYRATORS 

3.1. Introduction 

Examination of the literature reveals an abundance of electronic gyrator circuits. 
The most important of these have been surveyed in ch. 1 (sections 1.7, 1.8 and 1.11). 
All the better circuits are implementations of the resistor-nullor configurations 
considered in ch. 2, named structuralgyrators. 

According to the way in which they have been implemented, two main groups of 
gyrators can be distinguished. 
There are gyrators which have been constructed from ready-made electronic sub
systems such as operational amplifiers, and gyrators which have been constructed 
from more basic components such as transistors. 
That, of course, is not a unique distinction. Operational amplifiers are also con
structed from transistors, but it is not necessary to consider operational amplifiers 
in such detail tobe able to use them. The black-box idea is involved. 
On the other hand, in the case of transistor gyrators, circuits are designed which are 
difficult to construct or cannot even be constructed from common operational 
amplifiers. 

The main representatives of the first group, i.e. the group of operational amplifier 
gyrators, are the feedback circuit consisting of two integrators and an inverter stage 
(Philips TAA 960 and the Biquad; see sec. 1.11 and figure 2.4.2) and the Riordan 
(1967) and Antoniou (1969) gyrators. 
The first has two virtually earthed ports and the latter have an earthed port and a 
port which in practice is inaccessible. 
Structural gyrators with two earthed ports and with one or two floating ports cannot 
be made with operational amplifiers with single-ended output. 
This restriction is felt the more seriously because of the attractiveness of the low cost 
of modern operational amplifiers. 

To be able to progress from resistor-nullor circuits to resistor-operational 
amplifier (with single-ended output) circuits it is necessary to have all norators incident 
with a common vertex. This vertex then becomes the common earth. 
The above can be obtained in two ways. Either one can choose from the lists of 
resistor-nullor gyrators (see ch. 2) those configurations which have all norators 
incident with a common vertex (see figure 2.11.2a) or one can increase the number 
of vertices by one and with an additional nullor the same result can be obtained (see 
the circuit in figure 2.4.2, for example). 
As a next step the nullators and norators have to be paired and replaced by operational 
amplifiers. 
Most combinations do not result in DC- and high-frequency-stable circuits. Latch-up 
free amplifiers do not automatically lead to latch-up free gyrators (see Antoniou 1969). 
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Some of the resulting combinations are more attractive than others (see, for instance, 
Bruton 1970). 
Overflow oscillations have not been reported in· the literature. But unless the 
behaviour at overflow of operational amplifiers is fundamentally improved, overflow 
oscillations might occur. 

Because the electronic design of these gyrators is a matter of designing operational 
amplifiers rather than gyrators, we shall refer, as far as this is concerned, to some 
literature on operational amplifier design (see, for instance, Widlar 1969, Solomon 
1974 and Gray and Meyer 1974). 

The second group of gyrators is constructed directly from transistors and resistors. 
Only in exceptional cases discrete component circuits will be used. For the majority 
of applications monolithic integration of the whole gyrator on a chip or even 
together with different circuits on one chip is essential in order to make the circuits 
sufficiently small and cheap. In ch. 1 we have shown some discrete component 
gyrators (figures 1.11.2, 1.11.8, 1.11.9 and 1.11.10). In this chapter we shall confine 
our attention to integrated circuit gyrator design. 

Monolithic integration of gyrators brings with it the problem that monolithic 
resistors have large tolerances and that only very small capacitors can be made. 
Some (filter) capacitors and resistors have to remain outside the chip. 
This also means that coupling capacitors as used in the case of AC-coupled circuits 
have to be avoided. All circuits must be DC-coupled. Thus, gyrator circuits are made 
which satisfy the gyrator equations down to very low frequencies, even inclusive DC. 
This is also important for their application, because coils are largest and most 
expensive for very low frequencies. Furthermore, there are low-pass filters (such as 
Weaver filters, for instance; see sec. 1.20) which are required to function effectively 
down to DC. 
At DC, however, we cannot distinguish between signal voltages and currents on the 
one hand and offset voltages and currents on the other. In a general-purpose gyrator 
offset voltages and currents at the ports must be kept as low as possible. 
That is the main reason why we opt for a bipolar process and not for an m.o.s. 
process (see also Lin 1970). 
To recapitulate, we shall restrict our considerations to the design of general-purpose 
electronic gyrators constructed from bipolar transistors and resistors on a single 
crystal, with a few external components. 
The crystal will be a silicon crystal. The use of other integration processes such as 
on germanium and on gallium arsenide, which have very attractive properties at 
high frequencies, is still too beset with technological problems. 

Finally, it is not our intention to consider the design of all possible gyrators, 
starting from the lists of resistor-nullor gyrators of ch. 2 and adopting the same 
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method whereby we found the circuit shown in figure 1.11.2. After the single-
transistor-nullor circuits this would lead us to discuss the circuits where each nullor 
is implemented by a combination of two transistors, three transistors, and so forth. 
We felt it would be more instructive to give instead an introduction into the type of 
electronics involved. The key points of the electronic design will be discussed with 
reference to simple examples. Linear circuits (see sections 3.4 and 3.5) and non
linear circuits (see sections 3.6 and 3.7) are considered. The restrictions formulated 
in the theorems of ch. 2 will, of course, be borne in mind. Two examples, including 
the adaptive gyrator, will be worked out in greater detail. 

P-substrate 
с 

(a) 

(b) 

P-substrate 
e 

с s 

(с) 

(d) 

Fig. 3.2.1. In the commonly used bipolar integration processes the transistors are diffused 
in an epitaxial layer which is grown on a substrate. Cross-sectional diffusion patterns are 
shown for an npn transistor (a) and a pnp transistor (c). The former is a vertical transistor, 
the latter is a lateral transistor. The transistors are diffused in islands separated by DP 
(deep, p-type) diffusions. The BN (buried-layer, η-type) diffusion reduces the collector 
series resistance of the npn transistor and the base series resistance of the pnp transistor 
and eliminates the vertical action of their parasites (indicated in dashed lines in figures 
b and d). 
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3.2. Components 

The most important components for the construction of electronic gyrators are 
the npn and the pnp transistor (figure 3.2.1). The npn transistor is a vertical transistor. 
Pnp transistors are made without extra diffusion steps, but they are lateral instead of 
vertical transistors (see, for instance, Warner et al. 1965). The collector of a pnp 
transistor is an SP (shallow, p-type) diffusion located round the emitter and a 
certain distance, known as the base width, from it. 

Because all transistors are diffused in a common η-type epitaxial layer on a p-type 
substrate and they are separated by DP (deep, p-type) diffusions, they are 
accompanied by parasitic transistors down to the substrate. These parasitic transistors 
are of the pnp type (indicated in dashed lines in figures 3.2.1b and d). 
Whereas the parasite of an npn transistor carries a current only when the npn 
transistor itself is saturating, the parasite of the pnp transistor is always active. Its 
lateral action is reduced by positioning the collector of the pnp the whole way 
around the emitter. The vertical action is eliminated by the heavily doped buried 
η-type layer (BN diffusion). Nevertheless, its current/s (figure 3.2.2b) is still of the 
order of a per cent of the collector current / c of the pnp and in many cases it cannot 
be neglected. 

'ce 

be 

- o-

4 
& 'ce 

(α) (b) 

Fig. 3.2.2. Sign convention for the voltages and currents of an npn transistor (a) and a 
pnp transistor (b). The current to the substrate of the parasite of the pnp transistor is 
denoted by /s. 

We shall use the transistor equations below, 

^be 

Ic = l(ekT/q _1) j 3.2.1 
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^Ье 

ІЬ = Г{екТІ<*-\) . 3.2.2 

These equations are part of the Ebers-Moll equations (1954). The collector current / c 

(figure 3.2.2) is an exponential function of the base-emitter voltage Fbe· The 
parameter kT/q (k is Boltzmann's constant, Τ the absolute temperature and q the 
electron charge) has a value of about 25 mV at room temperature. 
The base current /b, too, is an exponential function of the base-emitter voltage. 
In the Ebers-Moll model I = βΓ, where β is the base-collector current gain of the 
transistor. However, to account for the Early effect (1952) or space-charge layer 
width modulation as a result of varying collector-emitter voltage, we write the 
saturation currents I and I' as 

/ = /o ( 1 + 'ce 
HkT/q ) 3.2.3 

I' = £ ( 1 -
β 

'ce 
7kT/q 

3.2.4 

where цкТ/q is the Early voltage (see figure 3.2.3). A typical value for μ is 4000. The 
value of μ' is still one order higher than the value of μ (see Klein and Zaalberg van 
Zelst 1967). In most cases μ' can be neglected in calculations. 

*>% 'ce 

Fig. 3.2.3. Early voltage. If the curves / c = Д V c e) for various values of Vfa (or of /j,) 
are extended to negative collector-emitter voltages as is shown in the figure, they all cut 
approximately the same length, the Early voltage ßkT/q, off the Vce-axis. 
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The base collector current gain β ranges from, say, 40 to 200 for an npn transistor 
and from 3 to 30 for a pnp transistor. We shall also use the emitter-collector current 
gain α = 0/(0+1). 
For a pnp transistor we have still the equation for the current in the parasite, 

Is = 0j /b · 3.2.5 

The Unearized (small-signal) equations can with close approximation be written 
as 

'c = S vbe + — Vce . 3.2.6 

Пз - е w vCe 3.2.7 

where S = qlJkTis the transconductance of the transistor. 

In addition to the DC equations capacitances are introduced across all p-η junctions 
to account for the behaviour of the transistors at higher frequencies (see figure 3.2.4). 

С 
Q 

'be 

bo-

'bc 

К 
'es 

— 

Cbs Cbc 

L̂  
N 

= 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.2.4. To account for the behaviour of the transistors at higher frequencies, 
capacitances are introduced across all junctions. Integrated transistors have an extra 
substrate capacitance compared with discrete component transistors. 

Observe that the npn transistor has a collector-substrate capacitance, whereas the pnp 
transistor has a base-substrate capacitance. Each capacitance is inversely proportional 
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to the depletion layer width, which increases if the voltage across the junction is 
increased. 

Apart from the components which have been mentioned above, there are other 
components available. 
The first is a vertical pnp transistor, which is restricted in that it uses the substrate 
as collector. But where it can be applied, it gives us a better and also a smaller pnp 
transistor. 
Mainly shallow-p diffusions are used for resistors. For very low resistor values, say 
up to 100 ohms, SN or even DN diffusions can also be employed. For very high 
resistor values buried SP resistors are used, which consist of an SP diffusion buried 
under an SN layer. The values of these resistors, however, have an enormous spread 
and the voltage across this type of resistor must not exceed the breakdown voltage 
of the SP-SN junction (approx. 7 V). 

3.3. Design considerations 

The design of electronic gyrators will be discussed with reference to the simple 
gyrator circuit in figure 3-3.1 (see also sec. 1.11). 
The left hand terminal of each port is set to a fixed voltage (£Ί and E2, respectively). 
The total supply voltage is denoted by E. Roughly speaking, the circuit has five 
vertical current branches, which all carry a supply current I. 
The circuit will be used as a resonant circuit. The resonant frequency u>o is roughly 
equal to (dCî /CiCî) 1 ^. 
The DC offset, the resonant frequency and the quality factor of the resonant circuit 
will be considered in greater detail. 
All transistors are assumed to be integrated on the same chip. The resistors and 
capacitors are external components. The npn transistors all have the same geometry. 
The same applies to the pnp transistors except for transistor 6, for which a vertical 
pnp can be taken. 

Let us start by considering the circuit for DC. The left-hand terminals of the ports 
are set to fixed voltages and the right-hand terminals follow because of the internal 
feedback in the circuit. Ideally, the port voltages v1 and г would both become zero. 
In practice we find DC offset voltages across the ports, and these will be calculated. 
The final results can be found from eq. 3.3.9. 
We have a supply current ƒ in the bias resistor at the right. Hence, 

/cs = / - / b 6 · 3.3.1 

Since /b6 is a small correction, we need only calculate it roughly. 
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^C2 W ч? 
* '1142 4 3 r U 16' * 

Fig. 3.3.1. Simple gyiatot-capacitoi resonant circuit. 
The left-hand port terminals have been set to fixed voltages E, and £ , . The total supply 
voltage is denoted by E. 

The collector currents of transistors 1 to 5 are all roughly I. Their base currents are 
//j3p, where ßp is the base-collector current gain of the lateral pnp transistors. Hence, 
/ e 6 « 5I/ßp and /be ** 5//0р/Зу> where /Jy is the base-collector current gain of the 
vertical pnp transistor. 

Ics * / ( ! 
ßp^v 

) 3.3.2 
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For the pnp transistors we have, to a very close approximation, Içk/Yk = Λη/^Ί > 
where the y's are the saturation currents of the pnp transistors. Hence, . 

'CI « 7(1 - ¿ - ) -p - , etc. 3.3.3 
Y, 5 

The saturation currents are not precisely equal because of small differences in 
diffusions, basewidths, etc., but also because of the Early effect when the collector-
emitter voltages are not equal. 

3.3.4 

3.3.5 

3.3.6 

'<« • ' / ( ι - 4 , ) £ · 
/be « //Up , 

/ею « ' Ο - Ι Π Γ ) ^ -
0p0V r 5 

On the other hand 

/с.з ~ /(1 - / , ) i r , 
Pn -*іб 

0p Al 

3.3.7 

where the X'% are the saturation currents of the npn transistors. The current gain of 
the npn transistors is sufficiently high to enable us to neglect the term 5/j3n

2. The 
current in G2 is 

eio-/cis » η^τ-ψ- -ΊΠΓ + ΊΓ + ^ г ) - 3 · 3 · 8 ÏL·-** 5 + 1 + 1 

l'i *іб /Зр̂  ßp fln 

which results in an offset voltage across port 2 of 

'я'(£-Й-??7Ы+І)-",г*" 
In fact €2 is the part of the signal-handling capacity at port 2 which is used for the 
offset. Similarly, 

Let us consider a numerical example. Let ßn = 10, ßy = 25,ßn = 100 and μ« = μ η 

= 4000, so that the difference in collector currents is 1%/V of the difference in 
collector-emitter voltages. Furthermore, £Ί = £2. ТЫ5 ßives systematic offsets of 
ei = +13.6% and 62 = +9.6%. If we also allow for the fact that owing to tolerances 
two saturation currents can differ by up to 4%, we obtain the worst-case values 
ei = +13.6% ± 8% and e2 = +9.6% ± 8%. That these values are significant is self-
evident. 
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As a result of the offset, the gyrator equations are modified to 

/, = G2v2 - e2 / , 3.3.11 

¡2 = -Giv , + e , / , 3.3.12 

(see also Adams et al. 1975). 

Next we shall consider the signal equations in greater detail. 
In figure 3.3.2 the relevant circuit parts have been redrawn, together with estimates 
for all small signal currents and voltages which are used as corrections to the main 
signal currents and voltages. The current sources have been replaced by Early con
ductances with the value 5/μ. 
Hence, 

'•-iï-fc-&•£•<--4>* · 

By putting ii = G21>2 and i2 = -Ci vl in all (small) terms of the right-hand sides, we 
find for the conductance matrix 

C2 - 2 ^ - Яі + A 

A + G 1 ' · 3 · 3 · 1 5 

Mn /?n 

The main diagonal terms are the losses caused by current-source resistances and by 
the input resistances of the differential stages. These resistances appear directly 
across the terminating capacitances. 
With R ι = Ä2 = 10 kohms, /Jp = 10, fa = 100, μρ = μη = 4000 and I = 10"4 A, 
which means that S~l = 250 ohms, we can write the conductance matrix as follows 

1

 +
 ι 

100 10 

Γ
1 +

 20
 +
 10 

1
 1 1

 +

 1 

20 100 100 

1

 +
 ι 

100 100 

ΙΟ"4 , 3.3.16 
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Fig. 3.3.2. Estimates of signal corrections. 
We calculate the signal equations of the resonant circuit in figure 3.3.1 more accurately 
by using one iterative step. First we make rough estimates of all small signal voltages 
(base-emitter voltages) and small signal currents (base currents, leakage via current source 
transistors). Then these estimates are used as corrections on the main signals. 
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which indicates that the integrated circuit plays an important part in the gyrator 
equations. This is undesirable because the transistor parameters show a large spread, 
are highly temperature-dependent and are even non-linear. 
For an accurate gyrator their influence would have to be reduced by about a factor 
of 100. 

When the gyrator is described by the conductance matrix 

621 G22 / 

3.3.17 

the resonant frequency ωο is (see figure 3.3.1) 

ω 0 = ( G l l G 2 2 " G " G 2 1 > * . 3.3.18 

The quality factor is given by the expression 

1 = _ G ^ + _ Ç „ 3 3 1 9 

Referring to the example above (eq. 3.3.16), we find a quality factor of about 7. The 
resonant frequency is approx. 10% lower than the value determined by the external 
components. 

The capacitances which play a part in the resonant circuit can be divided into 
several categories. 
There are the base-emitter capacitances Q)e7, Q,eg, Q)e9 and Q>eio ( see figure 
3.3.1). 
The capacitances Qjc4, Q>ce a nd Cesio shunt the terminating capacitance C\. The 
capacitances Clbc?. Qs7> QJCIA a nd CCsi4 shunt Cj. The capacitance Cbcio can be 
seen to shunt Ci as well as C2 and it affects the losses unless the resonant circuit is 
'symmetrical' (Gi = G2 = G, Ci = C2 = C). 
The remaining capacitances С^сз. Оэсіз а п ^ Qsis a n < l the four base-emitter 
capacitances mainly influence the quality factor of the resonant circuit. 
For a 'symmetrical' resonant circuit 

1 ^ 1 . l + ^ / - 1

+ 1 \ . СЪсіз + Qsi3 G СЪет+СЪеіо , . „ 
Q ~ ßs ßio С V μ.4^ С 5 С · 3 · 3 · 2 0 

The factor S/G varies proportionally to the supply current I. With S/G 
= №be7 + Озею) / (Q}ci3 + Qsis) the quality factor becomes almost independent 
of the value (C) of the terminating capacitors. If the supply current is lowered, the 
quality factor increases at higher frequencies (lower С values), whereas for higher 
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supply currents the influence of the substrate capacitances dominates. In that case 
the quality factor decreases for higher frequencies. 

From the calculations above we see that for an accurate gyrator the current gain β 
and the transconductance S of the transistors have to be increased by several orders 
of magnitude. Also, the value of the collector resistance of the current sources has to 
be made considerably higher. This can be done by inserting a composite transistor 
for each single transistor in figure 3.3.1. On the other hand by introducing clusters 
of transistors for each transistor in figure 3.3.1, we must not increase the number of 
parasitic capacitances excessively if we wish to maintain a sufficiently frequency-
independent quality factor. 

3.4. Composite transistors 

The first composite transistor which one will come to mind is the Darlington 
circuit (figure 3.4.1b). Its current gain i s0 n

2 , but the transconductance is reduced 
with respect to that of a single transistor. 

The opposite result is found with the circuit in figure 3.4.1c. Here the transcon
ductance is higher by a factor j3n, but the current gain is not higher than the current 
gain of a single transistor; Note that we have to be careful how we employ this last 
circuit because it is potentially unstable at high frequencies. 
The circuit in figure 3.4.Id is the first to have increased current gain and trans
conductance. A further increase in transconductance and current gain can be 
obtained by replacing transistor 1 by a Darlington pair, though, at the cost of the 
cut-off frequency. 
Figure 3.4.le shows a variant which has very low input capacitances because all 
terminals of input transistor 2 carry essentially the same voltage. 
Since the signal voltages across the capacitances are very low, their influence is 
greatly reduced. 
The circuits in figures 3.4.1 d and e require supply current sources of the pnp type 
but they have no pnp transistors in the signal paths. The circuit in figure 3.4.If 
needs a voltage source (3) for biasing. This well-known circuit has been applied 
in, for instance, the low-voltage monolithic gyrator shown in figure 1.17.5. 
Transistor 4 can also be replaced by a pnp transistor. This simplifies the biasing, 
but it makes the circuit potentially unstable at high frequencies and reduces the 
cut-off frequency. 

Generally speaking, the biasing of the circuits is simplified if pnp transistors are 
not excluded from the signal paths (see figure 3.4.2). The supply current can thus 
be used more economically. A disadvantage is the lower cut-off frequency of these 
circuits. 
The circuit in figure 3.4.2a, without diode 1 and with a Darlington circuit in place of 
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Fig. 3.4.1. Composite transistors with only πρη transistors in the signal paths. The 
Darlington circuit (b) has a higher current gain and the circuit in fig. с has a higher trans-
conductance than a single transistor (a). Figures d, e and f show circuits combining 
improved current gain with a higher transconductance. 
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-oe 

(с) 

Fig. 3.4.2. Npn-type composite transistors with one or more pnp transistors in the signal 
paths. The circuit in figure b has a lower DC-offset voltage between the base and emitter 
than the circuit in figure a. Thecomposite transistor can also be provided with a class-AB 
output stage (c). 

transistor 2, has been used in the TCA 580 gyrator (Voorman and Biesheuvel 1972, 
figure 1.11.11). Pnp diode 1 lowers the offset voltage between base b and emitter e, 
but decreases the cut-off frequency. 
If the DC offset between the base and the emitter has to be kept very low, the 
circuit in figure 3.4.2b can be used. Its high current gain and transconductance are 
due to the fact that the base currents of transistors 3 and 4 almost compensate 
each other via the pnp-type current-controlled current source. Transistor 5 caters 
for a supply current distribution over the various parts of the circuit. 
In figure 3.4.2c the circuit has been provided with a class-AB output stage. The 
components of the output current can be obtained from the two collectors с 
and с . 

The improvement of an npn transistor with the aid of a pnp transistor (see 
figure 1.11.9) makes sense only in the case of discrete component transistors. 
With integrated transistors the gain in performance is almost negligible because 
the properties of lateral pnp transistors are inferior to those of npn transistors. 
For the same reason composite transistors of the pnp type cannot, as a rule, be 
obtained from the npn type composite transistors simply by replacing all npn 
by pnp and all pnp by npn transistors. 
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Circuits using a pnp transistor as input transistor have a considerably higher base-
emitter breakdown voltage. It reaches the order of 50 V instead of 7 V. Their band
width limitation is sometimes seen as an advantage, e.g. when they are used in an 
environment with a high interference level. The circuit in figure 3.4.3b is a typical 
example (Russell and Frederiksen 1972). The vertical pnp transistor 1 ensures a 
high current gain. 

(a) 

b ^ i 

(b) 

Fig. 3.4.3. Various pnp-type composite transistors. The Darlington circuit (b) of a lateral 
pnp and a vertical pnp (1) has a high breakdown voltage, but a low cut-off frequency. The 
circuit in figure e combines the breakdown voltage of pnp stage with the current gain of 
an npn stage. The circuit in figure c, which is potentially unstable at high frequencies, is 
nevertheless a prototype of the circuit in figure d. The supply current source 2 ensures 
high tiansconductance and excellent stability at high frequencies. An entirely different 
approach is adopted in figure f, which is sometimes referred to as a folded Darlington 
circuit. 

The circuit in figure 3.4.3e also has a high breakdown voltage, but its current gain 
is obtained from an npn transistor. 
The improvement made to the lateral pnp transistor by an npn transistor (figure 
3.4.3c) is potentially unstable at high frequencies but the combination shown in 
figure 3.4.3d is stable again provided an extra supply current is applied (current 
source 2). The pnp transistor is only used to handle very low signal currents. This 
means that the circuit is still of a relatively broadband character. 
The different approach illustrated in figure 3.4.3f is most economic with regard to 
the supply current consumption in relation to the signals which can still be handled. 
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Diode 3 prevents the occurrence of latch-up states (sec. 1.13) and diode 4 stabilizes 
the circuit behaviour at high frequencies. This circuit has been employed in the 
TCA 580 gyrator (figure 1.11.11). It will be discussed in greater detail when we 
come to the design of the adaptive gyrator. 

So far we have described several composite transistors which can be used instead 
of the single transistors 7, 8,9 and 10 in figure 3.3.1. Next let us consider improved 
supply current sources. We can distinguish between npn-type supply current sources 
and pnp-type sources. 

¿L+ ^ : [ß^)f 

s 

Уі 

'с = S v b * 

'b= 'с//3 

(α) (b) (с) (d) 

Fig. 3.4.4. Npn-type supply current sources. A single transistor with Early effect (a) 
can be considered as a transistor without Early effect in combination with an Early 
resistance μ/S (b). A resistor in the emitter lead increases the collector resistance (c). 
A very high emitter resistance is found in the cascode circuit (d). 

Current sources of the npn type are illustrated in figure 3.4.4. 
A single transistor with the base kept at a fixed voltage (figure 3.4.4a) displays a 
collector resistance μ/S which is explained by the Early effect (μ' has been 
neglected). 
We can consider a transistor showing Early effect as a transistor without Early 
effect with ic = SVbe = ß'b in combination with a conductance S/μ. between the 
collector and the emitter (figure 3.4.4b). 
The collector resistance can be increased with a resistor Re in series with the 
emitter (figure 3.4.4c). This can be explained as follows. The current induced in the 
Early conductance S/μ is partly fed back via the emitter-collector path of the 
transistor. Thus, the net collector current is reduced. 
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For a high value of the emitter resistance Rs such as is found, for instance, in the 
cascode circuit of figure 3.4.4d, the collector resistance is (β + 1) μ/S. With, for 
example, βη = 100, μ = 4000 and a collector current of, say, 100 juA, the collector 
resistance is 108 ohms. Still higher values can be obtained if transistor 1 is replaced 
by a Darlington pair. With these high collector resistances the impedance measured 
at the collector assumes a capacitive character even at very low frequencies. 
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' ι f 
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Fig. 3 4 5. Pnp-type supply current sources. A single transistor (a), a transistor with 
emittei feedback (b) and an unproved pnp transistor with emitter feedback (c) are 
shown The latter circuit gives the highest collector resistance Because the DC 
collector current in the npn transistor is 0n times the DC collector current in the 
pnp transistor, S n = 0nsp· When 1 <SnRe < (3р0п, the formula for the collector 
resistance reduces to eq. 3 4 1. A lateral pnp transistor with increased base width is 
illustrated in figure d. Increased base width means lower Early effect, ι e higher 
collector resistance. 

Accurate pnp-type current sources give more serious design problems. 
For a single transistor the collector resistance is again μ/5 (figure 3.4.5a). 
The gain with an emitter resistor Л е (figure 3.4.5b) is much less than in the case of 
an npn transistor because the base-collector current gain of a pnp transistor is so 
low in value. 
The best we can still do is to improve the pnp transistor with the aid of an npn 
transistor (figure 3 4.5c). A capacitance (indicated by dashed lines) e.g. in the 
form of an enlarged npn base-collector junction, should be added to keep 
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the circuit sufficiently quiet at high frequencies. With Sn = ß^Sp, we obtain for 
1 < SftRç < ßnßn a collector resistance of approximately 

* e / ( — + — ) · 3.4.1 
Mp Mn 

It should be further observed that this circuit is also used in the TCA 580 gyrator. 

Let us consider the parameter μ in greater detail. 

*--Oic=o--<lfe->,c· 

where w is the effective base width of the pnp transistor. The Early effect is due to 
the base width modulation resulting from a varying collector-emitter voltage. We 
have (see, for instance, Warner et al.1965) 

Vbc 

ж Pb^pb ЩГ ( 3.4.4 
с w 

where / с is the collector-current density, рь the equilibrium hole concentration in 
the base and Dpb the hole-diffusion constant for the base. 
Hence, 

The depletion layer of the base-collector junction is almost entirely in the n-type 
base region because this is the lightly doped side. Its thickness χ is 

where e is the permittivity (e « 1 pF/cm for silicon) and TVepi is the net impurity 
concentration in the base, i.e. in the epitaxial layer. Hence, 

9 w ~ Э * ~ (

 e л И 3 4 7 

аКСе ЭКьс (2qNepiVbc

) ' 
and 

w 2qNepiVbc „ 
μΡ кШ{ ё ) · 3 · 4 · 8 
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With w = 6 μπι, кТ/q = 25 mV, q = 1.6 χ 10-19C,JVepi = 1016/cm3, Vbc = 5 V and 
e = 1 pF/cm, we find μη « 3000, which is quite a realistic value. 

If we increase the effective base width, the Early effect of the transistor is 
decreased. 
Note that in the case of a lateral pnp transistor we are still free to choose the base 
width (figure 3.2.1c). 
On the other hand, it is known from experiments that the base-collector current 
gain is inversely proportional to the effective base width w. This leads to the 
conclusion that for an integration process the product ßnßn is independent of the 
base width of the transistor. For the process under consideration μρβη ^ 5 • 104. 
Hence, for w = 6 μηι with μη * 3000, βρ « 17 but for w = 18 μπι, μη « 9000 and 
0p =» 6, which yields a simple means of improving a single pnp transistor as a 
current source (figure 3.4.5d). 

Since the parameter μ is seldom discussed in such detail, we shall briefly consider some 
related formulae. 
The base-collector capacitance per unit area is also directly related to the depletion layer width, 

C b c P S S ( - 2 ^ ) • 

Hence, 

Cbc ρ ** ™ ^ с Ь с р ^ . 

This means that the 3-dB point of the collector impedance is a yardstick for the effective base 
width of the lateral pnp transistor (^ = 1.6 χ 10"" C;N e pi is known from the resistivity of the 
epitaxial layer and the collector current / c can be measured). 
Similar formulae apply to the vertical npn transistor, but in that case the main part of the 
depletion layer is in the collector and not in the base. We find 

_ . _ 2 , N S p ^ b 

M n kT/q eNepi 

9 e N e p i v, 
Cbcn - <^А> . 3 · 4 · 1 2 

" η Í ^SP 
— Cbcn * w—— , 3.4.13 
5 ÍQ 

where Ngp is the net impurity concentration in the shallow-p diffusion near the depletion layer. 
Since this concentration varies over the thickness of the SP diffusion, it cannot be· derived 
directly from the conductivity of the layer. If we take for Ngp 10% of the value which is found 
from the conductivity of the layer, i.e. 10% of 7 χ lO'Vcm3, we find with w = 1 μπι, 
kT/q = 25 mV, N e pj = lO'Vcm3, q = 1.6 χ 10"" С, Ъс = 5 V and e = 1 pF/cm, that μ η « 3600. 
With a base-collector area of 5000 /urn1 we obtain Cjjc η "" 0-65 pF. 
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The product μηβγι, too, in practice is independent of the base width, i.e. it is 
independent of the diffusion depth. In our case μηβη « 3 1 0 5 . 

3.5. Composite transistor gyrators 

In sec. 1.11 above we have already considered several examples of composite 
transistor gyrators, among them the TCA 580 (figure 1.11.11). 
The problems of latch-up, overflow limit cycle oscillations and stability at high 
frequencies have been considered in sections 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15, respectively. To 
improve the possibility of designing a gyrator which is free from these drawbacks, 
certain requirements must be imposed on the composite transistors as such. 
These requirements might be such as to ensure that composite transistors behave 
like single transistors. But that is still somewhat vague. What precise requirements 
should be imposed are not known. We can only make a guess. For instance, the 
DC characteristics of composite transistors should be of monotonie nature (see also 
Sandberg 1971). Composite transistors should be stable at high frequencies under a 
variety of more or less realistic circumstances. Only then have we a chance of 
arriving at a proper gyrator. 

Even so, despite all precautions, the complete gyrator has still to be checked after
wards. In practice many-designs which have passed all the previous checks still 
fail this last one. 
In the case of monolithic integration, moreover, the parasitic transistors (figures 
3.2.1b and d) have to be taken into account. Where two or more transistors are put 
in one island to save chip area and interconnections, extra parasites occur between 
the transistors and these have also tu be considered carefully. It is, for instance, 
advisable to simulate them on the breadboard. 

Next we shall discuss another example of a composite transistor gyrator. 
Because the circuit in question also contains current-controlled current sources in 
addition to composite transistors and improved supply current sources, we will 
take the opportunity to consider this type of circuit, too, in greater detail. It forms 
the next important group of integrated-circuit transistor composites. 

Let us start by considering npn-type current-controlled current sources (figure 
3.5.1). They all have a relatively low-impedance input and a current source as output. 
The current fed into the input is reproduced by the output current source. 
For example, if the two transistors 1 and 2 in figure 3.5.1a are identical and we 
neglect the influence of the Early effect, 

2 
'in = 'out(l +0 ) . 3.5.1 

i.e. i'out is almost equal to /щ. The error is caused by the base current of transistor 2. 
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¡η out 

(α) (b) (с) (d) 

Fig. 3.5.1. Npn-type current-controlled current sources. They all have a relatively low-
resistance input and a current source as output. The systematic inaccuracy of circuits 
a, b, с and d is roughly 2/0, (K o u t - щ) / vikT/q), D/ß(kT/q) and Ι/β*, respectively, 
D being a diode voltage (0.6 V). 

The error is greatly reduced in the circuit shown in figure 3.5.1b. Here, the main 
errors still remaining are due to transistor inequalities and to Early effect. A rough-
and-ready rule is that a 1 V difference in collector voltages results in a 1% difference 
in collector currents (with μ = 4000). 
In the circuit in figure 3.5.1c the base currents have been compensated: 

out = β2 +2β 
F +2/3 + 2 'in 

3.5.2 

The bulk of the Early effect of the output transistor 3 is fed back. The output 
resistance is very high (approx. ßß/2S). The lower transistors 4 and 5, however, still 
have different collector-emitter voltages. 
The circuit in figure 3.5.Id also solves this problem. It gives an accurate copy of the 
input current at the output. The value of the output current is scarcely influenced 
by the voltage at the output. 

As in the case of pnp-type current-controlled current sources, we have a 
complementary set of circuits (figures 3.5.2a — d). 
The circuit in figure 3.5.2a is too inaccurate for many purposes, but it has the highest 
cut-off frequency. 
A vertical pnp transistor should be used for transistor 1 in figure 3.5.2b. 
The circuit in figure 3.5.2c has not only different collector-emitter voltages for 
transistors 2 and 3, but extra error due to the fact that the substrate currents in the 
parasitic transistors do not balance. 
These problems are solved with the circuit in figure 3.5.2d. 
The peculiar circuit in figure 3.5.2e is similar to the circuit in figure 3.5.2a, the sole 
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difference being that the base current of transistor 4 is compensated by the arrange
ment comprising transistors 5,6 and 7. The base current of S is led to the current-
controlled current source 6, 7 and the collector current of 7 compensates for the 
base current of transistor 4. The behaviour of this circuit at high frequencies is 
different from that of the circuits in figures 3.5.2b — d. 

M 
ò 
in 

ó 

out 

(a) (b) 
(c) 

(d) 

о о 

(e) 

Fig. 3.S.2. Pnp-type current-controlled cunent sources. Figures а — d aie complementary 
to the circuits in figure 3.5.1. Transistor 1 should be a vertical pnp. The parasitic sub
strate currents of the transistors in figure с have been balanced out in figure d. With the 
aid of base-current compensation (figure e) the effective current gain of transistor 4 is 
improved so as to obtain better accuracy than in the case of the circuit in figure a. 

Two specimens of a different type of current-controlled current source are shown 
in figure 3.5.3. Whereas the previous circuits have been inverting circuits, the signal 
current is not inverted in these cases. The circuits are current mirrors. 
In the circuit in figure 3.5.3a, the supply current source feeds a constant current I to 
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transistor 3 and hence diodes 1 and 2 carry the same constant current. The signal 
voltage across the diodes is therefore almost zero, which means that the input 
resistance of the circuit is very low (1//35). An input current / + / (a signal current 
ƒ carried by a supply current /) results in an output current I - i(l — 3/0). 

in out + 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.5.3. Two current mirrors. In figure a the incoming signal current is reflected at 
a low resistance virtually earthed input. The circuit in figure b has a higher input 
resistance and displays completely different behaviour with regard to latch-up and 
high frequencies. The output resistances are high (J3M/3S). 

The circuit in figure 3.5.3b has a higher input resistance (1/5) and quite different 
properties at high frequencies and with regard to latch-up. 

Some of these current-controlled current sources, together with composite 
transistors and improved supply current sources, will be employed in a simple 
gyrator. By simple we mean in this case that the gyrator resistors and the ports 
are all earthed in order to have them accessible and to obtain the lowest possible 
number of 1С pins. Two examples are shown in circuit diagram form in figure 
3.5.4. Each consists of one stage with an inverting and a second with a non-inverting 
current-controlled current source. 
However, if we check the circuits for unwanted stable states, we find that in spite of 
its simplicity the circuit in figure 3.5.4a suffers from latch-up. We can have two 
saturating transistors (5 and 7). If we use the complementary circuit for the left-
hand stage (figure 3.5.4b), we no longer have an unwanted stable state provided 
IR < E and E~, where I is the supply current from the current sources, R the 
value of the gyration resistors, and E and E'the positive and negative supply 
voltage, respectively. 
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3^H Kf 8 > - -
¡11 ІД! 

(α) 

41 1Д! 

(b) 
Fig. 3.5.4. Two gyrator/FDNC resonant circuits with all resistors and capacitors earthed. 
The circuit in figure a suffers from latch-up. 
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Fig 3 S.S. Fully earthed composite transistor gyratot and FDNC. The signal circuits 
are indicated by continuous Unes, the supply by dashes and the external components 
by dotted lines. 

The circuit in figure 3.5.4b has been worked out in greater detail. 
The result is shown in figure 3.5.5. Transistors 1, 2, 5,6, 7 and 10 together form a 
composite npn transistor (see figure 3.4.2a) whose collector current is fed to an 
inverting current-controlled current source (8, 13,14,15 and 16, see figures 3.4 5c 
and 3.5.2b) with Early-effect compensation (diode 9). The supply circuitry is 
indicated by dashed lines Transistors 3,4 and 11,12 as well as 17, 18 are improved 
current sources (cascode circuits, see figure 3.4.4d). A second composite transistor 
(19, 21 and 24, see figure 3.4.3d) with current source 29 is provided with a level 
shift (diode 23) in order to ensure that base and emitter get approximately the same 
DC voltage. Diode 20 prevents the latch-up which might occur after the insertion of 
the level-shift diode 23. The current mirror (25, 27,28, 30, 31 and 35, see figure 
3.5 3b) is provided with Early-effect compensation (diodes 33,34) The whole 
circuit is practically base-current-compensated, so that the offset voltages across the 
gyration resistors are almost negligible. External components are indicated by dotted 
Unes 

When this circuit is used as a resonant circuit, the inaccuracy in the resonant 
frequency, i.e. the deviation from the design value as calculated on the basis of the 
values of the external components, is mainly determined by the inaccuracy of the 
current-controlled current source 8,9,13, 14, 15 and 16. A value obtained m 
practice leads to a worst-case tolerance of ± 2% on the resonant frequency. 
The low frequency losses of the resonant circuit are determined by the collector 
resistance of transistor 17, the output resistance of the current-controlled current 
source (8,13, 14,15, 16) and the input resistance of the artificial pnp transistor 
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(19,21,24) on the one hand and the resistances in the collectors of transistors 26 
and 27,30, together with the input resistance of the npn-type artificial transistor 
(1,2, 5,6, 7, 10) on the other. 
By far the lowest of these resistances is that of the current source 26. Its value is 

μρ _ М р А е _ 
S l+SRe/ßp ' 

where Re is the resistance of the emitter resistor of transistor 26. 
The low-frequency quality factor Qo of the resonant circuit is equal to the ratio of 
the resistance of eq. 3.5.3 to the gyration resistance, 

Observe that for S = Re'
i,Q0'» 2ßpRe/R and that for S = ßpRg"'. ßo * ßpRsl2R. 

If the supply current varies over a factor 0p, Q0 varies over a factor 4 only. 
With R = 10 kohms, Re = 2.5 kohms, μρ = 4000,0p = 20 and 5 = ql/kT (kT/q 
« 25 mV at room temperature) we find a low-frequency quality factor ßo of 
approximately 2000, 1200, 770 and 430 for / = 10,30, 100 and 300 μ A, respectively. 

The following are some concluding remarks on this gyrator. Under the conditions 
specified above it is free, from latch-up. At overflow transistor 19 comes into saturation, 
which means that overflow oscillations are damped. The circuit can be used as an 
earthed gyrator and as an FDNC (see sec. 1.16). The accuracy of this simple circuit 
is somewhat less than that of the TCA 580 gyrator. Its efficiency is 30% higher than 
that of the TCA 580. The number of 1С pins needed is so low that a triple gyrator 
can be made in an encapsulation with 16 pins. 

3.6. Non-linear circuits 

In the preceding sections we have discussed linear resistor, diode and transistor 
circuits. Although diodes and transistors are essentially non-linear, the circuits had 
to behave, at least as seen at the ports, as linearly as possible. We have used transistors 
mainly for their active power and not for their non-linearity. The gyrators which 
were constructed also have linear port equations. 
As an introduction to the design of the adaptive gyrator, we shall confine our 
discussion in this section to non-linear transistor constructions. Non-linear transistor 
circuits are still at a considerably earlier stage of development than linear circuits, 
but we shall try to select the essentials of their design. 
The fundamentals of non-linear transistor circuit design stem from Gilbert (1968 (1) 
and (2)). He developed the technique for the design of wideband amplifiers and 
multipliers. In those days the matching of integrated circuit transistors was still not 
sufficiently accurate to ensure widespread interest in his ideas, but nowadays there 
is a noticeable increase in the number of publications on the subject. 
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r*LĴ —̂ _Jh 
io) 

(b) 

(e) 

Fig. 3.6.1. Circuit diagram of a multiplier (a). The collector currents are subject to the 
relation /C l fc, = /CJ ¡CA • To be able to apply input currents to the collectors of the 
transistors of the multiplier ring, we have to employ feedback (b). The collector cunents 
now differ from the input currents by some base currents. A modification of the circuit 
(c) gives us a multiplier with base-current compensation. 
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Let us start our discussion by considering the elementary multiplier circuit in 
figure 3.6.1a (see also figure 1.19.5). We can write 

kT Ici 
*Ъеі = Щ- In (-^- + 1) , 3.6.1 

kT. hi 
« — In-τ— · 3.6.2 

я ι 

K b e 2 ~ — І п ^ , etc. 3.6.3 

The ring of base-emitter junctions gives 

*Ъеі - *Ъе2 + ъег - *Ъе4 = 0 . 3.6.4 

or (using equations 3.6.2 and 3.6.3) 

^сі •'сз _ I\ ¡3 
IC2 /c4 Іг I* 

3.6.5 

If the transistors are identical, they have equal collector-emitter voltages, and they 
are on the same temperature the saturation current /i = /2 = /3 = /4. Hence, 

/ c i / с з = 1 . 3.6.6 
ІС2 ^C4 

The circuit caters for current multiplication and division. 
Next let us consider the embedding of the circuit. We cannot apply the currents 
directly to the high-resistance collectors of the transistors. These behave as current 
sources. Feedback can solve the problem; see, for instance, figure 3.6.1b. Relation 
3.6.6 still holds with embedding, but the input currents/2, /3 and/4 are not 
precisely equal to the collector currents IC2, Ісз and /C4. Because the current in 
transistor 5 is approximately J ι + 7 2 , and its base current is approx. (/1 + / 2 )/0, 

/« 'J* - ^ - ^ + θ ψ ) . 3.6.7 

Similarly, 

/сз = ^ з -J-1±Ò + θ ψ ) , 3.6.8 

I* =JA - J ^ 1 + 0 ( ^ ) . 3.6.9 
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If we insert these results in eq. 3.6.6, we find for the output current J ι, 

j , = ^ ( і _ ! ± М _ э ) + 0 ( і ) 3.6.10 

for /3 -*• «χ». The error depends on the current ratio J^IJ%. For a large dynamic range of 
the multiplier the error term forms a serious problem. 
A simple variation on the circuit, however, solves the problem (figure 3.6.1c). In this 
case 

3.6.11 

3.6.12 

j = j J2+2I3+J* ( l . 
/сз - Js β + ϋ ^ 

and expression 3.6.10 is modified to 

Base-current compensation can be applied not only in current-controlled current sources, 
but also in multipliers. It increases the accuracy of the multiplier substantially. In fact, 
base-current compensation can be applied to almost all non-linear circuits, but it is 
often difficult to devise a simple implementation. 

4 θ ι 

s | 
TFT 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.6.2. A class-AB operational amplifier output stage (a) is modified to yield a 
class-AB input stage (b). The input signal s is divided into two parts s+ and s_ with 
s = s+ - s_. For higher signal levels s+ and s_ approach the rectified parts of the signal s. 

Next let us devote some thought to the class-AB operational amplifier output 
stage which is shown in figure 3.6.2a (see also figure 1.17.6). It is an unusual step 
to transform the circuit into a class-AB input stage (figure 3.6.2b). The operational 
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amplifier holds the input at some reference voltage (0). The input resistance of the 
circuit is extremely low. 
The input current s is divided into two parts: 

s = s+— s_ . 3.6.13 

Neglecting base currents and Early effect we have, because of the ring of base-
emitter junctions 1—4, 

s+s_ = Ρ , 3.6.14 

where ƒ is a supply current provided by the current source. Hence, 

3.6.15 

- Î + ( Î 2 + 4 / 2 ) H _ , £ 

s_ = i—= — . 3.6.16 

It is informative to see what happens when | s| 2 > T2. In that case 

s+ * —-j— , 3.6.17 

s + I s| 
3.6.18 

are the two rectified parts of the input signal s. High input currents can be handled 
with a low quiescent supply current. Equally important is the fact that the two signals 
s+ and s_ can be used to advantage in class-AB modulators and multipliers. 
Some further variations on the circuit in figure 3.6.2b are illustrated in figure 3.6.3. 
Figure 3.6.3a shows that the operational amplifier can sometimes be very simple, 
figure 3.6.3b that both outputs can even be at the same side. In this case only npn 
transistors are used. 

The output signals from the circuit in figure 3.6.3b can be applied to a ring 
(de)modulator (figure 3.6.4). The circuit can be used in a switching mode (square-
wave voltage between points a and b) but also as a multiplier. In the latter case two 
diodes (5,6) have to be added, which are fed by currents I + i and / - /, respectively. 
Here ƒ is a supply current carrying a signal current i (| i | < У). We have 

lai + ' c 4 * 4 , 3 · 6 · 1 9 

and because of the ring of diodes (5,1,4, 6), 
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(α) (b) 

Fig. 3.6.3. Variations on the class-AB input stage of figure 3.6.2b. In some cases the 
operational amplifier reduces to a simple circuit (a). The output signals s+ and s_ can 
also both be obtained from npn transistors (b). 

+ + 

f ' ι ' ^ 

: i—i 

( s + - s_)i 

I + i 

s+ s_ 
Fig. 3.6.4. The two signal parts s+ and J_ (s = s + - s_) are applied to a ring (de)modulator. 
A multiplier can be made by adding diodes S and 6, which are fed by a supply current I 
carrying signal currents i and - ι , respectively. The output signal is si//. This (de)modulator 
has an extremely low carrier-leakage, compared with that of common class-Α (de)moduUtors. 
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(/+ 

Hence, 

/ci 

/C4 

0' 

« 

AS 

Similarly, 

/« 

/сз 

« 

S í 

Гс4 * 

21 

I-i 
Ή 

1+ i 
21 

I-i 
11 

(/-

S+ , 

* + · 

í_ . 

s_ . 

O'ci 3.6.20 

3.6.21 

3.6.22 

3.6.23 

3.6.24 

The difference between the two output currents is 

hi +/сз -кг -ІЫ *> (s+-J

S-)i = S-j- . 3.6.25 

Note that even if we account for the base currents of the modulator transistors, no 
distortion in the output signal is observed. 
None of that is very unusual. If, however, the signal is not present, only supply 
currents are fed to the modulator. The output signal of the modulator ought to be 
zero but, owing to small inaccuracies, there is always 'carrier leakage' (/' = carrier). 
In the case of the commonly used class-Α modulation the supply current is about 
two orders of magnitude larger than here. Class-AB operation of the modulator 
reduces the carrier leakage by about two orders. 

Only class-Α multipliers have been reported in the literature (Gilbert 1968 (2), 
McGinn 1973). We have discussed above the multiplication of a class-AB signal 
(s = s+ - s J by a class-Α signal (I + /',/- ι, I i | < ƒ). Two class-AB signals 
s = s+ - s_ and t+ - t_ are multiplied by each other in the circuit in figure 3.6.5. We 
then have 

st = (s+ - О 0+ - О = V+ + *_'_ - V - - *_'+ · 3.6.26 

All terms in the right-hand side are made separately. The subtraction can be 
performed with a current-controlled current source (see, for instance, figure 3.5.2d). 
Observe that the multiplier circuit is completely base-current compensated. The 
principle can be extended to any number of input variables. 

We will conclude this section on non-linear circuits by examining some other 
interesting circuits. The circuit in figure 3.6.6a, which has also been reported by 
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Fig. 3.6.5. A full class-AB four-quadrant multiplier. With input signals s = s+ — s_ and 
t = t+ - r_ (s^ s_, t^ t_ > 0), we can write st = s+t+ + i_t_ - s+t_ - sj+. All tenns are 
made separately. Note that the three points denoted by A should be thought of as being 
interconnected. The output terms are added by interconnection and can be subtracted 
by means of a single current-controlled current source (figure 3.5.2). 

Gilbert (1975), calculates the function (x2 +y2y* of two currents χ and y. The 
circuit operates over two quadrants (y > 0). A variant is shown in figure 3.6.6b. Let 
us calculate the output current of this last circuit. All transistors are assumed to be 
identical and we will neglect base currents and Early effect. Then, 

•'C4 _ •'cs = : ^ci "̂  x · 

У = Ie* + 'ci = 2 / c i +x > 

/ c i = (У-Х)І2 , 

/c5= (у + х)І2 , 

Ici = Ісъ = Id = Ici = Out/2 · 

Because of the ring of diodes 5,1,2 and 6, /Cs/ci = /ci'ce · Hence, 

which completes the calculation. 

3.6.27 

3.6.28 

3.6.29 

3.6.30 

3.6.31 

3.6.32 
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( x 2

 + y2)1/2 

(a) (Ы 
Fig. 3.6.6. Twaall-npn non-lineai transistor circuits. The circuit in figure a calculates the 
function (x 1 + y 1 ) ^ of two input currents ж and у (у > 0). The circuit of figure b is a 
variant. 

A further extension is from Barker and Hart (1974), who presented a simple circuit 
which calculates for positive x,y, z,... the function 

(pen +yn +zn + .. .γ/" . 3.6.33 

Many more non-linear transistor circuits can and will be devised. In many cases 
their simplicity is striking. Particularly attractive are circuits which operate in 
class-AB, because of their inherently greater accuracy and low power consumption. 

3.7. The adaptive gyrator 

The design of the adaptive gyrator has developed through many circuits. It was a 
laborious process of trial and error. Its new concept and stringent requirements made 
great demands on the electronics and on the technology used. The ultimate outcome 
is a unique set of circuits with exclusive properties. 
The set of circuits can be combined essentially in two ways. In the first case gyrator 
resonant circuits with self-controlled supply current for electronic filters are made. 
In the second case we obtain a sine-cosine oscillator. The resonant and oscillator 
frequency can be varied linearly with a single resistor or control current. 
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The equations of the heart of the circuitry read (see sec. 1.19) 

'•- т,Ь 

---'tl· 
where Ä! and Äj are two equal integrated gyration resistors and 11 and /2 are control 
currents. 
In addition to these gyrator equations, we make the currents 

Щх = ( - £ ; ) 2 / Л ' 3 · 7 · 3 

«li = ( ^ ) 2 / Л - 3.7.4 

the sum of which is a measure for the envelope of the signal on the gyrator. 
The first part of the section will be devoted to the implementation of these four 
equations. This is followed by a description of the circuits which determine the 
control currents Ι χ and Іг in accordance with the equation 

ЛЯі = /jÄe . 3.7.5 

where Λ, is an integrated resistor and R^ an external resistor 
The description as a whole ends with a discussion of the circuits used when the 
adaptive gyrator is employed as oscillator Some experimental results are also 
reported. 

From the comments on the TCA 580 gyrator we have learned that the lowest 
permissible supply voltage to the adaptive gyrator should be kept as small as possible. 
In many cases it is this voltage which determines whether the circuit is usable or not 
The adaptive gyrator has been made fully floating with two identical differential 
stages We have opted for pnp-type composite transistors in the differential stages, 
this has the advantage that their collector currents can be applied directly to all-npn 
multipliers 
The principle circuit of a differential stage is shown in figure 3.7.1 (see also figure 
1.19 6). The control currents /j and /j are used simultaneously as supply currents. 

/ci = Λ - ι . 3.7.6 

/c4 = Λ + ι . 3 7.7 

/c2 + 'сэ - 2 / Î , 3 7.8 

Ісіісэ = IÇIIQ* • 3 7.9 
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Hence, 

/c2 = /a - £- * , 

/сз = h + -Λ ι 

/ ι 

h 
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3.7.10 

3.7.11 

Fig. 3.7.1. Circuit diagram of a voltage-controlled current source of the adaptive gyrator. 
A voltage between the base terminals bA and b^ gives rise to a current i in the resistor 
connected between the emitters eA and e^. This current is multiplied by a factor /,/ƒ, 
in the lower stage. The output current (/,//,)i flows from collector cA to <ß. 

The collector output current amounts to (/2//1 ) 1, which is in the same form as 
equations 3.7.1 and 3.7.2. Two differential stages of this type are cross-coupled to 
form a gyrator. 

The development of the pnp-type composite transistor, from the circuit which 
we used in the TCA 580 gyrator (Voorman and Biesheuvel 1972; see also figure 
3.4.3f), is illustrated in figure 3.7.2. To the folded Darlington (3,4) with level-shift 
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(α) (b) (с) 

Fig. 3 7 2. Three stages in the development of the composite pnp transistor for the 
differential stages of the adaptive gyrator. The modifications have the effect of 
improving the accuracy (the loop gain is mcreased by a factor ßn) and reducing the 
minimum permissible supply voltage by one diode voltage to approx 2 1 V 

transistor (6) have been added two diodes 1 and 5 and a capacitor 7. Diode 1 
prevents the occurrence of unwanted latch-up states Diode 5 and the small SP-epi 
junction capacitor 7 (approx. 1 pF) stabilize the circuit at high frequencies. 
The first point which should be observed is that in the case of the adaptive gyrator 
the supply current can be very low, depending on the signal level on the gyrator. 
The transconductance of the circuit in figure 3 7 2a is approx ßnS It is proportional 
to the value of the supply current It gives an error in the effective gyration con
ductance (eq. 3.3.15) of(2G/ßnS) • 100% With C"1 = 10 kohms and 0n = 100 the 
error is already 1% for a supply current of 5 μΑ. The resonant frequency will depend 
on the supply current, i.e. on the signal level on the gyrator. When the quality factor 
of the resonant circuit is several hundred this effect is clearly observed as a form of 
hysteresis. The resonance curve 'bends over' and is no longer a single-valued function 
All we can do about this is to increase the loop gain m the composite transistor, at 
the same time preserving hf and DC stability. The solution which we have found is 
shown in figure 3.7 2b. 

This modification increases the loop gain by a factor βη

2 A part of this factor is 
sacrificed in order to improve the stability. Current source 12 (figure 3 7 2c) and 
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diode 13 together reduce the loop gain again by a factor ßn. A small capacitance IS 
stabilizes the circuit still further. 
Diode 1 (figure 3.7.2a) has to ensure, via diode 5 and the base-emitter diode of 
transistor 6, that current source 2 cannot saturate. This, however, can only be 
guaranteed if the base voltage V^ is more than 3 diode voltages (3D) below the 
positive supply voltage V+. With the arrangement shown in figure 3.7.2c only two 
diode voltages are needed. The circuit in figure 3.7.2c comes into operation when 
V+- Kb > 2D and, on the other hand, when Fb - V_>D+ Vce Μ ι , where Kc e s a t 
is a collector-emitter saturation voltage. In practice we calculate with VQC sat '"D/l. 
The minimum supply voltage for the circuit is approx. 3}£D (« 2.1 V). We have 
succeeded in designing all further circuits for the same lower supply voltage. 
The supply current which passes through diode 5 (figure 3.7.2c) is very low. Owing to 
capacitive leakage currents, e.g. to the substrate, diode 5 can become non-conducting. 
Diode 14 is included to reduce the resultant voltage jumps at the base of pnp transis
tor 6. 
The collector current of transistor 4 is 

'с4=Л;2 - / Ь 9 + / Ь з + ' · 3.7.12 

All three supply current sources 2, 8 and 12 give a current I,. Hence, /be * /Ьз 
« ƒ, /ßn and 

/C4 =/ , +/ . 3.7.13 

It would be natural to connect the output stage (transistors 2 and 3 in figure 3.7.1) 
between the base of transistor 4 and the base of the corresponding transistor of the 
second composite pnp of the differential stage. This, however, introduces latch-up 
problems and we have to construct interfaces (figure 3.7.3). The output stage is 
connected between points a and b, instead of between A and B. We can draw a 
current from a without influencing the equality Kbeis = Vbe22 because the current 
is divided into two equal parts (via 17 and 18) which influence the two diode voltages 
equally. 

The output stage is shown in figure 3.7.4. Two different sets of current sources 
are distinguished. Those which give a supply current /i are denoted by 1 and those 
which give a supply current /j by 2. The current sources 37 and 40 have to provide 
for / j , but also for the base currents of the differentia] stage which is connected 
between the points cA and cB when the gyrator is completed. More precisely, the 
current sources 2 have to supply a current /j + Ii/ßn-
Let us consider the currents in greater detail. If we neglect Early effect but account 
for base currents, 

'с45 = Ь + h Ih . 3.7.14 

Λ;4β - Λ/0η > 3.7.15 
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Fig. 3.7.3. Two pnp-type composite transistors with interfaces to the output stage. The 
output stage will be connected between points a and b. More multipliers, e.g. a phase-
comparator and a correlator-multiplier if the circuit is used as a phase-locked loop, can 
be connected to these points without affecting the behaviour of the gyrator. 

+ + 

% éL0 i5èè'9 

'39 U2 ¿7 

Fig. 3.7.4. Output stage. The output current amounts i / ] / / , · An important characteristic 
of this type of output stage is that the signal current drawn from collector cA is exactly 
equal to the signal current flowing into collector c^. If this exact equality were not 
achieved, the ports of the gyrator could not be used floating. 
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^C46 = h > 

-ÍC47 = A / t tn > 

lew + A:42 = 2/2/αη , 

/сзв + Д;4і = 2/2 , 

3.7.16 

3.7.17 

3.7.18 

3.7.19 

and the collector output current is indeed (/2//1 ) /' (see also eq. 3.7.13). The circuit is 
base-current compensated. 
On the other hand if we neglect base currents and account for Early effect, we find 
that the effective gyration conductance and the port offset do not depend directly 
on the value of the supply voltage, but only on the difference between the port 
voltage level and the negative supply voltage. We obtain almost ideal compensation 
when the port voltages (in the quiescent condit ion) are between 2D and 3D above the 
negative supply voltage. The pnp-type current sources have been implemented as 
lateral transistors with a wider base (figure 3.4.5d), so that μ « 8000. The offset 
deviates 5 0/oo/V and the gyration conductance and with it the resonant frequency 
2.5 0/oo/V. When only the total supply voltage was varied, say from 3 to 10 V, 
leaving the voltage difference between the gyrator terminals and the negative supply 
voltage unchanged, we measured a variation in the resonant frequency of the order 
of 0.05 0/oo/V. The frequency is indeed virtually independent of the positive supply 
voltage. 

(a) 

SP 

emitters-

collectors 

bases 

(b) 

Fig. 3.7.5. Simple example of a layout design compensating for linear gradients in the 
transistor properties according to their position on the chip. Transistors 39 and 42 (see 
figure 3.7.4) would normally be located in one island, but here they are placed one on 
either side of transistor 47. If l¿£ = α/^, = α 2 /^, , then (/ς,, + / м . У/с,, = α + I/o, 
which is very close to 2, even if α is not precisely equal to 1. 
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Finally, we can calculate the influence of the tolerances on the saturation currents 
of all transistors involved. The resulting expressions are of great assistance for 
designing the layout. They show which transistors have to be grouped together to get 
them as nearly the same as possible. Linear gradients in the transistor properties 
according to their position on the chip can in many cases be taken into account in 
the layout (see figure 3.7.5). These gradients in properties need not be due to the 
masks or diffusions, but can also be caused by small temperature differences or strain 
in the chip. 

α t> 

Fig. 3.7.6. Square:. We have ip — iq = la^2/^ . A similar result is obtained from the 
squarei circuit in the second voltage-controlled current source of the gyrator. 
Addition gives us la^/l,, where α is a measure for the envelope of the signal on the 
gyrator. 

A squarer circuit is shown in figure 3.7.6 (see equations 3.7.3 and 3.7.4). 
Since 

/cw=/css=A -ι' , 3.7.20 

Ĉ27 =^cs6 =h +'" . 3.7.21 

we have 

ip = αη(/, + i 2 / / i ) . 3.7.22 

»q = в п ( Л - і /і) · 3.7.23 

The difference, ip — in = 2αηΐ2//ι, will be used below. 
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We have tacitly assumed above that the circuits which control the currents Λ and 
Лі + Λ /Αι ä16 perfect, i.e. that they exhibit both base-current and Early-effect 
compensation. This is also correct, as will be subsequently shown. In practice we use 
two types of control circuit; see figures 3.7.7 and 3.7.8. The circuit in figure 3.7.8 
has been developed for the case that not only the ratio /г/Л is variable, but also 
the actual currents, depending on the signal level on the gyrator. The circuit in 
figure 3.7.7 is a simplified version for gyrators with a fixed supply current. It can, 
for instance, be employed when the gyrator is used as oscillator. 

+ + + + + 
; 58 ι 60 | 62 ι 164 

Α-
+ + 

6Θ 

V 

Ö ι bU ι Ы ι \bU ι bö ; 

К 

( ' 59 

К К 

- > • < -

А 

65 •Έ 

( α ) 

Fig. 3.7.7. Simple control circuit (a). The supply current ƒ, is determined by a current 
stabilizer (transistors 57-61), /, = D/Щ (+ i?a), where D is approx. 0.6 V and ü j is a 
monolithic resistor. The means for efficient starting of the current stabilizer are not 
shown. Transistors 57 and 66 have been both implemented with base-current compen
sation (see figure b). 
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The simplest circuit, that in figure 3.7.7, shows an internal (monolithic) resistor R[, 
possibly in series with a small external resistor for initial frequency adjustment, and 
an external resistor RQ. Since transistors 57 and 66 have been implemented as is 
shown in figure 3.7.7b and thus have a very high base-collector current gain, 

'Ri * /cs9 « 'cse =Λ · 3.7.24 

On the other hand, 

/ces * 'см -/сет = h + Λ/Αι - / J / A I · 3.7.25 

But since /bes « /2 /fti a n d 'bes * h lßn> 

/Re * /2 . 3.7.26 

The voltage across Rj ( + Ra) and Re are very nearly equal. Hence, /RJÄ; * iRj^e 
or Д/?i =s /2Ä e (see eq. 3.7.5). 

The effective gyration resistance isÄfc/i/Zj = (Rfc/RùRe* where 7?£ is the 
integrated gyration resistance indicated by dashed lines in figure 3.7.1. The ratio 
R/c/Ri is determined in the layout. The gyration resistances and with them the 
inverse of the resonant frequency or oscillation frequency vary proportionally 
with the value of R2 • In practice a variation from 20 Hz to 20 kHz can be easily 
controlled. The deviation from linearity is of the order of 0.1% over a frequency 
variation by a factor 3. 

The control circuit for the gyrator with self-controlled supply current is shown in 
figure 3.7.8. From the left-hand current-controlled current source (in dashed lines) 
we obtain a yardstick for the amplitude of the signal on the gyrator. It is applied to 
the collector of transistor 71. Via transistor 67 we have /C5B = /1 = 2a2 /Iι or 

Λ = av/2 . 3.7.27 

This control ensures with a safety margin of 3 dB that the supply current is higher 
than the signal currents. The supply current is adapted to the signal level on the 
gyrator. Resistor R0 is included to ensure effective starting of the circuitry. It 
determines the quiescent supply current. 
On the other hand, Icboßcsi *" AWcve or 

'Rj/'Re * Λ/Λ · 3.7.28 
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Fig. 3.7.8. Supply current control for the adaptive gyrator. The signal amplitude, which 
is derived from the squarers, is used to control the supply current /, (/, = asjl). The ratio 
ƒ,/ƒ, is determined by the resistance ratio R^R\. Transistors 57 and 84 have both been 
implemented with base-current compensation (see figure 3.7.7b). The collector current 
of 74 is used for base-current compensation of 67 and 76 (via 66, 70 and 75 and the 
current-controlled current sources 65, 69 and 73,77). 

With 1щЯ{ = /RçAe we obtain 

Л//а « Ле/Лі 3.7.29 

(again see eq. 3.7.5). This circuit, too, is completely base-current and Early-effect 
compensated. 
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For use as an adaptive gyrator with self-controlled supply current we need two 
of each of the circuits shown in figures 3.7.3, 3.7.4 and 3.7.6, together with the 
control circuit in figure 3.7.8. Altogether this requires a chip size of approx. 6 mm2. 
For a gyrator with a fixed supply current the control circuit can be replaced by the 
simpler one in figure 3.7.7. To be able to employ the circuit as an oscillator we can 
also use the simpler control circuit, but we still require an amplitude control (see 
figure 3.7.9). 

•n 

70 

> 
à 80 87 

< 
+ + 
I 74 ι 76 81 

i^SL 
| i q 4 

Fig. 3.7.9. Amplitude control circuit. The circuit stabilizes the amplitude of the signal 
on a 'symmetrical' resonant circuit to the value where the ip's and the iq's fit the 
current ratio imposed by the current sources 74, 76 and 81, i.e. to a = /, (2/3)^ « 0.8/,. 
The circuit operates in full class В so that its output current does not influence the 
offset and resonant frequency of the gyrator. 
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The amplitude control circuit is somewhat complicated in its behaviour. The ip's 
together amount to (see eq. 3.7.22) Hi + α2/Λ 3 η £1 the in s to 2/i - а2/Λ. These 
currents match the current sources 74, 76 and 81 if 

(2/, + a2//, ) / 2 = 2/, - α2//ι , 3.7.30 

or 

a = /,(2/3)^ « O.S/j . 3.7.31 

Any deviation from this value is fed back, either via 73 and 86 or via 77 and 82 (but 
not via both pairs class-B operation). The difference is multiplied by the signal 
current ι (/C7i = Λ - ι , /сев = Л + 0· The multiplier consists of 70 and 87 in 
combination with either 73 and 86 or 77 and 82. 
We feed a signal current back to the base bB of the differential stage (bA is assumed 
to be earthed) This results in either a damping or an undamping of the resonant 
circuit, depending on whether a > О.вД or a < О.в/,. Thus, the oscillator amplitude 
is stabilized. We measured an amplitude stability of the order of ± 10% over a 
frequency range of a factor 100 A much better result still can be obtained by 
applying the damping or undamping symmetrically to both differential stages of 
the gyrator. 

3.8. Conclusion 

Electronic principles have been described above for the design of composite 
transistors, current-controlled current sources and improved supply current sources. 
The latter were applied in the design of the gyrator in figure 3.5.5. 
Further examples of composite-transistor gyrators have been shown in figures 
1 11.11 and 1.17.5, the circuit illustrated in the latter figure has been integrated 
while that in the former has gone into industrial production. 

The implementation of adaptive gyrator principles calls for non-hnear electronics. 
An introduction to non-hnear composite-transistor electronics can be found in sec. 
3.6. A description of adaptive gyrator circuits has been presented in sec. 3.7. 

When we originally started designing the adaptive gyrator it was with self-
controlled supply current for use in filters, but oscillator applications gradually 
came to the fore. 
The last adaptive gyrator chip which we made behaved properly apart from the 
squarers The squarers were still different from those described and had a high 
offset. We nevertheless based an experimental FSK transmitter (see sec. 1.20) and 
FM modulators on this chip. The extra circuits (interfaces, shaping circuits and 
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amplitude modulator) needed for the FSK transmitter were built in breadboard form 
around the chip. 
About that time a need arose for a tone encoder and decoder for paging and mobile 
radio applications. For this purpose we used the adaptive gyrator circuit parts, 
developed the amplitude control circuit (fig. 3.7.9) and combined these to a 
controllable oscillator, which in turn was used as a basis for a phase-locked loop. 
Capture-range control circuits and an automatic gain control were added. Fast 
acquisition was ensured by using two modes of operation, one with a detuned 
oscillator frequency and a wide capture range which is switched over to the second, 
with a narrow capture range, shortly after a tone has been found. 
In particular, the general-purpose character of the circuit has proved attractive, i.e. 
its ability to programme the frequencies externally with a switched resistor array 
for resistor Re (figure 3.7.7), the possibility it offers of a capture range that is 
frequency-independent as well as one that is proportional to the oscillator frequency, 
and the clean sine wave (distortion of the order of —50 dB) from the oscillator, 
which enabled us to cover a very wide frequency band without any problem of 
responses on harmonics and subharmonics. 
The chip of the tone encoder/decoder contains some 160 gyrator components 
(transistors, diodes and resistors) and 180 components for the additional circuitry. 
It measures 2 χ 4.2 mm2 and recently went into production. Its power consumption 
is of the order of 1 mW. 
The measured results which we have reported were obtained with this chip. 
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SUMMARY 

The gyrator is the fifth elementary electric network component next in the row 
to resistor, capacitor, inductor and transformer. It is the simplest 'non-reciprocal', 
'non-energjc' element conceivable. Related components, such as the isolator and 
circulator, are well known from microwave applications. At low frequencies the 
simulation of bulky and thus expensive coils in electric filters by means of gyrators 
and capacitors has attracted considerable attention. Small and accurate gyrators can 
be constructed nowadays, largely owing to the availability of modern integrated 
circuit techniques. Our first design, the TCA 580 gyrator, has become an industrial 
product. The recognition that an electronic gyrator can be used for more than just 
inductance simulation is of more recent date. 

The thesis begins with some gyrator history and discusses the filter problems 
that can be solved by employing electronic gyrators. Then a survey of modern 
gyrator implementations is given, followed by a presentation of new aspects of 
stabUity. We distinguish between undesirable stable states, overflow oscillations 
and instability at high frequencies. 
An excursion to gyrator-like approaches with resistors, capacitors and operational 
amplifiers is followed by new estimates of the power consumption of the electronic 
gyrators in filters, given the dynamic range of the signal and the noise power. Then 
the adaptive gyrator principles are introduced, i.e. controllability, instantaneous 
signal amplitude detection and the automatic self-control of the supply current. 
The first chapter ends with a survey of new applications, viz. a coil-less telegraphy 
transmitter, a matched-filter receiver for frequency-shift keyed signals, and coupled 
quadrature filters. 

The second chapter considers the synthesis of a class of important - we have 
called them structural - gyrators from idealized active network components 
(nullors) and resistors. This part considers in depth the relations between the 
various gyrator circuits and reveals limitations on their design. 

The third and concluding chapter of the thesis is a treatise on the electronic 
design of monolithic gyrators, including the adaptive gyrator. Attention is paid in 
particular to the design of linear and non-linear transistor composites. 
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SAMENVATTING 

De gyrator is naast de weerstand, kondensator, spoel en transformator het vijfde 
basis-element uit de theorie van de elektrische netwerken. Het is het eenvoudigste 
element dat "niet-reciprook" en "niet-energetisch" is. Afgeleide komponenten, zo
als de isolator en de circulator, zijn vooral bekend van de mikrogolf toepassingen. 
Bij lage frekwenties heeft de simulatie van grote en dus dure filterspoelen met be
hulp van gyratoren en kondensatoren sterk de aandacht getrokken. 
Tegenwoordig kunnen kleine nauwkeurige gyratoren gemaakt worden, vooral dank
zij het beschikbaar zijn van de moderne integratie technieken. De eerste door ons 
ontworpen gyrator, de TCA 580, is een industrieel produkt geworden. 
Dat een elektronische gyrator voor meer gebruikt kan worden dan alleen het simu
leren van zelfindukties, is pas veel recenter onderkend. 

Het proefschrift begint met de geschiedenis van de gyrator en geeft een antwoord 
op de vraag voor welke filterproblemen het gebruik van elektronische gyratoren een 
oplossing kan geven. Een overzicht wordt gegeven van de belangrijkste gyrator reali
saties, gevolgd door een presentatie van nieuwe inzichten betreffende de stabiliteit. 
We onderscheiden ongewenste stabiele toestanden, oversturings problemen en sta-
biliteits problemen bij hoge frekwenties. Een uitstapje naar filters bestaande uit 
weerstanden, kondensatoren en operationele versterkers wordt gevolgd door nieuwe 
afschattingen van het verbruik van elektronische gyratoren in filters bij een gegeven 
signaal dynamiek en ruisniveau. Verder worden de adaptieve gyrator principes ge
ïntroduceerd, d.w.z. de stuurbaarheid, de praktisch traagheidsloze signaalniveau 
detektie en de automatische voedingsstroom regeling. Nieuwe toepassingen, te we
ten een telegrafiezender zonder spoelen, een optimale detektor voor frekwentie 
verschuiving gemoduleerde signalen en gekoppelde kwadratuur filters, besluiten het 
eerste hoofdstuk. 

Het tweede hoofstuk geeft een synthese van een bepaalde (voor de toepassingen 
belangrijke) klasse van gyratoren, uitgaande van geïdealiseerde aktieve netwerk kom
ponenten (nullors) en weerstanden. Dit gedeelte geeft een dieper inzicht in de samen
hang tussen de gyrator schakelingen en de mogelijkheden om ze te implementeren. 

Het derde en laatste hoofdstuk van het proefschrift behandelt het elektronisch 
ontwerpen van monolitische gyratoren, met inbegrip van het ontwerp van de 
adaptieve gyrator. Speciale aandacht wordt besteed aan het ontwerpen van lineaire 
en niet-lineaire bouwstenen (transistor kombinaties). 
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STELLINGEN 
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I 

Hoewel de gyrator zich van de vier klassieke netwerk elementen — weerstand, kon-
densator, spoel en transformator — onderscheidt door zijn met-reciproke eigen
schappen, onderscheidt een elektronische gyrator opgebouwd met behulp van 
elektronenbuizen en transistoren zich niet van andere elektronenbuis- en transistor-
schakelingen door de met-reciprociteit, maar door zijn verhesvnjheid 

Proefschrift par 1 18 

II 

De veronderstelling dat het moeilijker is om een elektronische gyrator met één of 
twee zwevende poorten te maken dan een met met-zwevende poorten houdt ver
band met het feit dat operationele versterkers in het algemeen geen gebalanceerde 
uitgang bezitten, en is in zijn algemeenheid onjuist 

Proefschrift par 1 16 
Veronderstelling Orchard en Sheahan (1970) blz 118, 

DeJuhoetal (1973) blz 113 

Tegenvoorbeelden Rao (1969), Tnmmel en Heinlein (1971), 
Voorman en Biesheuvel (1972) 

III 

Hoewel het vervangen van zelfmdukties, elk door een elektronische gyrator afgeslo
ten met een kondensator, in vele gevallen geen problemen meer geeft, is het aan te 
bevelen om ook te onderzoeken of de specifieke gyratoreigenschappen wellicht aan
leiding kunnen geven tot een eenvoudiger systeemopzet 

Proefschrift par 1 20 
Voorbeelden ideale frekwentie modulator, telegrafie zender, 

FSK demodulator, gekoppelde Weaver filters 

IV 

De synthese van strukturele gyratoren uit weerstanden en nullors is equivalent aan 
de synthese van strukturele positieve mimittantie inverters 

Proefschrift hfdst 2 



ν 
Het ontwerpen van een elektronische schakeling resulteert in een éénduidige afbeel
ding van de gewenste funktie(s) in relatie(s) tussen elektrische variabelen; één-ééndui
digheid wordt verkregen door te voldoen aan zekere stabiliteitsvoorwaarden, in de 
praktijk te onderscheiden in 
- DC stabiliteit - stabiliteit bij oversturing - stabiliteit bij hoge frekwenties. 

Proefschrift paragrafen 1.13, 1.14 en 1.15. 

VI 

De ideale frekwentie modulator - bestaande uit een tijdafhankelijke gyrator aan de 
beide poorten afgesloten met gelijke kapaciteiten, en een amplitude regeling — wordt 
beschreven door de vergelijkingen: 

-£- + σ ( δ ) ι > , = - ù)(t)v2 , -^- + σ ( δ ) ν 2 = + ω ( ί ) ν 1 , 

met б = ( і 2 + 2

2 ) ^ — Ι ε η δ σ ( δ ) Χ ) voor — <» < δ < + » , welke verwant zijn 
aan de vergelijking van Van der Pol, en welke 
— in polaire coördinaten scheiding van de variabelen toelaten, 
— in het fazevlak een stabiele cirkelvormige limietcyclus méi straal 1 opleveren, 
— de oplossing met instantaan regelbare hoeksnelheid ω ( t ) het fazevlak doen door

lopen. 

Proefschrift pai. 1.19. 
Zie ook: Minorsky, N. (1962) 'Nonlinear oscillations'. 

п 

Bij de analyse van vlakke optische interferentiefilters bestaande uit een opeenstape
ling van homogene lagen met verschillende dielektrische eigenschappen en diktes kan 
de frekwentiekarakteristiek sneller berekend worden met behulp van de methode van 
Kinariwala dan door een direkte numerieke vermenigvuldiging van de transmissie-
matrices van de opeenvolgende lagen, terwijl de laatstgenoemde methode geschikter 
is voor het berekenen van een gesimuleerde rekorderkromme. 

Rekorderkromme transmissie (evt. reflektie) van het filter zoals deze 
gemeten wordt tijdens het aangroeien van de lagen 
(in de produktie), i.h.a. bij één frekwentie. 

Zie: Kinariwala, B.K. (1966) Theory of cascaded structures: lossless 
transmission lines', The Bell System Technical Journal 45, 631-649. 
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Met behulp van een komplementaire span-
ningsingangstrap is het mogelijk om span
ningsvariaties te meten op plaatsen waar 
geen gelijkstroomweg naar aarde aanwezig 
is (voorbeeld: zie figuur). 

IX 

Een snelle acquisitie van een faze geregelde lus voor toondetektie met een vermenig
vuldigende of schakelende faze detektor, die bij gelijke signaalfrekwentie en oscilla-
torfrekwentie zich instelt rond een fazeverschil van 90° en labiel is rond een faze-
verschil van 270° en bij 270° fazeverschil géén of slechts een klein regelsignaal geeft, 
kan worden verkregen door te werken in twee modes: 

— één met het gewenste houdgebied H en de juiste centrale frekwentie, waarop 
overgeschakeld wordt direkt nadat in de tweede mode 

- met een vergroot vanggebied (dat H overlapt) en een verschoven centrale frekwen
tie (buiten H), 

een toon gedetekteerd wordt. 

Daar de tijd benodigd voor de ontwikkeling van een geïntegreerde schakeling vaak in 
belangrijke mate bepaald wordt door pogingen om ondanks de beperkingen die de 
technologie stelt toch een zo goed mogelijk resultaat te verkrijgen, en de ontwikkei-
kosten vaak veel hoger zijn dan de direkte produktiekosten (chip, testen, omhulling), 
is het van belang om de technologie te verbeteren, zelfs als dit de direkte chipkosten 
wat zou verhogen. 

Voorbeeld: een integratieproces voor analoge schakelingen met optimale 
npn èn pnp tiansistoren. 



XI 

In filters met spanningsversterkers met versterking К, en 

1_ 
К K0

 ] ω τ 

gelden voor een overdrachtsfunktie G(llK) = ln|G| + j arg G = a + ¡φ , daar waar 
G(l/K) analytisch is, de vergelijkingen van Cauchy-Riemann, welke in de volgende 
vorm geschreven kunnen worden: 

ωχ 

ωχ 

αφ 
9ωχ 

Эд 
9ωχ 

^ о 

= -KD 

ω 
ωχ 

ω 
ωχ 

tfo 

Κα 

Эд 

дКа 

dip 

zodat de gevoeligheid van de overdrachtsfunktie ten opzichte van de afsnijfrekwentie 
van de spanningsversterker (ωχ) veelal direkt te bepalen is uit de gevoeligheid ten op
zichte van de versterking bij lage frekwenties (KQ). 

XII 

Als bij een frekwentie geregelde lus, bestaande uit 

— een resonantiekring met overdrachtsfunktie ß/(l + jßv) met ν = μ/ω — ω/μ, 
waarbij Q de kwaliteitsfaktor is en ν de relatieve verstemming van de signaalfre-
kwentie μ ten opzichte van de variabele centrale frekwentie ω van het filter, 

— een 90° fazeverschuivend netwerk, 
— een vermenigvuldigende fazedetektor en 
— een laagdoorlaatfilter, 

de amplitude van het signaal op de uitgang van de kring konstant gehouden wordt 
door Q aan te passen (de kring meer of minder te dempen), dan is het vanggebied 
c.q. het houdgebied van de lus onafhankelijk van de amplitude van het ingangs
signaal (voorbeeld: zie figuur). 

k = eß/(l+ßV)fc 
φ = bgtg βν 



XIII 

Elk RLC (filter) netwerk met к knooppunten is te simuleren met behulp van weer
standen en niet meer dan к geaarde RLC mutators, 

waarbij we een RLC mutator definieren als een driepoort met de vergelijkingen: 

»i + klpr + Р"з = 0 , 

•Ί = v 2 = V3 , 

en een voorbeeld van een RLC mutator opgebouwd uit weerstanden, konden-
satoren en nullors in de figuur gegeven wordt. 

ОЮО 

4 
RLC mutator 

Definitie twee-poort mutators: Chua, L.O. (1968) 'Synthesis of new non
linear network elements', Proc. IEEE 56, 1325-1340. 

XIV 

Het is aan te bevelen om de tenniskompetitie later in het seizoen te laten aanvangen 
teneinde het verenigingsleven voor de grote meerderheid van de tennissers eerst op 
gang te laten komen en kompetitiespelers die tennis "slechts" als zomersport beoefe
nen de gelegenheid te geven zich voldoende voor te bereiden. 




